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ABSTRACT

Exposure to diverse opinions can help individuals develop accurate beliefs,

make better decisions, and become more understanding and tolerant persons.

It is also necessary for the governance of a stable and democratic society.

However, the exposure is often limited by people’s natural tendency towards

selective exposure—preferential seeking of confirmatory over challenging in-

formation. This has prompted many scholars to warn about the rise of “echo

chambers” and “filter bubbles” online, with individuals’ easy control over

information exposure enabled by digital technologies. Such concern has mo-

tivated human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers to study a class of

diversity-enhancing technologies—information and social technologies that

host diverse viewpoints and take increasing users’ exposure to information

that challenges their existing beliefs as a design goal.

In this dissertation, I seek to answer the following question: What kind

of design features can nudge users to be exposed to more attitude-challenging

information? To complement the current technical-HCI approaches, I focus

on bridging social science theories on selective exposure and design guidelines

for diversity-enhancing technologies. Specifically, the central objective of this

dissertation is to understand key factors that moderate individuals’ propen-

sity to engage in selective exposure in interacting with information and social

technologies and apply the knowledge in four aspects of diversity-enhancing

technology design: 1) design by enabling moderators that reduce, and elimi-

nating ones that increase, selective exposure; 2) design for personalization by

identifying user groups and use contexts that have varied selective exposure

tendencies; 3) design for personalization by tailoring diversity-enhancing de-

signs based on the underlying individual differences; and 4) design beyond

individuals by considering the opinion group differences in selective expo-

sure tendencies and the implication for user behaviors and social network
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structure.

This dissertation provides empirical evidence that user behaviors in seeking

attitude-relevant information are subject to the influence of various individ-

ual and contextual factors and recommends a more personalized approach

that carefully controls and leverages these factors to nudge users into more

desirable information consumption. It contributes several new lessons for

designing technologies that present diverse viewpoints, including a theory-

driven guideline for personalizing diversity-enhancing designs, insights on the

selective exposure bias in consumer health information seeking, and an ex-

ploration of group selective exposure and its implication for social technology

design. Perhaps most importantly, the dissertation pinpoints several direc-

tions in which selective exposure theories can be applied to the design of

diversity-enhancing technologies, which opens up opportunities for develop-

ing a unified knowledge framework to push this research field forward.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Our society has begun embracing diversity as a political and social norm.

Exposure to dissimilar viewpoints is indispensable in developing accurate

beliefs and making informed decisions. Without being challenged by alterna-

tive views, one may hold on to the wrong choice with illusory confidence—a

problem that has been ubiquitously reported in decision-making in various

domains, ranging from criminal investigation [2] and scientific research [3]

to health care [4, 5], financial investment [6], education [7],and many other

aspects of our everyday choices [8]. As John Stuart Mill famously put it,

“(when people do not have sufficient exposure to different opinions), if the

opinion is right, they are deprived of the opportunity of exchanging error for

truth. If wrong, they lose, what is almost as great a benefit, the clearer per-

ception and livelier impression of truth, produced by its collision with error.”

Cross-cutting exposure to diverse views is also considered a central ele-

ment in public life for sustaining a democratic and stable society. Advocates

of deliberative democracy deem the premise of democracy to be a “market-

place of ideas” — “reasonable, carefully constructed, and morally justifiable

arguments to one another in a context of mutual respects” among people

of diverse viewpoints [9, 10, 11]. Others emphasize the benefits of personal

interactions with people of diverse backgrounds for developing empathy for

ideological, social and cultural differences, eliminating undesirable stereo-

types, and accepting the legitimacy of various political outcomes [12]. With

the growing divide along the ideological spectrum, such as the division of

American citizens into the ever more distant “blue” and “red” camps, com-

munication across lines of difference has been increasingly sought after as the

safeguard for ideological polarization and dangerous radicalization [13].

By providing vast enhances in information access as well as weakening

the geographic and social boundaries, the Internet has, since its inception,
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been expected to transform the “marketplace of ideas” into the virtual space,

where opportunities for opinion expression, idea exchange, and public delib-

eration abound. In particular, many have been cheering for the promise

offered by social media for Habermas’ public sphere [14].

The availability of diverse information in the environment, however, does

not guarantee that people’s information consumption will be equally diverse.

According to selective exposure theory, individuals are driven to seek infor-

mation that supports their views and turn away from disagreeable informa-

tion to avoid cognitive dissonance—the psychological discomfort arising from

having to reconsider one’s beliefs or decisions [15]. The implication of selec-

tive exposure is that, when individuals have the choice, they may live in an

“echo chamber” where they are only repeatedly exposed to information that

reinforces their existing views.

In the Internet era, with the declines of broadcasting media channels serv-

ing as gatekeepers of information for diverse audiences, individuals have

gained unprecedented control over their own information exposure by eas-

ily selecting which website to visit and whom to follow on social media, and

by using various information filters such as ranking algorithms, personal-

ized user settings, self-curated information aggregators, etc. These “narrow-

casting” channels may profoundly change people’s information consumption,

prompted many scholars to warn that the Internet may exacerbate selective

exposure and lead to increasing social fragmentation [16, 17, 18]. Among

these scholars, Cass Sunstein made the most compelling criticism in his book

Republic.com [16], predicting that the Internet will inevitably make public

discourse more fragmented. In the same vein, Eli Pariser, in his best-selling

book The Filter Bubbles: What the Internet Is Hiding from You[19], vividly

depicted living in one’s own opinion and cultural “bubbles” as an outcome

of conscious or unconscious use of popular personalization technologies that

narrowly define personal preference as agreement, making one close-minded

and potentially vulnerable to propaganda and manipulation.
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1.1 Diversity-Enhancing Technology Design: Existing

HCI Approaches to Mitigate Selective Exposure

The alarming implications of digital media for selective exposure have mo-

tivated a small but growing group of human-computer interaction (HCI)

researchers to study how to design technologies that can diversify users’ in-

formation diet, in order to support learning, decision-making, personal reflec-

tion, and public deliberation. In this dissertation, I use the term “diversity-

enhancing technology” to refer to a class of tools that host diverse view-

points, and consider enhancing the exposure to challenging information as a

design goal.

The scope of diversity-enhancing technology is broad, including but not

limited to the following: 1) Deliberation platforms that support collective and

democratic decision-making, where a group of users presents and discusses

diverse viewpoints with the goal of reaching consensus, as exemplified by the

LiquidFeedback platform1; 2) Deliberation platforms that support individual

learning and reflection on complex issues. Examples include Consider.It [20]

and OpinionSpace[21], both focusing on helping individuals navigate through

a diverse collection of comments from other people; 3) Decision-support sys-

tems (DSS) that focus on remedying biased seeking of confirmatory informa-

tion, which often adopts various de-biasing techniques. A typical example

is a clinical decision-support system that encourages physicians to consider

and compare alternative options (e.g., [22]); 4) News and other information

aggregators (e.g., social media feed) designed with the goal of enabling indi-

viduals to continuously obtain information from diverse information sources;

and 5) Social opinion websites (e.g, Yelp), and, more broadly, online com-

munities, where one may seek diverse opinions for current issues, products,

services, and many other topics.

The existing HCI effort for diversity-enhancing technologies has been pri-

marily technical, focusing on developing new platforms or novel interaction

techniques that support navigation of, and deliberation on, diverse views. For

example, developing political deliberation platforms is one such area that is

fuitful. A number of visualization techniques have been explored to visually

present the arguments, popularity, and interactions between different stances

1http://liquidfeedback.org/
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[21, 23, 24, 25]. Many platforms, e.g., NewsCube[26], OpinionNetIt[27], and

Poli[28], focus on building structured interfaces (e.g., faceted interface) to

present diverse opinions, while Consider.It[20], Reflect[29], OpinionSpace[21]

and some other tools [30] proposed novel techniques that encourage active

user actions to explore and collect information from diverse viewpoints.

Because of the novel nature of these tools, they are often evaluated qual-

itatively or using simple self-reported measurements. Although favorable

opinions of the systems were reported, direct assessments on reducing selec-

tive exposure per se have rarely been conducted. While such practice may

arise from seeing diversity exposure as a means to the ends of deliberation

and system success, as a result, we still lack a fundamental understanding of

what kind of design features can effectively increase the diversity of informa-

tion people consume. This means that, for one, there lacks unified knowledge

to account for the varied empirical results and generate new ideas for future

system designs. Moreover, we may not be able to transfer the successful

design examples to other systems, especially systems that are not specialized

in supporting deliberation. For example, given that many criticize popular

social media like Facebook as magnifying users’ selective exposure tendency,

how should we introduce new, or leverage existing, design features to miti-

gate the problem? There is the question of transferability to other domains

as well. For example, while several studies reported confirmatory information

seeking as a form of bias problem in consumers’ online health information

seeking [31, 32, 33], how do we know what kind of diversity-enhancing design

would be effective and well-received in this new context?

This dissertation is not the only one that expresses and responds to such

concern. Very recently, a panel discussion was held at the 2013 ACM CSCW

conference [34], calling for identifying more general strategies that can pro-

mote exposure to diverse opinions. These strategies were referred to as

“nudges,” hailing to the concept originally developed by behavioral economists

Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein [35]. A nudge is an intervention built in

the environment that can change people’s behavior in desirable directions

without limiting their freedom of choices, often by enlisting knowledge from

behavioral and social sciences. For designs that aim to reduce selective ex-

posure, a nudge can range from a subtle design feature that changes users’

information-seeking paths to novel interaction techniques that generate new
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behavioral patterns.

Thaler and Sunstein called the kind of behavioral and social science re-

search that studies interventions for behavior change as efforts towards build-

ing a “toolbox of nudges.” In the same vein, this dissertation represents an

effort to inform a “toolbox of nudges for designing diversity-enhancing tech-

nologies.” This means a shift from the technical focus to understanding people

and how their behaviors can be changed in the direction of increased expo-

sure to diverse views. A key opportunity, as argued by Garrett and Resnick

(2011), lies in understanding what factors would enhance or reduce individ-

uals’ selective exposure tendency and, with that, to enable personalization

design—not the kind of personalization narrowly prioritizing user agreement

and creating “filter bubbles”, but leveraging numerous personal and con-

textual factors to increase individual tendency to seek different opinions in

specific settings.

1.2 My Approach: Designing Diversity-Enhancing

Technology with Moderators of Selective Exposure

The motivation for a personalized design approach to tackling selective ex-

posure challenges has both empirical and theoretical foundations. Several

empirical studies examining people’s online information behaviors reported

that preferences for diversity vary across individuals and information-seeking

contexts. Although a general preference for confirmatory information exists,

evidence shows that some users do actively look for information across the

ideological spectrum [36, 37], and in some contexts, especially non-political

ones [38], individuals may value the utility of alternative views for improving

learning and decision outcomes [39, 40].

While most of these observations are merely empirical without conclud-

ing the reasons behind the individual and contextual differences, we must

be aware that studying moderators of selective exposure—what variables in-

crease or decrease selective exposure tendency—has been a longstanding fo-

cus of psychological research on selective exposure theory. This can be traced

back to the 1960s when the early critics of selective exposure theory ques-
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tioned the existence of an underlying psychological preference for supportive

information [41], and pointed to the mounting evidence failing to observe

selective exposure in experimental research. Since the late 1980s, researchers

in this field started to converge on studying the moderators of selective ex-

posure to account for the contradicting evidence and, more importantly, to

deepen our understanding on attitude relevant information seeking.

One of the most prominent efforts to date is Hart et al.’s work [42]. By con-

ducting a meta-review of 91 studies on selective exposure, they presented a

general framework using two opposing motivational constructs—defense mo-

tivation and accuracy motivation—to encompass the numerous moderators

identified in previous research. Specifically, positive moderators of (increas-

ing) selective exposure, such as self-threat [43, 44] and commitment to one’s

position [45, 46], are recognized to incur defense motivation—desire to de-

fend one’s position, leading to more pronounced selective exposure. Negative

moderators of (decreasing) selective exposure, such as outcome importance

[47] and information utility for learning goals [48], are considered to foster

accuracy motivation—desire to form accurate understanding of the topic,

which promotes tendencies to seek information in an unbiased fashion.

Although the rich literature on moderators of selective exposure could be

a treasure that has not yet been unearthed for designing diversity-enhancing

technologies, there are certainly many questions that need to be answered

for the two fields to be bridged. First, naturally we need to inquire the

transferability of knowledge from traditional lab studies to technological en-

vironments. This is not only because the former tended to use a paper-based

information environment with limited information choices but also because

they largely followed a post-decision information-search paradigm to study

selective exposure, which may not be the primary use case for interacting

with diversity-enhancing technologies. Instead, our regular, often casual, use

of information and social technologies that present diverse views tends to

involve more browsing than goal-oriented searching, activities, and we are

often placed in an information-rich environment where access to both similar

and dissimilar views is just a few clicks away.

A second and perhaps more interesting question is on the application of

the knowledge about moderators of selective exposure from behavioral sci-

ence research to the designs of diversity-enhancing technologies. We certainly
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should not stop at knowing which users may be more open or resistant to

dissimilar opinions, but we ought to consider how to apply knowledge about

the moderators to active engineering of the system interfaces. In this dis-

sertation, I seek to understand the key moderators of selective exposure in

interacting with information and social technologies and argue that they can

be applied to four goals that are the keys to the success of diversity-enhancing

technologies. In Table 1.1, I list the following goals and how they are cov-

ered in the chapters of this dissertation, each of which presents one study I

conducted.

• Goal 1: Design nudges with moderators to enable ones that

reduce selective exposure, and eliminate ones that exacerbate

selective exposure, in order to nudge users towards exposure to di-

verse viewpoints. For example, based on the accuracy-defense moti-

vation framework, many design ideas can be generated to accentuate

the benefits of, or enable, the accurate understanding of the topic or

to alleviate users’ incitement for defense. While this goal is rather

straightforward, I emphasize the focus on changing interface features

that can induce the known moderators of selective exposure. In the

dissertation, to exemplify this approach, using an information aggrega-

tor for controversial topics, I showed that design features as simple as

a threatening image can unintentionally trigger users’ defense motiva-

tion, and thus should be cautiously avoided (Study 1 in Chapter 3). I

also explored several design principles for enhancing diversity exposure

based on moderators suggested by selective exposure theory (Studies

2-4 in Chapters 4-6).

• Goal 2: Personalization design with moderators, which may

involve two steps. The first is to identify user groups and use

contexts with varied selective exposure tendencies that need to

be personalized for. While personalization tasks can be complex and

involve numerous factors, the accuracy-defense motivation framework

provides a high-level construct to predict user groups that are more

open to a diverse collection of information and ones that are averse

to challenging information and thus need to be more closely targeted

to mitigate selective exposure. For example, based on the accuracy
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motivation construct, we may expect user groups that are genuinely

interested in the topic to be less prone to selective exposure. Based on

the defense motivation, we may predict user groups that are frequently

challenged by others to develop a stronger tendency to seek confirma-

tion. This applies to adapting systems for different use contexts as well

by predicting whether a user may become more or less likely to engage

in selective exposure for different topics or when encountering certain

events. Ultimately, a comprehensive list of moderators can enable ac-

curate prediction of users’ diversity preference in a dynamic fashion,

which may serve as the foundation for a more intelligent and adaptive

“nudging” approach. Given that identifying a complete list of moder-

ators is beyond the scope of any dissertation, my research focused on

exploring the feasibility of this theory-driven approach. Specifically, I

validated that topical involvement, as a known contributor of accuracy

motivation, led to more balanced information seeking when interacting

with an information aggregator (Study 1 in Chapter 3). By studying se-

lective exposure with real user-data from social media discussions on a

controversial topic (Study 5 in Chapter 7) and by studying it in a differ-

ent, less studied domain—consumer health information seeking (Study

4 in Chapter 6)—I showed that heightened threat, a factor repeatedly

reported to be associated with defense motivation [49, 50, 51], led to

more pronounced selective exposure in interacting with technologies.

• Goal 3: A second step in personalization design with modera-

tors is to tailor nudging designs for different user groups and

use contexts to achieve the optimal diversity-enhancing results. While

Goal 2 is to answer the question of “for whom to personalize,” Goal 3

is to answer the “how to personalize” question. It is a necessary ques-

tion as experiment showed that not only does there exist a division

of diversity-seeking and challenge-averse users, but they also tend to

respond differently to diversity-enhancing designs [36]. Behavioral sci-

ence research on moderators of selective exposure can inform this goal

by revealing the underlying factor that contributes to the observed user

differences. For example, by identifying difference in accuracy motiva-

tion as the underlying factor that mediates users’ information behav-

iors, we may seek design solutions based on the needs and preferences
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resulting from varied levels of accuracy motivation. Specifically, in this

dissertation, by associating accuracy motivation with the rich litera-

ture on dual-process persuasion theories [1] and their applications in

tailoring behavior-change interventions based on motivational levels, I

proposed a theory-based design guideline to tailor diversity-enhancing

nudging design based on the accuracy motivational level (Study 2 in

Chapter 4). Based on the guideline, I developed and studied three dif-

ferent diversity-enhancing nudging designs with social discussion plat-

forms across two domains—politics and consumer health—and pro-

vided validation for the design guideline (Studies 2-4 in Chapters 4-6)

• Goal 4: Design beyond individual with moderators by iden-

tifying opinion group differences in selective exposure, in or-

der to consider the implications for social technology designs. Beyond

individuals, social science researchers have studied selective exposure

at the group level—the disproportional interactions between people of

the same opinion or social category, which has also been referred as

in-group bias. In-group bias has important implications for design-

ing diversity-enhancing social technologies, because it not only limits

individuals’ exposure to dissimilar views, but also impacts the social

network structure, on which many design features and algorithms de-

pend. Empirical studies, both online and offline, reported that opinion

groups may differ in their selective exposure tendencies [52, 53, 54]. The

potential outcome is an asymmetric social network structure that can

unequally influence user behaviors, as well as the reachability, presence

and impact of different viewpoints, all of which are deemed detrimen-

tal to the goal of promoting exposure to diverse views. To take the

potential bias into consideration for system designs, a first step would

be to identify the propensity of group difference in selective exposure,

and this is where the knowledge about the moderators of selective ex-

posure can be potentially applied. As a first exploration on the topic,

I presented a case study of opinion group differences in in-group bias

by analyzing large-size Twitter data, and attempted to identify asso-

ciation between the varied in-group bias and group attribute that is

linked to moderators of selective exposure (Study 5 in Chapter 7).

Before discussing my dissertation research, in the next chapter, I will first
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Table 1.1: Overview of research goals and how they are covered in
each chapter (study)

Research goal
Chapter number
3 4 5 6 7

design nudges enable negative moderators,
eliminate positive ones

X X X X

design person-
alization

identify user groups or use con-
texts with varied selective ex-
posure tendencies

X X X

tailor nudges for different user
groups and use contexts

X X X

design beyond
individuals

understand group differences
in selective exposure and the
implications for social tech-
nologies

X

motivate my work by reviewing theoretical foundations and empirical evi-

dence of selective exposure and its moderators, previous work on designing

diversity-enhancing technologies, emerging research on studying selective ex-

posure as a form of bias in consumer health information seeking, and selective

exposure in its aggregated form—in-group bias of opinion groups on social

media.

On a final note, I am by no means claiming that selective exposure is

inherently wrong and that we should eradicate it under any circumstances.

In fact, many would argue that, without our desire for confirmation, we

would never be able to learn [55]. Selective exposure can also bring other

benefits such as engagement, confidence and enthusiasm for civic life [11].

Again I emphasize the notion of a “toolbox”; as long as the needs for the

tools are valid—in fact, imperative in many contexts—the tools should be

developed. How to use the toolbox—when and where it should be used, how

to ensure it is not abused, etc.—is an important question by its own right

and should be asked by information-seekers, “choice environment” designers

and policy-makers, but it is not the focus of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, I will review relevant work that motivated my dissertation.

I will start by presenting the theoretical foundations and empirical results

of research into the selective exposure phenomenon, including both social

science research dated back to 1950s and recent research focusing on online

selective exposure. As the main theoretical foundation of my dissertation,

I will then review the psychological research on the moderators of selec-

tive exposure tendency. To motivate studying selective exposure beyond the

political domain in my research, I will review the emerging research on se-

lective exposure in consumer online health information seeking. To motivate

studying selective exposure beyond the individual, in the last section, I will

discuss empirical findings of in-group bias and its potential implications for

diversity-enhancing technologies.

2.1 Selective Exposure to Information

Selective exposure is defined as the preferential seeking of confirmatory infor-

mation, and/or avoidance or ignorance of information that challenges one’s

existing views. The classic view of selective exposure research is based on

Festinger’s cognitive dissonance theory [15], which states that individuals are

motivated to preferentially seek confirmatory information to avoid cognitive

dissonance—the psychological discomfort experienced from striving to main-

tain internal consistency when facing conflicts. Selective exposure has also

been called congeniality bias [56] and a form of confirmation bias [8]; while

confirmation bias also considers the preferential interpretation of informa-

tion, selective exposure focuses primarily on the “exposure” stage.

While selective exposure is recognized to be a fundamental human be-
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havioral tendency, it is often studied as a bias that may lead to negative

outcomes. This is because selective exposure limits individuals’ exposure to

diverse information and impedes the many benefits that such exposure can

bring. First of all, to develop accurate views and to make unbiased deci-

sions require some degree of exposure to information that challenges one’s

existing beliefs. Individuals with wrong beliefs may never be able to cor-

rect them if they continue seeking confirmatory information [8]. The benefit

of having diverse perspectives is also widely recognized in the literature on

group decision-making [57, 58]. Second, for the individuals, exposure to di-

verse viewpoints is the key to preventing extremity and radicalization, and,

for society, ideological polarization [13]. Third, exposure to diverse views

may cultivate individuals’ tolerance, empathy and acceptance of different

perspectives as well the as disagreeable outcomes in the political sphere [12].

Last but not least, exposure to diverse views is the premise for “deliberative

democracy,” where being informed of diverse perspectives is the first and

foremost step towards deliberation and democracy [9, 10, 59].

Given these benefits of exposure to diverse viewpoints for public life, per-

haps not surprisingly, selective exposure has received much attention from

political science and communication researchers. There has been a long-

standing interest in empirically examining the extent of selective exposure

as reflected in individuals’ media choices. Studies consistently found that

people’s political preferences largely affect their choices of media sources,

not only for political issues but also for “soft” subjects such as travel and

entertainment [60]. For example, conservatives would consistently choose

to obtain all their daily information from conservative media outlets such

as Fox News. Such preferential selection happens across all media channels

from radio programs to newspaper to television news [60, 61]. As a result, the

choices of partisan information sources decline people’s exposure to different

opinions [17]. Selective exposure also happens widely in face-to-face com-

munications. As a form of social selection [62], people preferentially choose

to interact with and befriend people with whom they share similar views,

even making life decisions such as where to live based on these preferences,

as demonstrated in the large volume of literature on ideological segregation

[63, 64].
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2.2 Selective Exposure Online

In the last 15 years, a new wave of selective exposure research turned its

attention to the Internet [52, 65, 66, 67, 61]. Scholars warned that there

are two dangers associated with the nature of Internet media. One is the

emergence of narrowcasting channels. The traditional type of broadcasting

channels addresses a broad audiences, and thus has to ensure a certain level of

diversity, which is further regulated by media policies [67]. In contrast, Inter-

net users are able to choose information sources freely according to their own

preferences, therefore creating self-tailored “narrowcasting” channels, as best

illustrated by the hypothetical example of “Daily Me” in Negroponte’s book

Being Digital [68]. The second problem arises from the fact that popular per-

sonalization technologies often prioritize satisfying users’ natural preferences,

selective exposure being one of them. Examples include Google’s personal-

ized search and Facebook’s personalized feed. The problem is extensively

discussed in Pariser’s book The Fillter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding

from You [19].

At a first glance, empirical evidence of online information exposure lends

support to the alarming concern regarding increasing selective exposure. For

example, by analyzing the URL link patterns of blogosphere, Adamic and

Glance [52] found that liberals and conservatives link primarily within their

ideological communities. Gilbert et al. analyzed the content of online blogs

and also found that blogs tend to attract audiences that hold similar views

[38]. By analyzing news consumption of users of personalized search and

social media, Flaxman et al. found that they exhibit higher segregation in

their news-reading behaviors than those who do not use such technologies

[69].

Other studies, however, defended Internet’s role in curtailing people’s ex-

posing to diverse views. The first argument is that, because of the largely

decreased information access cost, although selectivity still exists, Internet

is exposing people to more diverse viewpoints than traditional information

sources [70, 65, 66]. There is some evidence that Internet users’ informa-

tion consumption may be less segregated than obtained through face-to-face

communications [67] and cable news [61]. The argument is especially plau-

sible considering the richer forms of social interactions online. For example,
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Conover et al. [71] examined the Twitter network of political communica-

tions and found that, while the retweeting (i.e, sharing) network is highly

partisan, the mentioning network (i.e., inter-personal interactions) is consid-

erably heterogeneous. These observations motivated Garrett [72] to propose

that individuals are driven to seek pro-attitudinal information without sys-

tematically avoiding counter-attitudinal information. Such distinction has

important implications for online information exposure; the information-rich

environment may provide ample opportunities for people to seek confirma-

tory information, and, thus, they may not necessarily need to actively filter

out disagreeable information.

Another argument is that selective exposure tendency varies largely across

individuals and information contexts. Therefore, the assumption that, with

the diverse backgrounds and goals, Internet users will inevitably seek con-

firmatory information is simply problematic. Several studies reported that,

when browsing online political news and discussions, some users actively seek

out diverse views [37, 73], especially those with high political and topical in-

terest [74]. Other studies reported that selective exposure tends to be weaker

for certain topics [75], especially non-political ones [38]. Given that many

online information sources and social media are not exclusively dedicated

to a single topic, people’s choices of information sources can be affected by

many factors other than ideological difference alone. This motivates scholars

to argue that there are many, especially non-political (e.g., hobby forums,

interest-based blogs), spaces on the Internet playing an important role in

people’s serendipitous exposure to cross-ideological viewpoints [73, 76].

2.3 Moderators of Selective Exposure

Motivated by the empirical observation that diversity preferences differ across

individuals and contexts, some scholars argue that the key to designing tech-

nologies to mitigate selective exposure is personalization [73, 77]—to leverage

the various personal and contextual factors that moderate selective expo-

sure to increase individuals’ tendency to seek different opinions in specific

settings. For example, Garrett and Resnick [77] proposed to 1) provide

favorable challenging items according to individuals’ preferences, by, e.g.,
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tracking individual’s previous activities to identify what kind of attributes

makes counter-attitudinal information appealing to the particular user and

2) provide challenging items only in specific context. For example, previous

research suggests that personal interest and issue importance may trump

ideological difference, so we may choose to present a more diverse set of

information to users for topics they are more interested in [74, 78].

While empirical studies to support this personalization approach are cur-

rently elusive, a study conducted by Munson and Resnick [73] on user in-

teractions with a news aggregator shows that, not only are there individual

differences in preference for ideologically diverse versus homogeneous news

collection, but they also react differently to attitude-relevant design features.

For example, those challenge-averse users, who prefer as much agreeable news

as possible, were more satisfied with the system when agreeable items were

highlighted. The result suggests that it may be necessary to develop differ-

ent interventions for diversity-seeking and challenge-averse users, and to do

so requires understanding the underlying factors that moderate individuals’

selective exposure tendencies.

The contemporary discussion on the individual differences in selective ex-

posure online is, in fact, a new wave of a longstanding inquiry. After the

early critics such as Sears and Freedman [41] questioned the existence of

selective exposure as an underlying psychological mechanism, selective expo-

sure research underwent several years of decline. In 1986, Frey published a

paper [79] that reviewed the accumulating mixed evidence on the existence

of selective exposure, calling for research on the moderators of selective ex-

posure to deepen our understanding on the complex mechanism for seeking

and processing attitude-relevant information. The long list of moderators

included: freedom of information choice [80, 81], commitment to position

[82, 83], confidence [84], source competence [85], information utility [48], and

decision reversibility [86]. Since then, researchers have examined many ad-

ditional personal and contextual factors that make individuals more or less

likely to engage in selective exposure, such as threat [49], mood [87], attitude

strength [88], and framing [89, 90].

As Neuman [91] argued, the key to understanding information-seeking be-

havior is to understand motivations, i.e., why people seek certain types of

information. By conducting a meta-analysis, Hart et al. [42] proposed the
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accuracy-defense motivation framework. Embedded in theories on how

different types of motivation impact the processing of attitude-relevant infor-

mation [92, 93], the framework attempts to encompass the many moderators

identified in the half century of selective exposure research. It provides a

useful tool to interpret and predict how various individual and contextual

factors moderate the selective exposure tendency.

For defense motivation, the theory resorts to the fundamental mechanism

that drives selective exposure—cognitive dissonance. Therefore, factors that

rise self-threat, and thus cognitive conflict, may motivate people to seek

confirmatory information to defend themselves. The meta-analysis identified

that selective exposure is stronger when 1) the information recipient has high

commitment to the position; 2) the recipient has low confidence or perceives

self-threat in an attitude, belief or behavior; 3) the recipient is close-minded;

4) the attitude is highly relevant to the personal value; and 5) no support

was received compared to receiving support prior to information selection.

Beyond these factors, other research consistently identified factors that give

rise to self-threat, such as anxiety in information seeking [50], encountering of

threatening images [94], lack of competence [95], tended to increase selective

exposure tendency.

For accuracy motivation, the theory refers to motivation that promotes

tendencies to seek information in an objective, open-minded fashion to fos-

ter uncovering of truth [96]. The meta-analysis mainly associated it with two

factors: 1) outcome-relevant importance and 2) information utility. However,

the meta-analysis also pointed out that such effects were somewhat mixed

in empirical findings. The reason is that the co-existence of accuracy and

defense motivation was not controlled in some empirical studies. For exam-

ple, while high-quality attitude-challenging information may serve accuracy

motivation, especially when the information is relevant to the current goal

(e.g., expecting to write an essay addressing both sides), in some experi-

ments it appeared to be threatening to the individuals, which also triggered

defense motivation. Similarly, while outcome-relevant importance itself may

reduce selective exposure tendency, in reality, it often correlates with value

relevance, which could induce defense motivation when the need to defend

oneself is salient (e.g., seeking information to justify one’s candidate choice).

The meta-analysis shows that, in some of these situations, the defense moti-
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vation may even have a dominant effect.

Taking a motivational account of selective exposure allows me to make

connections with the longstanding theories on the moderating role of moti-

vation on information behaviors. One of them is the family of dual-process

theories [1, 92], which predicts whether individuals’ information choices are

driven by content or surface features (e.g., written by a well-known author)

depending on their levels of motivation to elaborately process the content.

Such predictions may serve as a theoretical foundation for the provision of

content or surface interface features tailored to users’ motivational levels. In

studies 2-4 (Chapters 4-6), I leverage this idea to develop three diversity-

enhancing nudging designs. In the beginning of Chapter 4, I will discuss

dual-process theories and how they may inform a theory-driven approach to

personalization of diversity-enhancing technologies.

I chose to use the accuracy-defense motivation framework as the theoret-

ical foundation for my dissertation. However, we must note the existence

of other relevant theories that conceptualize the variation of selective expo-

sure tendencies in different ways. One major thrust is to conceptualize the

moderators in terms of the extent to which they regulate the emergence of

cognitive dissonance (see [43]). So strategies that are able to reduce cognitive

dissonance, such as providing acknowledgement of the validity of one’s view,

can mitigate selective exposure. It also explains past failure in observing

selective exposure by insufficient generation of cognitive dissonance. To a

large extent, this theme aligns with the defense-motivation process in Hart

et al.’s framework.

Another line of research studies the selective exposure phenomenon through

the lens of information utility (e.g., [97]). While attitude-consistent informa-

tion tends to provide a higher level of gratification utility—positive mental

and emotional response, attitude-consistent information would sometimes be

assigned higher instrumental utility—value for attaining pragmatic goal—

(e.g., when one needs to understand opponents’ arguments). Across different

contexts, information seekers’ behaviors are governed by the single goal of

maximizing information utility gain, thus exhibiting varied selective exposure

tendencies depending on the utility distributions.

While this dissertation makes the choice of Hart et al.’s framework, I am
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not assuming its completeness for explaining moderators of selective expo-

sure, or its superiority over other theoretical models. The goal is to take a

ground in the particular theory as an example to explore how to bridge social

science theories and technology design in this area. In the last chapter, I will

attempt to discuss some lessons learned on the potential limitations of the

accuracy-defense-motivation framework theory.

2.4 Diversity-Enhancing Technology Design

The importance of exposure to diverse viewpoints for learning, decision-

making and deliberation has engendered various technologies that take re-

ducing selective exposure as a primary design goal. Examples of these tech-

nologies include news aggregators that aim to diversify readers’ information

diets, information aggregators that support decision-making or learning of

controversial topics, social media for opinion exchange, and platforms for

personal reflection and public deliberation.

Many of these technologies take the form of “information aggregators”

with a focus on promoting awareness of diverse viewpoints. For example,

NewsCube [98] is a news aggregator that classifies news for the same topic

into different viewpoints and aspects and presents them in a faceted inter-

face. Oh et al. [99] developed a blog search interface that classifies results

based on their ideological leaning. Consider.It [20] is a deliberation platform

where users can choose to view arguments made by people with varied po-

sitions on a controversial topic, ranging from extreme positive to extreme

negative. Poli [28] is an integrated environment that aggregates comments

on controversial political topics from multiple social media platforms, with

the goal of enabling more effective interactions in the public sphere. Jiang

et al. [100] developed a tool that aggregates diverse medical reviews from

social media, and clusters them into different aspects such as effectiveness

and side effects. Evaluation of these interfaces found them to be effective in

facilitating learning and deliberation.

Many also explored developing visualization techniques to visually promote

awareness of diverse views and to facilitate users to navigate through them

[24, 25]. For example, OpinionSpace [21] is a visualization tool that projects
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users’ positions to points on a two-dimensional plane, where the distances

between points represent their opinion differences. Reflext [101] attempts

to increase users’ understanding of dissimilar views by visually presenting

the frequent terms appearing in comments with different stances (pro, con,

neutral). DataPotrait [102] is a tool that visualizes the ideological distance

and similarities on intermediary topics (e.g., hobbys) of Twitter users with

the goal of encouraging exploration of diverse user profiles. Review Spoltlight

[39] is a tool that supports the navigation of restaurant reviews by visually

presenting adjective-noun pairs that summarize different user opinions.

As I discussed in the introduction chapter, this type of “technical HCI”

research, although providing concrete design solutions, may only make lim-

ited advancement in our general knowledge about what kind of designs can

effectively reduce users’ selective exposure tendency. To fill this gap, we need

to shift focus to identifying more general strategies that can increase users’

tendency to seek attitude-challenging information. These general strategies

can be considered “nudges.” “Nudge” was first introduced by behavioral

economists Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein [35] as a form of libertarian

paternalism—to affect behavior-change in desirable directions without in-

terfering with people’s autonomy. The core idea of nudging is the active

engineering of “choice architecture,” by tapping into knowledge from be-

havioral science on how behaviors and decisions can be influenced by the

presentation of choices. Its key concept—to push individuals in the desirable

directions without threatening their autonomy—is well suited to enable the

success of diversity-enhancing technologies, because these technologies must

be able to expose people to information they would otherwise not seek and

equally importantly, to do so without significantly harming user favorability

of the system and risk users abandoning the system altogether.

Based on the theory, a nudge can be an interface feature that scaffolds

users’ free selection among diverse information without imposing on users’

choices (i.e., systems that limit information choice such as preference incon-

sistent recommendation [103] would not be considered a nudge, and are likely

to have limitations for systems adopted by the general population). Several

recent studies looked at the effectiveness of interface features as nudges for

seeking diverse information. For example, Balancer [104] is a browser ex-

tension that uses an image of a person standing on a balancer to provide
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feedback on the diversity (balance) of the user’s news consumption, with

more positive facial expression of the person corresponding to more balanced

information consumption. It leverages users’ normative tendency by priming

diversity as social norms. Other examples include Messing and Westwood’s

[105] and Munson and Agapie’s [106] studies, both leveraging social influ-

ences, to nudge users to attend to attitude-inconsistent information that is

endorsed by other users.

To complement the technical-HCI approach of existing research in this

area, my dissertation represents an effort to inform a “toolbox of nudges”,

from which future diversity-enhancing technologies can seek inspiration. I ar-

gue that such effort requires 1) solid evaluation that focuses on the effective-

ness of reducing selective exposure per se and information-seeking outcomes

and 2) seeking more generalizable conclusions, which may involve theory-

based inductive and deductive reasoning by synthesizing evidence from mul-

tiple empirical studies. To this end, in Chapters 4-6, I design and study three

different nudging designs with systematic evaluations of their effect on users’

information selection, information reception, and learning outcomes. Taken

together, these studies validate a theory-based design guideline I will discuss

in the beginning of Chapter 4.

2.5 Selective Exposure in the Health Domain

While political information seeking has been the frontier for studying online

selective exposure, scholars have explored the problems in other domains.

The concern has mainly been in its detrimental effect on decision-making in

critical contexts. Among others, an important, emerging area to study online

selective exposure is consumer health information seeking.

Notably, researchers have studied selective exposure in the health domain

for decades. One form of selective exposure is to seek confirmatory evidence

in clinical decision-making, which has been identified to be a top cause of

medical decision error [107]. For instance, when making diagnostic decisions,

doctors are found to seek further evidence for presumed diagnosis but ne-

glect or misinterpret evidence for alternative explanations. Another form of

selective exposure is patients’ information avoidance as a coping strategy,
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especially to avoid threatening information pointing to negative outcomes

[108, 109, 110]. Public health scholars have also studied selective exposure

for health-risky behavior changes, as it may drive people who are inclined

to engage in risky behaviors to seek evidence for justification. For example,

there has been a increasing interest in studying how selective exposure me-

diates the effectiveness of HIV-prevention interventions [111]. Confirmation

seeking from like-minded others has also been reported in recent research on

the rise of online communities centered around health-risky activities, such

as eating disorders and other self-harming activities [112].

A few recent studies examined how preexisting bias may affect consumers’

health information seeking on the Internet [113]. Biased beliefs were found

to lead to preferential seeking of confirmatory evidence. Selective exposure

in consumer medical information seeking is especially dangerous considering

the fact that, compared to health professionals, patients often lack necessary

medical knowledge, and thus may form incorrect hypotheses to begin with,

and encounter misinformation on random websites. Such biased information

seeking is found to increase patients’ illusory confidence in the wrong beliefs

and result in incorrect or suboptimal decisions [114].

More broadly, recent research started to examine how the Internet environ-

ment may inherently shape cognitive biases in consumer health information

seeking. “Cyberchodria” is a term coined to refer to consumers’ escalation of

concerns about common health problems after performing online information

search. There are several reasons that the Internet may reinforce selective ex-

posure towards negative information [31, 32, 115]. First of all, when it comes

to health-related information, people are inclined to attend to negative in-

formation, especially when alarming terms (e.g., pain, death) or emotionally

charged language (e.g., complaints in user reviews) are present. Second,

popular information retrieval techniques that emphasize relevance and pop-

ularity instead of accuracy may not be suited for health-related information.

For example, by ranking results based on features such as PageRank and

click-through rate, the chance of an alarming result (e.g., serious diseases)

showing up in the top rank may be much higher than the probability of the

actual incidents [31]. While search engines are the primary tool that patients

use to search for health information, they can inherently reinforce selective

exposure. People may naturally use search terms that imply existing biases
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(e.g., by searching “medicine side effect”) and obtain information that is

largely confirmatory. In fact, this problem was found to be the main cause

of illusory confidence after performing online search.

These works suggest that diversity-enhancing designs should be introduced

to health information systems to mitigate selective exposure. Similar to that

of social and political issues, the learning process for health-related issues

should ideally be accomplished in a reflective and unbiased way. Moreover,

similar to political issues, health information seeking is an integrated part

of many people’s (e.g., those who have chronic conditions) daily information

diet. If selective exposure happens on a regular basis, it could lead to pro-

foundly biased beliefs that can be difficult to correct, which may threaten

their health status.

With all the advancement in diversity-enhancing technologies in the po-

litical domain, I am inspired to seek opportunities to extend it to the devel-

opment of technologies that nudge people to hear diverse opinions regarding

health-related issues. In Chapter 6, I present a study where I transform the

similar information aggregator interface into a tool that supports consumer

medical decision and explore the extent of selective exposure tendency, and

the effectiveness of nudging design, in the consumer health domain.

2.6 Group Difference in Selective Exposure (In-Group

Bias)

On social media platforms, a direct outcome of selective exposure is in-group

bias—individuals disproportionally connected with or interact with people

who share similar views. At the network level, this leads to a segregated

structure with limited cross-ideological or cross-opinion group interactions.

As I have reviewed in the “selective exposure online” section, researchers

have studied the problem of in-group bias (segregation) on various social

media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook blogs, discussion forum) for various

opinion groups (e.g., affiliates of different political parties, people who hold

different views on a controversial topic).

A few studies compared the group differences in segregation patterns on
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the same social media platform. When analyzing the cross-ideological inter-

actions on political blogs, Adamic and Glance [52] found that conservative

blogs, compared to the liberal ones, had a denser pattern of segregation

(more frequent interaction with other conservatives). Consistently, Conover

et al. [53] found that conservatives tend to be more tightly connected and

more active on Twitter than liberals. By looking at the Twitter activities

for the 2012 US election, Christensen [116] found that leaders of a minority

party tend to engage in more interactions, especially conversations with their

supporters, compared to the major party members. For Egyptian politics,

scholars looked at Secular and Islamist groups’ Twitter activities and found

that topical segregation and polarization emerged [117]; meanwhile, some

found that the Islamist group became comparatively less active over time

[118].

An interesting observation from these studies is that higher segregation and

tighter in-group connection tend to correlate with higher activeness. While

the causal relationships can be two ways, it is consistent with the notion that

selective exposure may engender (illusory) confidence [8], topical interest and

enthusiasm [11], and potentially radicalization [13].

The varied group tendency in selective exposure has several implications

for biases in social technology. First, it may bias the diversity exposure of

group members. This means that some users would live in a stronger echo

chamber than others, and may gain more opinion or ideology reinforcement

from using the platform. Second, it may “bias,” i.e., create asymmetries in,

the structure of social network. The better-connected groups are not only

able to disseminate information more efficiently, but also, given that many

algorithms use social network features, their contents are likely favored by

these algorithms. One example is user recommender systems that take the

number of followers into account, which may favor members of opinion groups

that actively follow each other. Last but not least, it may introduce biases to

social media analytics using the data. This is especially important consider-

ing the growing interest in using social media data, particularly by “pooling”

topic-related contents, to study and monitor social opinions in various do-

mains such as political polls, consumer opinions, predicting stock market,

etc. [119, 120, 121]. If an opinion group is more densely connected, and

therefore having more engaging and supportive discussions, they may poten-
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tially create more topical-relevant content, therefore making their opinions

over-represented in the data.

All of these potential problems are counter-productive to the goal of pro-

moting and preserving diverse viewpoints. Therefore, I argue that it is im-

portant to identify, even predict, group differences in selective exposure ten-

dency, to develop solutions that can counterbalance the above-mentioned

bias problems. Knowledge about the moderators of selective exposure may

potentially inform such effort. For example, if members of an opinion group

are more likely associated with certain defense or accuracy motivation-related

factors, they could potentially drive the group’s stronger or weaker tendency

to engage in selective exposure.

Although the results in previous research into online communities are too

sparse to conclude the association, supporting evidence could be found from

social science research on varied in-group bias (often studied in the physical

world). For example, a robust conclusion is that groups with a disadvanta-

geous status, e.g., in a numerical minority (see review in [122]), with lower

social status, or in a marginalized group[13], tend to show stronger in-group

bias. Interestingly, the phenomena have been explained by the stronger sense

of threat and insecurity that these group tend to face [123], consistent with

the conclusion that self-threat is a direct contributor to defense motivation,

thus heightening selective exposure.

If threat and other moderators of selective exposure can be used to predict

group differences in in-group bias, it may open the door for more ethical

designs of diversity-enhancing social technologies, which can counterbalance

the potential biases of network structure. It may also inform the develop-

ment of better analytical methods that take the potential group behavior

differences into consideration. As the first study proposing this topic, I will

explore the evidence of association between group attribute, as moderator of

selective exposure, and group tendency in selective exposure, by conducting

a case study of Twitter discussions on a controversial topic in Chapter 7.
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2.7 Summary

While fruitful results have been produced in developing technologies that

support navigation of and deliberation on diverse viewpoints, there lacks

a fundamental understanding on what kind of design feature is effective in

“nudging” people to seek more diverse opinions. While some propose a per-

sonalization approach to leverage the varied personal and contextual factors

to make individuals more open to diverse views in specific settings, neither

uniform frameworks that can guide the designs nor solid empirical imple-

mentation and evaluation are present. Meanwhile, the rich social science

literature on moderators of selective exposure boasts both solid theoretical

foundations and abounding empirical results that can inform the design of

diversity-enhancing technologies. My dissertation aims to bridge the selective

exposure theory scholarship and the HCI perspective on diversity-enhancing

technologies.

After reviewing relevant literature, I choose to ground my research in the

accuracy-defense-motivation framework proposed by Hart et al. [42], and

explore its applications in multiple aspects of diversity-enhancing technology

design, as in the four design goals I proposed in the introduction chapter.

While the framework encompasses a broad range of moderators, for the scope

of a dissertation, I choose to focus on a few factors that are highly relevant

to interactions with information and social technologies.

For defense motivation, I choose to study a direct contributor to defense

motivation—threat, as identified to increase the level of cognitive dissonance.

In multiple studies, I show that design features that trigger threat can lead to

more pronounced selective exposure thus should be avoided (Study 1, Chap-

ter 3); that use contexts with higher level of threat tend to induce higher

selective exposure tendency (Study 4, Chapter 6); and that user group with

high self-threat attribute tends to show stronger selective exposure tendency

(Study 5, Chapter 7). For accuracy motivation, I examine topical involve-

ment as an important factor to consider for personalization designs regard-

ing varied user groups and topical contexts, and find evidence that it leads

to more balanced information seeking (Chapter 1, Goal 1). Moreover, by

considering accuracy motivation as a key mediator in attitude-relevant infor-

mation seeking, I propose and validate a theory-driven design guideline for
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tailoring “nudges” for exposure to diverse opinions based on users’ accuracy

motivation level (Chapters 4-6, Goal 3).

Beyond the frequently studied political domain, I look into selective ex-

posure tendency in consumer health information seeking (Chapter 6) and

provide some insights on the similarities and differences of selective expo-

sure between political and health opinion seeking. Beyond studying selective

exposure at the individual level, I explore selective exposure as a group ten-

dency on a social media platform (Chapter 7), contributing a first study that

explores the association between a moderator of selective exposure and vari-

ance in in-group bias and its implications for designing and studying social

technologies

In the remainder of the dissertation, I will present five studies. For each

study, I will start by discussing the motivation, including reviewing additional

literature, before presenting the study design and results. I will conclude the

dissertation by summarizing what we learned from the studies; outlining fu-

ture directions for the four goals of employing moderators to inform design of

diversity-enhancing technologies, as stated in the introduction; and propos-

ing advances in technology designs to serve the personal and public goal of

promoting exposure to diverse opinions.
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Chapter 3

THREAT AND TOPIC INVOLVEMENT ON
SELECTIVE EXPOSURE

The increasing concerns on “echo chambers” and “filter bubbles” give rise

to technologies with the primary goal of promoting the awareness and ex-

change of diverse viewpoints, for individual and collective deliberation on

controversial topics [20, 26], and for decision-making in critical contexts such

as healthcare [100], science [21], and finance [124]. These technologies were

often evaluated by considering all users equally. However, recent research sug-

gests that there are individual differences in the preference for seeking diverse

versus agreeable information, and that the diversity-seeking and challenge-

averse users tend to respond to attitude-relevant designs differently [37, 73].

While the individual difference in diversity preference has been repeatedly

reported, few attempted to answer what kind of users are more open to di-

verse viewpoints. One exception is Knobloch-Westerwick and Meng’ study

[74]. By conducting a survey study on people’s political information seeking

habits, they found that cross-ideological information selection is more likely

to happen among people with greater interest in politics, higher topical im-

portance, and more accessible attitudes. We may also learn from selective

exposure theories. The accuracy-defense motivation framework developed by

Hart et al.[42], as I reviewed in the previous chapter, suggests that users who

differ in diversity preference may vary in either their accuracy motivation or

defense motivation.

In this study, I seek to validate that accuracy motivation related user at-

tributes can mediate the diversity preference in interacting with information

technologies. While several factors may contribute to accuracy motivation,

I choose to look at topic involvement (interest and importance) as a gen-

eral user attribute. Not only because topic involvement is frequently studied

as a mediator for information behavior and attitude change [125], but also

because it has important practical implications for customization and person-
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alization of technologies, as many differences in user groups or use contexts

can be attributed to differences in the involvement level.

Meanwhile, the empirical evidence on how topical involvement actually

mediates selective exposure is somewhat mixed. To reconcile it, Hart et

al. [42] suggest that, while outcome relevant involvement is supposed to

contribute to accuracy motivation, in reality, it often correlates with value

relevant involvement, which may conversely increase selective exposure, es-

pecially when the needs to defend one’s value becomes salient. However,

which type of involvement would have a dominant effect may depend on the

context. Hence, empirical examination on the effect of topic involvement in

mediating selective exposure in the context of interacting with information

aggregators is merited.

It is worth noting that the regular use of this type of tools may not be as

strongly goal-oriented as the “post-decision information gathering” paradigm

used in most lab studies of selective exposure research. Thus the needs

to defend value-relevant position could be relatively lower. Another argu-

ment for high topic involvement leading to more diverse exposure is that,

for familiar topics, topic involvement often naturally correlates with topical

knowledge and confidence, which were shown to alleviate the inclination for

defense [79, 44]. It is worth pointing out, however, that increasing exposure

to attitude-challenging information does not necessarily indicate compliance

with the competing views. To the contrary, with topics one cares deeply

about, one may scrutinize the information more elaborately, and thus may

not be persuaded in the absence of strong, persuasive arguments [1, 125].

For defense motivation, which increases selective exposure, a question di-

rectly relevant to technology design is, what factor may trigger users to be

defensive and thus should be avoided? Fundamentally, defense motivation

is associated with self-threat, which increases the level of cognitive discom-

fort, leading to heightened motivation to seek confirmatory information to

cope with it. A substantial amount of studies demonstrated that threat can

exacerbate selective exposure tendency [51, 49]. Such threat can take vari-

ous formats, ranging from threatening texts [43, 87], threatening images [94],

task anxiety [51], challenging or negative feedback [126], information scarcity

[49], etc.
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Meanwhile, I note that many design features can be associated with these

formats of threat, and thus potentially heighten the perceived threat in users’

information-seeking context. Examples include features (e.g., images, alarm-

ing texts, etc.) that prime users to consider the negative outcomes of the

topic, or information presentations that create the impression of informa-

tion scarcity or lack of support. These features are pervasive. Some may

be intentionally created with the expectation to make users more vigilant in

their information seeking process. Others are unintentionally produced as

decorative features. In this study, I examine how design features that prime

threat impact users’ selective exposure, and if so, to present a warning to

avoid features underlining factors that may increase selective exposure.

3.1 Overview of the Study

In this work, I studied users’ selective exposure using an information ag-

gregator that presented diverse viewpoints for controversial social-political

topics. I examined how an individual factor—topical involvement, and a de-

sign feature—images that primed threat, impacted users’ selective exposure.

I attempted to bridge the theoretical framework on moderators of selective

exposure and diversity-enhancing technology design, by leveraging individual

and contextual factors that could change an individual’s selective exposure

tendency.

Beyond information selection, I also examined how the two factors—primed

threat and topic involvement—impacted information reception and informa-

tion seeking outcomes. Specifically, how they influenced users’ agreement

with different opinions, and their attitude after exposure to diverse view-

points. I list the research questions and main findings from the study in

Table 3.1.

3.2 Methodology

In this section, I will first introduce the prototype platform a research as-

sistant and I developed and the content material for the experiment. I will
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Table 3.1: Research questions and findings in Study 1 (Chapter 3)

Research question Findings

RQ1 How does design feature prim-
ing threat influence users’ selec-
tive exposure?

Design feature that primes threat in-
creases users’ tendency to engage in
selective exposure.

RQ2 How does topic involvement im-
pact users’ selective exposure?

Topic involvement moderates the im-
pact of threat, leading to more bal-
anced information seeking regardless
of the contextual threat.

RQ3 How does primed threat and/or
topic involvement impact users’
agreement with information of
varied positions?

Topic involvement leads to lower
agreeableness with information sup-
porting the opposite position.

RQ4 How does primed threat and/or
topic involvement impact users’
attitude change after exposure
to diverse viewpoints?

Both topic involvement and primed
threat decrease attitude change,
showing that attitude change is im-
pacted, but not only by information
exposure.

then discuss the experimental design, measurements used, participants, and

procedure.

3.2.1 Platform

We built an information aggregator prototype that presents diverse view-

points for controversial topics. For each topic, the system presented both

factual arguments and social opinions (i.e. peer user comments) from both

sides (pro v.s. con). The interface is shown in Figure 3.1. The web page

presented factual arguments on the top half and user opinions at the bottom

half. Both were presented in a two-column table, with all supportive mes-

sages on one side and opposing ones on the other. This two-column format

is widely used by diversity-enhancing technologies (e.g., [26, 20]), and was

found to encourage more balanced information seeking than interfaces that

mix all messages in one column [26].

Each participant was asked to complete 8 tasks, each for a controversial

topic. For each topic, 8 pros and cons arguments, and 5 pros and cons

user comments were shown. The order of them was randomized. For each
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Figure 3.1: Experiment interface for Study 1 (Chapter 3): sections
presenting factual arguments (top) and user opinions (bottom)

argument or comment, a snippet was shown to give participants a summary of

the message. If the participant chose to click on “read more” for a snippet,

then a pop-up window would show up with the complete message, where

participants would be asked to rate their agreement with the message based

on a 5-point Likert scale.

3.2.2 Experiment Material

I started by selecting 13 candidate topics that are commonly deemed as con-

troversial (see Appendix A). To ensure a reasonably balanced distribution

of topic involvement among the participants, I selected topics in various do-

mains (e.g., ethics, healthcare, crime, sports), ranging from common focus

of public debate (e.g., death penalty) to less discussed topics (e.g., using

steroids for sports). A research assistant and I manually selected items of ar-

guments and user comments on each topic from the website www.procon.org.
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The website is maintained by a non-profit organization with the goal of pro-

viding resources for critical thinking for various controversial topics. For

each controversial topic, the website provides arguments on both sides by

summarizing information from multiple formal sources, including academic

publications, newspaper, government documents, etc. For example, a sup-

portive argument for the question “does violent video games contribute to

increases of youth violence?” is:

“Violent video games desensitize players to real-life violence. It is

common for victims in video games to disappear off screen when they

are killed or for players to have multiple lives. In a 2005 study, vio-

lent video game exposure has been linked to reduced P300 amplitudes

in the brain, which is associated with desensitization to violence and

increases in aggressive behavior.”

The website also has a “user comment” section for users to post their

opinions. An example of a supportive user comment for the same topic is:

“Violence influences the mind, brain, and the way we act on what

we would’ve just seen. Those thoughts would still be in our mind

even after an hour or so because our mind is still re-playing what

we saw on screen. This would then reflect on our actions and how

we think for 30-45 minutes. Even I have experienced this.”

We randomly selected factual arguments and user comments from the web-

site, and made minor revision to the material to ensure that there was no

significant difference in length (about 60-100 words) or rigor of arguments

between items on each side. We also rewrote the first sentence, where it was

necessary, to provide a summary of the message, which was shown on the

front page interface as the message snippet.

3.2.3 Experimental Design

To study the effect of design feature that primed perceived threat, a repeated-

measure between-subject experimental design was used. That is, half of the

participants were assigned to the condition with an image feature that depicts

threatening outcomes relevant to the topic. Each participant completed six

tasks. A similar approach was used by Fisher et al. [49] in their serial
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studies looking at the effect of threat on selective exposure. To avoid having

pictures serving as biased arguments, we chose ones that highlighted negative

outcomes related to the topic, but remained neutral in terms of the discussion

itself. For example, for the question “do violent video games contribute to

increases of youth violence”, we used the image shown in Figure 3.2, depicting

a badly injured teenager. The image would highlight the threatening aspect

of youth violence without suggesting whether violent video game was the

cause.

Figure 3.2: Image used to prime threat for the controversial topic
“do violent video games contribute to increases of youth
violence?”

3.2.4 Measurements

Attitude Index

For each of the initial 13 topics, I measured the participants’ prior attitudes

on the topic using a 5-item semantic differential scale, which is often used to

derive attitude towards a given concept by measuring its connotative mean-

ings [127]. For example, when measuring the participants’ attitude on the

issue of vegetarianism, instead of directly asking whether they held a positive

or negative attitude, I asked them to choose their position on a 7-point Lik-

ert scale for five pairs of bipolar adjectives: unfavorable-favorable, bad-good,

unnecessary-necessary, harmful-beneficial, unhealthy-healthy. I calculated
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the mean rating of the five items as the subject’s prior attitude index on the

topic. An example of the attitude measurement questionnaire used in the

experiment can be found in Appendix B. The Cronbach’s alpha for of the

5-item scale for all topics reached 0.87, which was close to excellent internal

consistency [128]. After each experiment task, the same set of questions was

asked again to measure the participant’s attitude after using the tool.

Topic Involvement

Given that previous research suggested differentiating between value-relevant

involvement and outcome-relevant involvement [93, 42], I started by measur-

ing both by following Johnson and Eagly’s definitions [93] (see Appendix

B):

1) Value-relevant involvement refers to the extent to which the topic is

linked to important personal value. I measured value-relevant involvement

by asking participants (all based on a 7-point Likert scale):

a) How much is this topic related to your core value?

b) How important is your point of view on this issue to you?

2) Outcome-relevant involvement refers to the extent to which one is mo-

tivated to learn about the topic to ensure correct understanding of the topic.

I measured outcome-relevant involvement by asking:

a) How interested are you in learning more about the topic?

b) How much do you desire to know the truth about the topic, regard-

less of your own point of view?

It turned out the results of the two types of involvement measures were

highly correlated (r = 0.84), which echoed the conclusion from previous

studies on topic involvement [42, 125]. I therefore chose to combine the two

measures to create a single index for topical involvement by averaging the

ratings of the four questions above. The Cronbach’s alpha of the four items

reached 0.93, which is considered excellent internal consistency in measuring

the same latent variable of topic involvement.
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3.2.5 Participants

28 participants were recruited from the Champaign-Urbana area in Illinois,

USA. They mainly consisted of a mix of college students, university staff, and

employees of other industries. According to Dutta-Bergman [129], younger

people with higher education are most likely to seek political news and par-

ticipate in political activities online. Although it is possible that people with

different social, cultural, and educational backgrounds may exhibit different

information seeking behaviors, the sample was representative of the most

active group who seek information about social-political issues online.

Participants were randomly assigned to the condition with (Group 2) and

without (Group 1) images that primed the perceived threat. The demo-

graphic questionnaire showed that there was no significant difference (p >

0.10) in age (M1 = 26.30,M2 = 28.78), gender (64.3% in group 1 and 57.1%

in group 2 are female) education level (35.7% in group 1 and 42.9% in group

2 are graduate students or have graduate degree), Internet use frequency

(M1 = 1.72,M2 = 1.53, for scale from 1-less than an hour per day to 5-more

than 8 hours per day), political leaning (M1 = 3.4,M2 = 3.1, scale from

1-conservative to 5-liberal), and self-reported knowledge about the topics

between the two groups.

3.2.6 Procedure

One week before the experiment, participants were contacted by email to

complete an online survey to measure their prior attitudes and topic involve-

ment for all the 13 candidate topics, as well as demographic information.

After that, I excluded topics that were highly imbalanced in the pre-existing

attitudes and topic involvement scales. Specifically, I excluded topics in

which the number of people on one side of the attitude or topic involvement

scale were more than two times the number of people on the other side.

This was done to ensure that for each topic there was a balanced number

of participants having high or low pre-existing attitudes, and high or low

involvement. This left us with 8 topics used in the experiment. Examples

included “should euthanasia be legal?” and “should people become vegetar-

ian?” The complete topic list can be found in the Appendix A.
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Participants were invited to the lab to complete the experiment. For each

of the 8 tasks, participants assigned to the experimental condition were firstly

presented with the threat-priming image, as described in the previous section,

while participants in the control condition skipped this step. Then they pro-

ceeded to use the information aggregator. They were asked to freely browse

the information, and afterwards to write a short message about their own

view on the topic. Participants were told to read any number of items in any

order, and there was no time limit for browsing. The system automatically

recorded their interactions for analysis. At the end of each task, participants

were asked to finish a questionnaire to measure their attitude on the topic

again.

3.3 Results

To differentiate between topics that participants had low or high involvement

in, I performed median splits on the topic involvement index of the eight

topics for each participant. That is, each participant had 4 high-involvement

and 4 low-involvement topics. The mean value of the medians for all the

participants was 3.75 (SD = 0.60), and there was no outlier (more than +/-

3 SD of the mean). It means that the levels of topic involvement were well

distributed across the participants.

I recoded the participants’ prior attitude as positive or negative accord-

ing to whether the prior attitude index was more or less than the median

(rating=4), which was also the median value of attitude ratings from all the

participants. For 6 out of the 224 cases where the participants gave the

neutral rating 4, I randomly assigned them to either side. I examined the

proportion of tasks with positive attitudes for the two experiment groups

(threat and no-threat), and found they did not significantly differ in their

prior attitudes (χ2(1, 224) = 0.18, p = 0.89).

In this study, I did not control for the magnitude of the prior attitude bias

during sampling. To exclude the potential influence of attitude extremity on

interpreting the potential effect, I examined whether there was correlation

between topic involvement index and attitude extremity, defined as the ab-

solute deviation of prior attitude rating from neutral (rating=4), and found
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no significant correlation(r = −0.06). I also examined the effect of attitude

extremity on selective exposure but found no significant effect.

On average, participants selected (i.e., clicked on) 8.28 items (SD=4.93),

including 6.12 (SD=3.64) arguments and 2.16 (SD=2.16) comments, and

they spent M=33.98 (SD=30.39) seconds reading each item. There was no

significant difference between the two experiment groups in all these measures

described above, suggesting that the general participation level was about the

same between the two groups.

In the rest of this section, I will first discuss how primed threat and topic

involvement mediated participants’ selective exposure tendency to answer

RQ1 and RQ2. I will then examine how the two factors impacted partici-

pants’ agreement with information regarding the two competing sides (RQ3),

and their attitude changes (RQ4), by comparing the attitude index measured

in the post-study and prior-study questionnaires.

3.3.1 Selective Exposure (RQ1 and RQ2)

To examine participants’ exposure to attitude consistent and inconsistent in-

formation, I created a Selective Exposure Index (SEI), by calculating the dif-

ference between the number of attitude-consistent and attitude-inconsistent

messages clicked for each topic. Here whether a message was attitude con-

sistent or inconsistent was decided by whether the message position was

consistent with the coded prior attitude index (positive/negative) of the

participant, as described above. That is, if a participant held a positive

prior attitude on the topic, then a pro argument or comment was consid-

ered attitude-consistent while a con argument or comment was considered

attitude-inconsistent. The SEI was calculated to reflect the extent of selec-

tive exposure, such that if it was a positive value, it meant selective exposure

presented, and a higher magnitude indicated a stronger selective exposure

bias.

I performed a two-way repeated measure ANOVA on SEI with primed

threat (without/with threatening image) as between-subjects variable, and

topic involvement (low/high) as within-subjects variable. The result showed

that the main effect of threat was significant (F (1, 26) = 9.61, p < 0.01),
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and there was a significant two-way interaction between primed threat and

topic involvement (F (1, 26) = 4.91, p = 0.04). Figure 3.3 plots the mean

value of SEI for different conditions. The figure shows that the image feature

priming topical threat provoked stronger selective exposure, but only for low-

involvement topics. It is further confirmed by the significant main effect of the

presence of threat-priming feature on SEI for topics one had low involvement

(F (1, 26) = 10.46, p < 0.01). In contrast, the feature had little effect on

topics participants had high involvement, as they behaved consistently by

seeking balanced information regardless of the contextual threat (F (1, 26) =

0.02, p = 0.90).

Figure 3.3: Average SEI for topics one had low/high involvement,
with/without threat-priming feature

In addition, I performed one sample t-tests to compare each participant’s

average SEI to zero (balanced in selecting both sides) with each of the four

combinations of with/without threat and high/low topic involvement. The

result showed that none were significantly different from zero, except when

participants were presented with threat-priming images for topics they had

low involvement,(t(13) = 2.57, p = 0.02). The above results showed that

when participants were presented with design features that prime contextually

relevant threat, they exhibited pronounced selective exposure for topics that

they had low involvement, but not for topics they had high involvement.

First of all, the results provided validation that threat as a moderator con-

tributing to defense motivation increases selective exposure tendency. The

result was consistent with conclusions from multiple previous studies demon-

strating the positive moderating effect of threat on selective exposure [49].
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I also found that topic involvement, which is considered a main contribu-

tor of accuracy motivation, could moderate such effect and lead to balanced

information-seeking regardless of the contextual threat. While I did not ob-

serve its moderating effect on selective exposure in the control condition,

it might be attributed to the fact that the baseline selective exposure was

already close to none in the use of the two-column interface [99]. Still, the

results could be considered evidence that supports the theoretical prediction

that defense motivation is a positive moderator, and accuracy motivation is

a negative moderator, of selective exposure. The results also further sug-

gested that there could be interaction between the two types of motivation.

Specifically, individuals’ high topic involvement could make them less likely

to be impacted by factors that triggered defense motivation.

3.3.2 Information Judgment (RQ2)

Users’ attitude change after being exposed to an information-diverse envi-

ronment is likely not only influenced by the information exposure, but also

by their reception of the information, such as agreement with the arguments.

To analyze the participants’ agreement with attitude consistent and atti-

tude inconsistent information, I created another variable—selective rating,

by calculating the difference between the average rating given to all attitude

consistent items and that of attitude inconsistent items for each topic. A

positive selective rating would indicate that attitude consistent information

was evaluated more favorably, and a higher magnitude meant this preference

was stronger.

I performed a two-way repeated measure ANOVA on selective rating with

perceived threat (with/without images priming threat) as between-subjects

variable and topic involvement (high/low) as within-subjects variable. I

found that the main effect of topic involvement was significant (F (1, 28) =

4.24p = 0.05). No effect of threat-priming features was observed. As illus-

trated in Figure 3.4, participants showed stronger disagreement with attitude-

inconsistent information for topics they had high involvement. The result

echoed conclusions from previous studies, suggesting that high topic involve-

ment could promote the tendency to critically scrutinize the information
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content [1, 125]

Figure 3.4: Average Selective Ratings for topics one had low/high
involvement, with/without threat-priming features

3.3.3 Attitude Change (RQ3)

An important goal of exposing people to diverse viewpoints is to prevent

attitude polarization. Therefore, when examining attitude change, I concep-

tually distinguished betweeb situations where attitude was moderated, i.e.,

moved to the opposite direction of one’s prior attitude, and situations where

attitude became more extreme, i.e., moved further away in the same direction

of the prior attitude. Given that the prior and post attitude measurement

was based on a 1 (negative) to 7 (positive) scale, I created an attitude mod-

eration index by: 1) If the participant held a positive prior attitude, attitude

moderation was calculated by the difference of prior attitude index and post

attitude index; 2) If the participant held a negative prior attitude, attitude

moderation was calculated by the difference of post attitude index and prior

attitude index. Hence a positive attitude moderation value would indicate

that the participant’s attitude was moderated, while a negative value would

indicate that it became more extreme, and the magnitude of the index indi-

cated the extent of attitude change in either direction.

In the experiment, both for topics with high (t(29) = 7.15., p < 0.01) and

low involvement (t(29) = 7.89, p < 0.01), the participants’ average attitude

moderation was significantly higher than zero (no change), suggesting that

for both types of topics individual’s attitudes were moderated after having
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used the system presenting diverse information.

To examine how topic involvement and primed threat impacted attitude

moderation, I first performed a two-way repeated measure ANOVA on atti-

tude moderation index with primed threat (with/without threat) as between-

subjects variable and topic involvement as within-subjects variable. I found

that the main effect of topic involvement was significant (F (1, 26) = 12.82, p <

0.01), and the main effect of the presence of threat was marginally signifi-

cant (F (1, 26) = 3.09, p = 0.09). It suggested that, as shown in Figure 3.5,

the participants’ attitudes were less subject to moderation for topics they

had high involvement, and the presence of threat also led to slightly less

moderation of attitude.

Figure 3.5: Average Attitude Moderation Index for topics one had
low/high involvement, with/without threat-priming feature

Considering the results in the information selection, I argue that attitude

moderation is not only impacted by information exposure, but also other fac-

tors such as scrutiny of information content, and attitude strength. On the

one hand, by increasing selective exposure, primed contextual threat lessened

exposure to information that challenges one’s existing attitude, and thus the

opportunities for attitude moderation. On the other hand, although peo-

ple who had high topic involvement tended to engage in a more balanced

information-seeking pattern, they were less likely to be persuaded to change

their attitudes. One reason, as shown in the information judgment section,

could be that participants were more critical of attitude-inconsistent infor-

mation, hence more resistant to attitude moderation in the absence of strong,
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meaningful arguments. Moreover, topic involvement is often found to be cor-

related with topical knowledge, attitude strength and attitude confidence,

and thus naturally it would be more difficult to change their attitudes, even

in the presence of arguments to correct inaccurate beliefs.

3.4 Discussion

First of all, this study presents a warning for technologies that host diverse

viewpoints to avoid factors, including design features, that may provoke de-

fense motivation and cognitive discomfort in users. This may include avoiding

threatening texts and images, anxiety-inducing factors such as time pressure

and information scarcity, and features that accentuate challenges or threaten

self-confidence, etc. This is, in fact, the core notion underlying many design

solutions proposed to reduce selective exposure, such as by making support-

ive information easily accessible [77], and by partially acknowledging users’

position before introducing “de-biasing” information in decision-support sys-

tems [130].

By identifying threat as a positive moderator of selective exposure in using

information technologies, the results may also inform tailoring designs for

different user groups and use contexts. It is possible that user groups facing

a higher level of threat, such as those who are frequently challenged, may

have a stronger selective exposure tendency. Also, a person who is open-

minded in regular social-opinion seeking activities may potentially become

more challenge-averse when it is for acute information needs (e.g., learning

about ongoing events, making time sensitive decisions), or when it is about

a more threatening topic (e.g., finance, health). In Chapter 6 and Chapter

7 (study 4 and study 5), I will further explore whether contextual threat

leads to more pronounced selective exposure in certain domains (e.g., health

threats), and for certain user groups (e.g., minority opinion group).

Second, the study suggests that topic involvement is an explanatory factor

for the user difference in diversity-seeking versus challenge-averse tendencies

observed in previous studies [73], and echoed the observation in Knobloch-

Westerwick and Meng’ survey study [74]. From a personalization perspective,

the study suggests that for topics that users are highly interested in or con-
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sider to be important, they may be more open to, or even favor, information

collections that provide a diverse set of viewpoints. However, for topics that

users are less interested in or consider unimportant, they may be more prone

to selective exposure. In such situations, one should carefully tailor the infor-

mation retrieval and presentation to ensure exposure to diverse views without

significantly harming the user opinion of the system.

The association between topic involvement and diversity-seeking could be

bad news. It implies that people who are less involved in a topic, therefore

likely less knowledgeable and less frequently exposed to the topic, are more

likely to engage in selective exposure, which could potentially deepen their

“uninformed bias”. The correlation between topic involvement and topical

knowledge was confirmed in our data with r = 0.77. A possibly more alarm-

ing observation is that there is a low correlation between attitude extremity

(measured by absolute difference between prior attitude rating and neutral

rating 4) and topic involvement (r = −0.06). In other words, some people

may hold a relatively extreme attitude even though they have neither ade-

quate knowledge nor motivation to learn about the topic. Exposing these

people to diverse viewpoints is particularly necessary, but challenging given

that they are more inclined to engage in selective exposure, even in our ex-

periment with an already optimized interface design that presents competing

views side by side. In Chapter 5, I will explore how to design to nudge people

with low accuracy motivation to seek high-quality diverse views.

The study paints an interesting picture for users who have high topic

involvement—those who consider a topic to be important and are eager to

learn, meanwhile also tend to be relatively knowledgeable. On the one hand,

they are inclined to seek information in a more balanced fashion regardless

of the contexts. On the other hand, they also appear to be more critical in

judging the content, and are less likely to be persuaded in the absence of

meaningful, persuasive arguments. Hence, just because they are less likely

to engage in selective exposure, it does not mean they do not need to be

nudged towards diverse opinions. On the one hand, in the presence of bi-

ased views or incorrect beliefs, they may be the group in need of more per-

sistent de-biasing effort. On the other hand, designing diversity-enhancing

technologies for this group of users should emphasize the access to diverse

perspectives as an inherent user needs. This calls for a more fine-grained
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view on categorizing attitude-challenging information, by identifying what

kind of attitude-challenging information would be favored for facilitating the

learning process. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, I will explore some answers.
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Chapter 4

STUDYING POSITION INDICATORS AS A
CENTRAL NUDGE

In the first study, I found evidence that accuracy motivation related factors

can mediate how people seek attitude relevant information. Now I ask, how

does accuracy motivation mediate the effectiveness of designs that nudge

users to seek diverse views? That is, how should we tailor nudging designs

for users with high or low accuracy motivation?

In fact, accuracy motivation is considered a major type of motivational fac-

tor mediating information seeking and processing [131], and has been studied

in the large volume of literature on dual-process theories. Dual process theo-

ries have their roots in the assumption that cognitive processes can be divided

into two general classes: those operating automatically, and those operating

in a controlled fashion [132, 133]. The automatic system is often elicited un-

intentionally and uses little cognitive resource to process information. The

controlled system operates with considerable amount of cognitive resources

and is often initiated intentionally.

Dual process theories gained prominence in studying persuasion, as in ex-

plaining how persuasive messages are processed by individuals to change

their attitudes and behaviors. Two of the most influential dual-process per-

suasion theories are Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM; [1]) and Heuristic

Systematic Model (HSM; [134]). The central notion of ELM is that individ-

uals’ extent of elaboration to process persuasive messages (i.e., engaging in

controlled instead of automatic processing) is determined by two factors—

motivation and ability (as illustrated in Figure 4.1). In other words, when

the motivation and ability is high, individuals engage in careful scrutiny of,

and deliberation on, the information content, in order to obtain a carefully

considered evaluation. This is often called the central route of information

processing. Conversely, when either the motivation or ability is low, people

engage in the peripheral route of information processing with low level of
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Figure 4.1: Elaboration Likelihood Model [1]

elaboration. Through the peripheral route, attitude-change can be affected

by the use of heuristics (e.g., experts say it right, or I agree with what many

others agree), or other types of information processing shortcuts. Similarly,

HSM describes the two types of persuasion processes as systematic process-

ing and heuristic processing. A difference between HSM and ELM is that

HSM deems the two processes as separate, but can happen simultaneously,

while ELM considers elaboration as a continuum and study the extent of

elaboration (i.e. extent of central-route processing). Dual process models

are often used to tailor persuasion strategies according to the motivational

and capability factors of the audience and the information-delivery context.

For example, for TV and billboard advertisement, since people are unlikely

to have high motivation or time (capability) to process the information con-

tent, peripheral-route is often targeted by, for instance, intriguing pictures

or attractive endorsers.

The concept of the dual cognitive processes is also a core notion in the

“nudge” literature. Sunstein [135] differentiates between two classes of nudges:

nudges that target the central processing system by promoting conscious de-

liberation, and nudges that target the peripheral processing system by en-

listing automatic behavioral tendencies. For example, to nudge people into

healthier eating habits, Sunstein considers nutrition labels as an example in
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the first category, as in nudging people to make conscious healthy choices.

In contrast, the strategy used by some cafeteria to put healthy food in the

front row is considered an example in the second category, as in taking ad-

vantage of people’s automatic behavioral tendencies that can be out of their

conscious awareness.

The review of the dual-processing persuasion models suggest that motiva-

tional and capability factors may mediate the effectiveness of these nudges.

For example, nutrition labels may enhance the likelihood of buying healthier

food for those who are motivated to live healthy and are able to understand

the labels, but may not work for those who do not care about the conse-

quences or simply cannot interpret the nutrition information. Therefore, it

may be necessary to tailor nudging design based on users’ motivational and

capability levels.

Such a view resonates with recent advocates in the field of persuasive tech-

nology [136] for personalization designs. Some argue for differentiating be-

tween, and applying different persuasion strategies to individuals who differ

in their susceptibility to the targeted behavior changes [137]. Some suggest

differentiating between users’ motivational types to apply different rewarding

mechanisms for behavior changes [138]. Others attempt to classify persua-

sive designs into different categories and map them to different user groups

or contexts. In particular, to design “nudges” that can improve users’ pri-

vacy decisions, which is one of the most researched topics in nudging design

for technologies, several studies [139, 140, 141, 142] have applied the ELM

theory to reconcile people’s varying tendencies to engage in rational privacy-

related behaviors (i.e., “privacy calculus”; [143]) and to rely on heuristic

judgments (e.g., social proof, affect). To tailor nudging designs, these studies

recommend providing rich information to support rational decision-making

for those who have high privacy concerns (i.e., motivation), those who are

knowledgeable about privacy decisions, and those that are more capable of

coping with the decisions (i.e., capability). In contrast, to nudge people who

do not have these attributes, these studies suggest providing “heuristic cues”

such as third-party endorsement and reputation scores.
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4.1 Designing Personalized Diversity-Enhancing

Nudges: An ELM-Based Approach

In a series of studies in the following chapters (Study 2-4, Chapter 4-6),

I present an ELM based design guideline that tailors “nudging cues” for

diversity-enhancing information systems based on individuals’ accuracy mo-

tivation level. It means that I address three goals. First of all, I study

what kind of information cues may increase users’ tendency to seek attitude-

challenging information. By “information cues”, I adopt a definition similar

to “information scent” in information foraging theory (IFT) [144]—proximal

cues that bring about (imperfect) perception of the value, cost, or access path

of information. The scope of information cues can be broad, ranging from

common interface cues such as snippets, links, icons, etc., to more sophis-

ticated design features such as tag clouds, interface structure, visualization

[145], as long as they intend to reveal information characteristics and can

guide the navigation behavior.

In this work, I study the proximal cues of information as “nudges” to push

users towards more desirable information-seeking path—exposure to more

diverse viewpoints. I chose to study icon features that have become com-

monplace for contemporary information and social technologies. Examples

include cues indicating the topical focuses (e.g., tags), social endorsement

(e.g., likes, thumbs-up), and source related features (e.g., citation source, “ex-

pert badges” for authors). All of these features can influence users’ choices

of information and navigation paths. However, by studying a basic format of

these cues, my interest is beyond a specific design but on a category of cues

that reflect the particular characteristic being studied. For example, while

I study a simple tag that reflects on which topical aspect the information

focuses on, I would expect that the conclusion can inform a broad range of

designs that intend to show the topical focuses of the information, such as

faceted interface.

Second, based on ELM, I differentiate between two types of nudges: 1)

Central nudging cues that reflect the characteristics of the information con-

tent, and facilitate conscious choices of information for elaborate processing.

For example, the frequently studied link text and snippet, based on which

users can choose to further explore the information in the linked page, would
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fall into this category. In my work, I explore what kind of central nudges,

i.e., what content related features of attitude-inconsistent information would

make it more appealing for information seekers. 2) Peripheral nudging cues

that reflect the “peripheral features” (i.e., not integral part of the content)

of the information, and induce heuristics that can affect users’ relatively au-

tomatic choices of information. For example, source related features often

invoke source related heuristics such as “experts say it right”. The frequently

encountered social endorsement features, such as likes, sharing, etc., are often

associated with social proof related heuristics. In my work, I look beyond

whether peripheral nudges can influence users’ information selection, which

has already been repeatedly manifested in previous work [146, 147], but ex-

plore what features may interact with information position, e.g., nudging

more for seeking attitude-inconsistent than consistent information, and thus

reducing selective exposure to (at least certain types of) information (Study

3, Chapter 5).

Lastly, I study how accuracy motivation mediates the effectiveness of cen-

tral nudges and peripheral nudges. Based on ELM, I hypothesize that central

nudges would be more effective in reducing selective exposure for those with

high accuracy motivation than those with low accuracy motivation. The

difference of effectiveness between the two groups may be lower, or even re-

verse, for peripheral nudges. I argue that, to design technologies for behavior

changes, it may be necessary to differentiate between those who need to be

supported, and those who need to be transformed. This is relevant to the

notion of differentiating between “means oriented nudge” and “ends oriented

nudge”. While the former targets providing support for people to attain their

own goals, the latter works by adjusting people’s behavioral goals. In this

sense, understanding what nudges are effective in facilitating those who have

high accuracy motivation to better explore diverse viewpoints is not only to

serve the diversity-enhancing goal, but also to satisfy the inherent user needs.

4.2 Overview of the Chapter

As the first of the three serial studies, I studied the effect of a central nudge—

position indicators, which showed the fine-grained position reflected in the
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message content, ranging from extreme to moderate. It is a central nudge

because it reflects the characteristics of the information content and is ex-

pected to facilitate the careful exploration of arguments made by people with

varied positions. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, I study a peripheral nudge

(expertise indicator), and another central nudge (aspect indicator).

From a cognitive perspective, selective exposure can be attributed to peo-

ple’s tendency to preserve cognitive resources, as processing and counter-

arguing about disagreeable information is more cognitively demanding [49,

148]. Providing explicit labels of stance may reduce the cognitive demand

for processes to interpret and evaluate the message position, and thus is ex-

pected to reduce the extent of selective exposure. However, previous studies

presented mixed results regarding the effectiveness of labeling information

stance on reducing selective exposure [73, 99].

In this study, I further improved the way to indicate the stance of infor-

mation. Most systems presenting diverse views use a dichotomous model of

positions, by either a side-to-side presentation [20, 100] or labeling informa-

tion as pro v.s. against, or conservative v.s. liberal [73, 99, 149]. However,

I argue that using more fine-grained categories has several benefits for sup-

porting exploration and deliberation. First, it is more ecologically valid,

as people’s positions naturally align on a continuum instead of dichotomy.

Second, people who take more moderate positions may offer fundamentally

different arguments from those with extreme positions. Understanding the

diverse reasons for people to hold different views, instead of seeing them as

a unitary group, is a key aspect of public deliberation. Lastly, and perhaps

most importantly, distinguishing positions that are only moderately different

may reduce people’s resistance to attitude-challenging information. There is

substantial evidence that lower attitude discrepancy between the message’s

and the recipient’s position may reduce cognitive dissonance [150]. A few

studies incorporated similar ideas in system design. For example, Opinion-

Space developed by Faridani et al. [21] uses spatial distance to represent the

magnitude of opinion differences. However, the study focused on examin-

ing the overall user experience without studying how features about position

magnitude impacted users’ information seeking process.

Since position indicators is considered a type of central nudge by reflect-

ing the content characteristic, I hypothesized that it would be more effective
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in increasing exposure to diverse views for people with high level of accu-

racy motivation. For these people, providing explicit labels of stances could

scaffold the information seeking process in the direction they desire for, i.e.,

developing more accurate views. However, for people with low accuracy mo-

tivation thus less likely to make deliberative choices of information, their

information behaviors would be less affected by content related features.

Beyond information selection, I also expected position indicators to impact

users’ information reception and learning outcomes. For information recep-

tion, I examined how the indicators induced changes in users’ perception

of the positions of, and their agreement with the information. For learning

outcomes, I was interested in whether the position indicators could facilitate

users to acquire new knowledge about the topic, especially knowledge re-

garding the competing view. Incorrect beliefs and biased decisions are often

caused by false perception of consensus [151] and ignorance of facts that may

support the alternative views [152]. Therefore, the measurements of selec-

tion, position judgment, agreement, and knowledge gain would be directly

relevant for the goal of designing technological interventions that support

meaningful deliberation and potentially correct biased views. In summary, I

asked the following research questions listed in Table 4.1.

4.3 Methodology

In this section, I will first introduce the platform and the content material for

conducting the experiments in this and the next chapter. I will then discuss

the experimental design, procedure, participants and measurements used in

the experiment.

4.3.1 Platform: ProCon—a Prototype of a Social Discussion
Platform for Controversial Topics

We built a prototype named ProCon. It is a social discussion platform where

people contribute comments on controversial topics, which other users could

browse. Upon logging into the system, users would first see a front page with
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Table 4.1: Research questions and findings in Study 2 (Chapter 4)

Research question Findings

RQ1 How do fine-grained position in-
dicators impact users’ selective
exposure (RQ1a)? How does
accuracy motivation mediate the
impact (RQ1b)? How is the ef-
fect related to using fine-grained
instead of dichotomous positions
(RQ1c)?

Position indicators decreases selec-
tive exposure, but only for people
with high accuracy motivation. The
main reason is that the fine-grained
position indicators facilitate those
with high accuracy motivation to at-
tend to moderately different opin-
ions.

RQ2 How do position indicators im-
pact perception of the position
discrepancy (RQ2a), and agree-
ment (RQ2b)?

Position indicators help users dif-
ferentiate moderately different opin-
ions from the more extreme ones,
and reduce their disagreement with
the former.

RQ3 How doe position indicatorS im-
pact users’ knowledge gain on ei-
ther side?

By reducing selective exposure of
users with high accuracy motiva-
tion, position indicators facilitate
them to gain more knowledge re-
garding the opposite position.

a list of controversial topics, from which they could choose to start browsing

(order of the topics is randomized). After clicking on a topic, users would

enter the main page of the comment list, as shown in Figure 4.2 (top).

For each topic, it presents a short description on the controversy and a list

of comment snippets with author names. The snippet provides a summary of

the author’s opinions on the topic. Users can click the snippet and a comment

page will be opened on a new tab (4.2 bottom). Users can click “read more

comments from the user” to continue reading more comments from the same

author. On the comment page, users are asked to rate the commenter’s

knowledge and position, and their agreement with each comment.

4.3.2 Material

I selected 6 out of the 8 topics identified in the first study (see Appendix

A). Since I recruited participants from the similar population, these topics

were likely to have a balanced distribution of opinions. Two undergradu-
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Figure 4.2: ProCon interface (baseline) used in Study 2 and Study
3 (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5): comment list (top) and comment
page (bottom)
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ate assistants and I worked on collecting and labeling the material. To be

ecologically valid, we obtained the material from real user posts on the In-

ternet. We started by collecting 150-200 comments, with 60-100 words each,

expressing varied opinions on each of the topics, from online forums including

debate.org, procon.org and Yahoo! Answers1.

We then worked on categorizing these comments into four categories: strong

pro, moderate pro, moderate con and strong con (see Table 6.2 for examples).

The inter-rater reliability (Fleiss Kappa) reached 0.85, which is considered

good agreement [153]. Inconsistently labeled comments were either discussed

to reach consensus, or excluded. We categorized the comments with the fol-

lowing features to be of moderate positions: 1) Expressing indecisiveness by

mentioning merits of both sides, but leaning towards one side; 2) Supporting

one side but with certain condition (e.g., “it is good only if certain restriction

applies”); 3) Uncertain tone (e.g., “I guess”, “maybe”). In contrast, strong

comments expressed one-sided and affirmative opinions, and were often with

confident and strong tone (e.g., “I believe”, “definitely”).

I created fictional commenters (i.e., author of the comments) for the ex-

periment to control for the consistency of information and distribution of

positions. For each topic, I created 32 commenters, with 8 under each of

the four categories: strong pro, moderate pro, moderate con and strong con.

For each commenter, I selected 3 comments from the corresponding com-

ments pool to be shown on the comment page (they will be randomly loaded

one at a time when participants click on “read more from the commenter”).

As a priority, I grouped comments collected from the same real commenter

together. Otherwise, I carefully selected and modified the comments, if nec-

essary, to make them reasonably consistent for a particular commenter. For

each commenter, I created an “opinion summary” (see Table 6.2) to be shown

as the snippet on the comment list interface. The order of authors and the

order of comments are randomized for each participant.

1www.debate.org, www.procon.org, answers.yahoo.com
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Table 4.2: Examples of comment for the topic “should prescription
drug be allowed to directly advertise to consumers?”

Category Comment summary Comment

Strong
pro

Drug advertisements
inform patients about
medical issues therefore
should be encouraged.

An important benefit of direct to consumer
advertising is that it fosters an informed con-
versation about health, disease and treat-
ments between patients and their health care
practitioners. Pharmacy members want pa-
tients and consumers to talk to their physi-
cians about the medicines that may help them
and to fully understand the known risks re-
garding these medicines.

Moderate
pro

I do not have prob-
lem with advertisement
about prescription drug
as long as it provides un-
biased information.

I do not have problem with advertisement
about prescription drug as long as it pro-
vides unbiased information, meaning includ-
ing both its benefits and side effects in a hon-
est manner. A prescription drug is some-
thing that consumers should be making a ra-
tional decision about. And the more infor-
mation consumers have, the better decisions
they make.

Moderate
con

We should ban, or at
least limit the adver-
tisement of prescription
drugs to avoid people
making biased medical
decisions.

I think that U.S. should limit the television
commercials for prescription medications for
this may influence the doctors and make a
medication “more popular” without proper
reason. Excessive promoting of medications
using commercials may influence the “popu-
larity” of a certain medication, then people
would more frequently ask for it.

Strong
con

Drug advertisement is
dangerous and should be
banned as it may mislead
patients.

Direct to consumer prescription drug ads, like
most advertisements, are intended to sell the
product being advertised. Such ads use mar-
keting tactics that manipulate, create false
impressions, and mislead consumers instead
of educating them about the drugs. It can be
dangerous if patients start self-diagnosis by
the information they get from advertisement.
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Figure 4.3: ProCon interface with position indicators

4.3.3 Experimental Design and Procedure

To test the effect of position indicators, I conducted an experiment with

repeated-measure between-subjects design. That is, half of the participants

were randomly assigned to the baseline condition using the interface shown

in Figure 4.2. The other half used an interface with the fine-grained position

indicators as shown in Figure 4.3— a “position bar” that uses lengths of

different colors to represent both the valence and the magnitude of position

reflected in the messages. Each participant completed 6 tasks using the

system.

Upon arriving at the lab, participants were given a questionnaire to collect

their demographic information and topic relevant information, which will be

discussed in detail in the “measurement” section. They were then briefed

about the experiment platform and the task—to freely browse the comment

list and contribute their own comments at the end of each task. Participants

then logged into the comment list and completed the 6 topics in any order

they preferred. For each topic, after finishing browsing the interface, they

proceeded to the page where they wrote down their comments and finished

answering topic relevant questions. It took 40-80 minutes for participants to

finish all the experiment tasks.
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4.3.4 Participants

By posting recruiting ads in email newsletters, I recruited 32 participants in

the Urbana-Champaign area in Illinois, the United States. 20 of them are

undergraduate or graduate students. The rest are a mix of faculties, univer-

sity staffs, engineers, etc. All the participants were randomly assigned to the

group with position indicators (group 1) and the control group (group 2). No

significant difference in gender (group 1 43.8% male, group 2 37.5% male),

age (group 1: M=32.0, SD=13.3, group 2: M=24.6, SD=8.5; p = 0.28),

education (25% in group 1 and 31.3% in group 2 are graduate students or

have graduate degree, the rest are undergraduate or have bachelor degree) or

political leaning (scale 1-conservative to 5-liberal, group 1: M=3.5, SD=0.9,

group 2: M=3.5, SD=1.1; p = 0.85) was observed between the two groups.

4.3.5 Measurements

In this section, I introduce variables that were measured directly by pre- and

post- task questionnaires and the experiment platform. Specific indexes used

for each analysis will be discussed in the result section. In the pre-experiment

questionnaire, attitude, accuracy motivation, and topical knowledge were

measured for each topic. After each task, on the page where participants

submitted their comments, their topical attitude and knowledge were mea-

sured again. The experiment platform was able to log all the interactions for

analyses of information selection.

Attitude Index

The same 5-item semantic differential scale used in the first experiment

(see Appendix B) was used to measure the participants’ attitudes on each

controversial topic [127]. I calculated the average ratings of the five items to

be the participant’s prior attitude index for the topic (Cronbach’s α = 0.96,

considered good internal consistency).

Accuracy Motivation Index

In this experiment, I directly measured the participants’ topic related ac-

curacy motivation by two items:
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1) How much are you interested in learning more about the topic?

2) How much do you desire to know the truth about the topic?

The ratings were based on a 1-none to 7-a lot scale, and were averaged to

calculate the accuracy motivation index (Cronbach’s α = 0.88, considered

good internal consistency).

Topical Knowledge

For each topic, I used a recall task to measure the participants’ general

knowledge about each topic. I asked each participant to write down “what

reasons or arguments immediately come to your mind for people who sup-

port or oppose the issue” using simple sentences such as “religious reason”.

They were asked to write pro-arguments and con-arguments in two separate

bulleted lists. The same question was asked again after the browsing task. I

counted the number of points that appeared in the post-experiment but not

in the pre-experiment questionnaire as a proxy of the participant’s knowledge

gain after browsing the website.

4.4 Results

Participants in the condition with position indicator selected a mean of 5.1

(SD=2.7) commenters and read 1.8 comments (SD=0.8) from each com-

menter for each topic. Participants in the control condition selected a mean

of 5.3 (SD=2.7) commenters and read 1.7 (SD=0.8) comments from each

commenter. No significant difference in the number of commenters (p = 0.69)

or comments per user (p = 0.60) was observed between the two groups.

To start with, I coded each participant’s prior attitude on each topic to

be pro or con based on whether his or her prior attitude index was below or

above 4, which was the neutral point of the scale and also the median among

all the participants. 20 out of the 192 cases where the participants scored

exactly 4 were removed from the analysis. Then I coded the positions of

each commenter shown on the interface to be extremely consistent, moder-

ately consistent, moderately inconsistent or extremely inconsistent based on

whether their opinions were on the same or opposite side of the participant’s

prior attitude, and their attitude magnitude.
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In the rest of the section, I first analyze whether position indicators could

nudge to reduce selective exposure, and how users’ accuracy motivation me-

diated the effect. I also further examine the selection of each type of in-

formation to understand whether using fine-grained position indicators, i.e.,

showing the magnitude of position, made a difference in the selectivity (RQ1).

Note that I examined the selection at both the commenter and comments

level, and the conclusions were similar. So in this section I focus on report-

ing the results for the commenter selection, and briefly mention the latter. I

then look at how the position indicators impacted the perceived position of

information (RQ2). Unlike the first experiment, I was not able to find signif-

icant results in attitude change, potentially because the pre- and post- study

attitude questionnaires were given closely in time. Instead, I chose to focus

on examining the knowledge gain, especially knowledge about the opposing

side (RQ3), as an outcome measure of exposure to diverse perspectives.

4.4.1 Information Selection (RQ1)

To answer RQ1, how position indicators impacted the participants’ selective

exposure tendency, I created a selective exposure index (SEI), calculated by

the difference in the number of attitude consistent and attitude inconsistent

commenters selected. A positive value indicated the exhibition of selective

exposure, and the magnitude of the index reflected the size of the difference.

Position Indicators on Selective Exposure (RQ1a)

I started by examining the indicators’ overall impact on the participants’

selective exposure. I ran a mixed-effect regression on the selective expo-

sure index by having the presence position bars (present=1, absent=0) as

the fixed-effect independent variable (N=172), and participants as random

effects. I found a main effect of the presence of the position bars (β =

−0.51, t(30) = −2.20, p = 0.04), suggesting that, overall, position bars de-

creased the participants’ selective exposure.
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Accuracy Motivation Mediating the Effects of Position Indicators (RQ1b)

In RQ1b, I ask whether position indicators have differential impact on users

with varied levels of accuracy motivation. To answer this question, I included

the accuracy motivation index in the mixed-effect regression model on selec-

tive exposure index. Interestingly, I found a significant interaction between

accuracy motivation and the presence of position bars on the selective expo-

sure index (β = −0.37, t(28) = −2.22, p = 0.03). It answered the research

question in the affirmative— the accuracy motivation mediated the effect of

position indicators on decreasing selective exposure.

In Figure 4.4, I visualize the interaction between accuracy motivation and

the presence of position bars, by first preforming median splits to create the

high or low accuracy motivation groups, and presenting the mean SEI for

each group.2 The visualization highlights that: The presence of position bars

decreased the selective exposure for topics in which participants had higher

than median accuracy motivation. However, the position bars had little

impact for participants who had lower than median accuracy motivation.

The results suggested that the position bar was effective in mitigating selective

exposure, but only for those who were motivated to accurately learn about the

topic.

Figure 4.4: Average Selective Exposure Index (SEI) for topics with
high/low accuracy motivation, with/without position indicators

To confirm this effect, I also looked at whether the same pattern of re-

2The median splits were only performed for the visualization. The accuracy motivation
index was treated as a continuous variable in all regression models.
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sult was observed in the selection of the individual comments, since par-

ticipants had the option to read from 1 to 3 comments from each com-

menter. I calculated the selective exposure index based on the number of

comments read. I observed the same trend that there was a significant in-

teraction between accuracy motivation and the presence of position bars

(β = −0.68, t(28) = −2.20, p = 0.03), suggesting that the above-mentioned

conclusion held.

Valence and Magnitude of Position on Information Selectivity (RQ1c)

I examine the information selectivity in more detail to understand whether

using fine-grained position categories, to provide both the valence and the

magnitude of the information stance, benefited the participants’ informa-

tion seeking process. I ran a mixed-effect regression on the percentage of

the type of commenters selected for each topic, by each participant (N=668,

4 categories for each of the 172 tasks), by including information position

valence (consistent=1, inconsistent=0), position magnitude (moderate=0,

extreme=1), the participant’s accuracy motivation index, and presence of

position bars (present=1, absent=0) as fixed-effect independent variables
3. I found a significant three-way interaction among the presence of po-

sition bars, accuracy motivation, and the position valence of information

(β = −0.08, t(16) = −2.95, p < 0.01); and a significant three-way interaction

among the position bars, accuracy motivation, and the position magnitude of

information (β = −0.06, t(16) = −2.07, p = 0.04). These significant interac-

tions suggest that both the valence and magnitude reflected in the position

indicators affected the participants’ information selectivity, and the effect

differed for participants with varied levels of accuracy motivation.

To unpack these interactive effects, given that I was interested in how the

position bars would affect selective exposure, I separated the selected com-

menters into two groups: attitude consistent commenters and inconsistent

commenters. I then ran the regression analysis for each group to study how

the presence of position bars affected the selection pattern of users with ex-

treme or moderate positions (i.e., position magnitude), for participants with

varied levels of accuracy motivation.

3participants were always included as a random effect
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For attitude inconsistent commenters, I ran a mixed-effect regression model

on the selection percentages by including the presence of position bars, the

accuracy motivation index, and the information position magnitudes as in-

dependent variables. I found a significant three-way interaction among all

the independent variables (β = −0.06, t(24) = −2.18, p = 0.03). Figure 4

provides a clearer picture of the interaction— the position bar facilitated par-

ticipants who had high accuracy motivation to explore arguments supporting

both the moderate and extreme attitude-inconsistent stances, but participants

with low accuracy motivation were less interested in those with the moderate

stance.

To verify the conclusion, I ran a mixed-effect regression on the selection

percentages for moderately inconsistent commenters only, by including the

accuracy motivation index and the presence of position bar as independent

variables. Results showed a significant two-way interaction between the two

(β = 0.05, t(28) = 2.72, p < 0.01). No such effect was shown for selecting ex-

tremely inconsistent opinions. The result suggests that showing the position

magnitude, i.e., using a fine-grained position indicator, was what made the

difference in selective exposure between users with high and low accuracy

motivation.

Figure 4.5: Average selection percentages of attitude-inconsistent
commenters with moderate versus extreme stances, by
participants with high/low accuracy motivation

Meanwhile, by analyzing the total number of commenters selected, I found

that accuracy motivation had a marginally significant positive effect (β =

0.22, t(30) = 1.69, p = 0.08), showing that participants selected fewer com-
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menters when they had low motivation to accurately learn about the topic.

Given the low learning motivation, it is likely that they were only willing to

spend limited effort exploring the topic, and therefore might not be interested

in knowing and weighing the detailed arguments, hence tended to avoid the

information with moderate stances. In contrast, the greater motivation to

form an accurate understanding of the topic might have encouraged partici-

pants to seek detailed arguments from commenters of varied positions, both

the moderate and extreme ones.

For attitude consistent opinions, I ran the same mixed-effect regression

model but did not find the same three-way interaction to be significant. I

found a significant two-way interaction between presence of position bars

and accuracy motivation (β = −0.03, t(27) = −1.93, p = 0.05)— this sim-

ply means that they interacted in decreasing selective exposure, the same

conclusion as illustrated with the SEI. I also found a main effect of informa-

tion position magnitudes (β = 0.09, t(27) = 4.52, p < 0.01), showing that,

unlike with attitude-inconsistent information, regardless of the accuracy mo-

tivation level, participants consistently preferred commenters with extremely

consistent over those with moderately consistent positions.

At the comment level, I performed the same analysis with the percentages

of comments as the dependent variable. I found a significant four-way in-

teraction among presence of position bars, accuracy motivation, information

position valence, and magnitude (β = 0.08, t(16) = 1.93, p = 0.05). Closer

examination revealed similar patterns as with the selection of commenters:

With the position bars, participants with high accuracy motivation read more

moderately inconsistent comments than participants with low accuracy mo-

tives, which resulted in the former group’s overall lower selective exposure

tendency. This difference in attending to comments of moderate stances was

not observed for attitude consistent comments.

In summary, the above results show that using a fine-grained position

indicator had benefits in reducing selective exposure. The most important

result was that showing the position magnitude of information could “nudge”

people with high accuracy motivation to explore moderately inconsistent opin-

ions. As a result, the position indicators increased the exposure to attitude-

challenging information for participants with high accuracy motivation, but

had no such impact for participants who had low accuracy motivation.
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4.4.2 Information Judgment (RQ2)

After examining the effect of the position bars on the participants’ selective

exposure, the next question is to what extent the position bars could lead to

changes in their reception of attitude inconsistent information. For reception,

I examined two information judgments—position and agreement, both to

reflect the perceived discrepancy between the information and one’s own

position, with larger discrepancy indicating more unfavored reception.

Position Judgment (RQ2a)

To answer RQ2a—how do the aspect indicators influence the position judg-

ment, I examined the participants’ position ratings (on a 1-pro to 5-con scale)

given to each commenter after they read the comments. First, I looked at

the correlation between the participants’ judgments and the “ground truth”

of the position labels (coded as extremely pro commenter=1, moderately pro

commenter=2, moderately con commenter=3, extremely con commenter=4).

I found that the position bars increased this correlation from 0.64 to 0.78

(Z = 4.77, p < 0.01). It suggested that after seeing the position bars, the

participants’ judgments of the stances of the commenters were closer to those

indicated by the position bars.

Relative Position Index

In the hope of improving users’ reception of attitude-inconsistent informa-

tion, my main focus was to examine relative position judgment–judgment of

an information position as relative to one’s own position. To do so, I first

calculated the average position judgment ratings given to the four categories

of commenters (extremely/moderately consistent or inconsistent). Since the

position judgment used a 1-pro to 5-con scale, if the participant had positive

prior attitude, the Relative Position Index given to each type of commenter

would be equal to the average position judgement rating. If the participant

had negative prior attitude, the Relative Position Index would be calculated

by 6 minus the average position judgment rating. The Relative position in-

dex reflected how discrepant the participant perceived the position of the

information is from his or her side, with a higher number indicating a higher

discrepancy.
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Results of Relative Position Judgment

I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the relative position index (N=535,

we removed the 153 cases where the corresponding type of commenters were

not selected) by including the presence of position bars, information position

valences and magnitudes as independent variables. I found a significant three-

way interaction among all the independent variables (β = −0.78, t(24) =

−2.46, p = 0.01). All the other two-way and main effects, except for that

between presence of position bars and commenters’ position valences, were

also significant. I unpacked the three-way interaction by running a mixed-

effect regression on the relative position index among attitude consistent

commenters and inconsistent commenters separately. I found a significant

two-way interaction between the opinion magnitudes and the presence of

position bars in the attitude inconsistent group (β = 0.59, t(28) = 3.10, p <

0.01), but not in the attitude consistent group (β = −0.21, t(28) = −0.98, p =

0.33). In other words, the three-way interaction was caused by the fact

that the position bars led to significant differences in the position judgments

of commenters with attitude-inconsistent positions, but not of those with

consistent positions.

Figure 4.6 illustrates this result: With the help of position bars, partici-

pants were better at differentiating between information with extremely and

moderately attitude-inconsistent stances. Indeed, by examining moderately

inconsistent commenters only, the main effect of the presence of position bars

on the relative position index was significant(β = −0.33, t(28) = −2.00, p =

0.05), suggesting that the position bar made participants to judge this group

of commenters (moderately inconsistent) to be closer to themselves, com-

pared to those who did not see the position bar. This is consistent with the

notion that people are inclined to perceive arguments supporting an opposite

position to be more extreme than they actually are. The fine-grained position

bar seemed to be able to mitigate such bias.

Agreement (RQ2b)

To further study how the position indicators influenced the reception of di-

verse opinions, RQ2b asked whether the position bars influenced the par-
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Figure 4.6: Average Relative Position Index given to information
supporting varying positions

ticipants’ agreement with information supporting the varying positions. To

answer this question, I investigated the participants’ agreement ratings given

to the comments (by giving an agreement rating under each comment). I ex-

pected that agreement ratings, compared to the position judgment, would be

impacted more by the participants’ own position magnitude. For example,

participants with more extreme prior attitudes would likely have stronger

disagreement with commenters who took the opposite positions. Also, if the

participant was only moderately leaning towards one side, he or she might

agree more with opinions that were also in the moderate positions. There-

fore, I examined the participants’ agreement ratings by taking their prior

attitude extremity into consideration.

Agreement Index and Prior Attitude Extremity Index

The Agreement Index was calculated by the average agreement ratings the

participant gave to each type of comments—extremely consistent, moderately

consistent, extremely inconsistent, and moderately inconsistent.

The Prior Attitude Extremity Index was defined as the distance of one’s

prior attitude index from the neutral point, and was calculated by the abso-

lute value of the prior attitude index minus the neutral value 4. For example,

if a participant scored 5 in the prior attitude index, he or she would be coded

as con prior attitude with prior attitude extremity index of 1.

Results of Agreement
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I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the agreement index (N=535),

with the presence of position bar, prior attitude extremity, information po-

sition valence and magnitude as independent variables. I found a significant

three-way interaction among presence of position bars, prior attitude extrem-

ity index, and information position valence (β = −0.86, t(16) = −3.65, p <

0.01), and a significant three-way interaction among presence of position

bars, prior attitude extremity, and information position magnitude (β =

−0.47, t(16) = −2.12, p = 0.04). The result suggests that position bars dif-

ferentially influenced users with moderate and extreme prior attitudes on

their agreement with the comments of different positions.

To unpack the interactive effects, I separated the consistent and incon-

sistent commenters into two groups. For attitude inconsistent commenters,

I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the agreement index by including

presence of position bars, prior attitude extremity index and information po-

sition magnitude as independent variables, and found a significant three-way

interaction among them (β = −0.41, t(24) = −1.91, p = 0.05). Figure 4.7
4explained the three-way interaction we found above: The group of partic-

ipants with extreme prior attitudes tended to show stronger disagreement

with attitude-challenging information than those with moderate prior atti-

tudes. However, the fine-grained position bar was able to help them identify

comments that are only moderately different and improve their agreement

with them.

To further verify this conclusion, I looked at the agreement index for mod-

erately inconsistent comments only. Indeed, I found the two-way interaction

between prior attitude extremity and presence of position bars to be sig-

nificant (β = 0.65, t(28) = 3.73, p < 0.01). For the agreement index for

extremely inconsistent commenters, I only observed significant main effect

of prior attitude extremity (β = −0.46, t(31) = −5.89, p < 0.01), as partic-

ipants with extreme prior attitudes, as compared to the group taking more

moderate positions, tended to disagree more strongly with the extremely

inconsistent comments, regardless of the presence of position bars.

For attitude consistent commenters, I ran the same mixed-effect regres-

4Same as previous figures, median splits on prior attitude extremity were used to illus-
trate the interaction in the figure, but included as continuous variable in the regression
models.
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sion model and did not observe the above-mentioned three-way interaction,

but found a significant two-way interaction between the participants’ prior

attitude extremity and information position magnitudes (β = 0.31, t(28) =

2.89, p < 0.01). This was consistent with the expectation that, regardless of

the presence of position bars, participants tended to agree more with infor-

mation that is similar to their position. That is, those with more extreme

prior attitudes tended to agree more with confirmatory information taking

more extreme stances, while those who had moderate prior attitudes tended

to agree more with information supporting similarly moderate positions.

Figure 4.7: Average Agreement Index for attitude-inconsistent
information by participants with moderate/extreme prior
attitudes

The above analyses performed on position judgment and agreement re-

vealed a consistent theme: The fine-grained position indicators were helpful

for participants to differentiate attitude-challenging information with only

moderate stance from the extreme one. With that, the indicator moderated

the participants’ tendency to over-estimate the discrepancy between the po-

sition of attitude-challenging information and their own positions. Taken

together, the results suggest that showing the position magnitude of infor-

mation not only helped reducing selective exposure, but also improved the

reception of attitude-challenging information that was only moderately dif-

ferent.
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4.4.3 Knowledge Gain (RQ3)

An important goal of exposing people to diverse viewpoints is to promote

awareness of arguments from different perspectives. Last but not least, I

analyzed the participants’ knowledge gained on both sides as the outcome

measurement of exposure to diverse opinions. In particular, I was interested

in whether the difference in selective exposure, as a result of introducing po-

sition indicators as a central nudge, led to differences in knowledge gained

about both sides. Therefore, I focused on testing the interactive effect be-

tween accuracy motivation and the presence of position bars.

In the survey before the experiment, I asked each participant to list ar-

guments that could “immediately come to your mind” that people make to

support or oppose the topic. After the experiment, they were asked to answer

the same question again. I compared the two answers from each participant

and counted how many attitude-consistent arguments and inconsistent ar-

guments, respectively, appeared in the post-experiment questionnaire but

not in the pre-experiment one. I used this number as a proxy measure of

knowledge gain from using the system.

I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the knowledge gain index for

arguments supporting the opposite side of the participants’ prior attitude

(attitude inconsistent knowledge gain) by including presence of position bars

and accuracy motivation index as independent variables. Consistent with

the result of selective exposure, I found a significant interaction between the

two (β = 0.33, t(28) = 3.10, p < 0.01). Figure 4.8 illustrated the two-way

interaction with median splits of accuracy motivation index: With the help

of position bars, participants gained more knowledge about the opposite side

for topics they had high accuracy motivation, but not for those they had

low accuracy motivation. For knowledge gained for arguments supporting

their prior position, I did not observe any significant effect of position bars

or accuracy motivation.

The result is consistent with the finding that the position bar nudged par-

ticipants with high accuracy motivation to attend to more attitude inconsis-

tent information. The results therefore further supported the conclusion that

fine-grained position indicators was an effective “central nudge” that could

reduce selective exposure, and support deliberative learning, for people who
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Figure 4.8: Average Knowledge Gain about arguments supporting
the opposite position

were motivated to accurately learn about the topic.

4.5 Discussion

The study makes two main contributions. First, it demonstrates that in-

terface features providing not only the valence but also the magnitude of

information position are useful for encouraging exposure to diverse view-

points. In particular, the results show that distinguishing information that

is only “moderately different” could increase exposure and improve recep-

tion of information supporting the competing views, and as a result, lead

to better learning outcomes, especially better awareness of diverse perspec-

tives. While I studied the effect of a simple position bar, my goal is to

highlight the value of a set of interface features that categorize information

into more fine-grained positions rather than a dichotomous model. Potential

relevant design examples include OpinionSpace’s [21] visualization interface

that map the stances of information to spatial distance, the slider bar used

by Consider.It [29] for users to actively explore arguments made by people of

varied positions, and the system that is similar to the one used by DataPo-

trait [102] to explicitly recommend information that leans towards different

positions but shares certain common grounds.
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Second, the results provide validation for the ELM-based design guideline I

proposed. It demonstrates that central nudge, i.e., information cue reflecting

content characteristics, is more effective in reducing selective exposure for

those with a higher level of accuracy motivation. While some recent research

pointed out the co-existence of diversity-seeking and challenge-averse users,

this study suggests that there may be underlying mechanisms that drive

such behavioral differences—the motivation to accurately understand the

topic. For users with high accuracy motivation, there may be inherent user

needs for designs that better facilitate the deliberative choices of information

and careful exploration of the opinion space. Future research should further

explore identifying the moderating variables of selective exposure, and how

they mediate the effectiveness of nudging designs.

This work also aligns with taking a more fine-grained view of attitude-

relevant information by identifying what kind of attitude-inconsistent infor-

mation is more desirable, especially for serving the accuracy motivation. And

here I suggest a potential candidate is information that is less extreme in its

position, considering and acknowledging both sides, and providing distinct

insights that bridge diverse perspectives. Such insight is not only useful for

designing information presentation, but can also inform the design of infor-

mation retrieval systems. To serve the diversity-enhancing goal, these sys-

tems should look beyond attitude relevance as the primary user preference,

by identifying information that is both challenging and appealing.

From a technical perspective, two challenges emerged in this set of con-

clusions: How to infer users’ accuracy motivation levels; and how to infer

the position magnitude of information. Learning from research on personal-

ization technologies, users’ accuracy motivation can be potentially identified

from both explicit inquiry and implicit inference based on their user profiles

or previous behaviors [154]. There are also conditions where people are gen-

erally more likely to be motivated to accurately learn about a topic. For

example, decision-making support tools will more likely target users who

have high accuracy motivation, compared to, e.g., hedonic use of social me-

dia. It is also possible for designers to actively increase the users’ accuracy

motivation by, for example, emphasizing the social norm of valuing diversity

[104] or highlighting the utility of diverse or challenging information [51].

To infer information stances, various techniques have been developed to
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classify positions (e.g., ideological leaning, consumer opinions) based on ei-

ther information content (e.g., machine learning, opinion mining, sentiment

analysis [155])) or non-text features, such as user voting or social network

features [71, 156]. One future direction would be to develop information

retrieval methods that can accurately identify information with “moderate

positions”, and arguments that bridge different perspectives.
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Chapter 5

STUDYING EXPERTISE INDICATORS AS
A PERIPHERAL NUDGE

People’s information seeking process is seldom rational. Instead, we are

frequently using “shortcuts” to decide where to look for information we want.

These mental shortcuts include checking where the information comes from,

what other people say about it, and how it is presented. Psychology and

communication scholars call them peripheral features of information, as they

are not an integral part of the information content, and the dual-process

theories suggest that they tend to be processed in the peripheral route.

In the Internet age, peripheral features of information have become more

prevalent than ever. For example, we check Facebook post that receives many

“likes”. We follow people with many other followers on Twitter. We look for

articles shared by authorities and friends. We tend to trust information from

a website that is professionally designed. Relying on these heuristics help

us navigate through the overloaded online information. On the one hand,

the digital media affords the modalities and spaces to design various periph-

eral features. On the other hand, contemporary social technologies make it

possible to incorporate “social cues” such as likes, sharing, etc. to become

useful peripheral futures that are not only used by information seekers, but

also information retrieval algorithms. These social peripheral features of-

ten fall into three (not necessarily exclusive) categories: 1) Popularity cues,

which show large number of people attended to the information (e.g.,number

of views); 2) Endorsement cues, which show other people acknowledged the

value of the information (e.g., “Liked” or shared by a friend or by many);

and 3) source competence cues, which signal the merits of the information

source (e.g., voted experts).

An abundance of studies manifested that these peripheral features are

able to alter users’ information-seeking paths, whether or not these studies

explicitly target information behavior changes. For example, Salganik et al.
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demonstrated that users’ choices of items on a music downloading website

were largely influenced by “social cues” that showed how many times others

have downloaded the song. Knobloch-Westerwick[157] showed that “collab-

orative filtering” cues, such as average rating by others and times viewed by

others, could significantly impact users’ selectivity on news websites. Kim

and Sundar [147] showed that popularity cues on a health message board

not only nudged people to attend to the more popular information, and also

led them to see the information more favorably. Research on social navi-

gation [158] explored more sophisticated ways to present various forms of

social endorsement that could shape and improve users’ information seeking

behaviors [159, 160].

So theoretically, we should be able to increase users’ tendency to attend

to attitude-inconsistent information by adding positive peripheral nudges to

the information. Several recent studies provided evidence that social endorse-

ment cues, including the number of “likes”[105], annotation indicating shared

by similar people [106], increase users’ interest in reading partisan news that

they may disagree with. However, I argue that this may not be enough to

reduce selective exposure. Ecologically speaking, peripheral nudges are likely

to happen for all sides of views. While peripheral features such as popularity

cues may nudge to increase users’ interest in reading attitude-inconsistent

information that is popular, they would also increase interest in reading

attitude-consistent information that is popular. Although it is possible to

customize these cues based on individuals’ positions, peripheral features are

usually not selectively presented to only attitude-challenging information on

the common platforms.

The key question that should be asked, instead, is what kind of peripheral

nudge can nudge more for attitude-inconsistent than for attitude-consistent

information, and thus reducing the selective exposure to (at least for certain

type of) information? In other words, the effectiveness of the peripheral

nudge should interact with the information position. I note that, in Messing

and Westwood’s study [105], there was some evidence in the data showing

that the nudging effect of social endorsement cues is stronger for disagreeable

information, and thus it is possible to reduce selective exposure among news

with higher social endorsement. In Munson and Agapie’s study, they did not

observe any interactive effect between news agreeableness and social cues
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[106].

What about other types of peripheral nudge? Psychological research sug-

gests that source competence (credibility, expertise, etc.) related cues are

a promising choice in creating differential effect for information with varied

positions. Aronson et al.[150] found an interactive effect between source cred-

ibility and position discrepancy (distance between recipient’s and message’s

position): The preference for high credibility over low credibility sources

became more prominent with increasing position discrepancy. Other stud-

ies [161, 162] also repeatedly found that, when people are consistently pre-

disposed with the message’s advocacy, a source with low expertise is not

necessarily less favorable than a source with high expertise; however, when

inconsistently predisposed, people consistently prefer, or are only persuaded

by, sources with high expertise.

5.1 Overview of the Study

Inspired by this line of evidence on the interaction between preference for

source competence and position consistency, I propose to study interface

cues that indicate source expertise as a type of peripheral nudge to change

users’ information behavior towards exposure to high-quality diverse views. I

also hypothesize that, if there is indeed an interactive effect between periph-

eral nudge and information position on information selectivity, it is possible

that such effect will be reinforced by providing an explicit label of the in-

formation stance. This is what was done in Messing and Westwood’s study

[105], where the differential nudging effect of social endorsement for agree-

able and disagreeable news was reported when both social endorsement and

information position cues were present. Based on the idea, I conducted a

2× 2 experiment to study how the expertise indicators interacted with posi-

tion labels to affect users’ information behaviors, including both information

selection and information reception. Furthermore, since expertise indicators

are considered to be a type of peripheral nudge by enlisting the source ex-

pertise related heuristics, I explored whether accuracy motivation mediated

its effect. Specifically, I asked the following research questions in Table 5.1:
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Table 5.1: Research questions and findings in Study 3 (Chapter 5)

Research question Findings

RQ1 How do expertise indicators, by
themselves and together with po-
sition indicators, influence selec-
tive exposure?

Together with position indicators,
expertise indicators reduced selec-
tive exposure to information from
expert sources, but increased it for
that of non-expert sources. The rea-
son is that high expertise indicators
are stronger nudges for attitude-
inconsistent than for consistent in-
formation.

RQ2 How do the expertise indica-
tors influence the users’ agree-
ment with information of varied
positions (RQ2a) and perceived
source expertise (RQ2b)?

Expertise indicator increase the
agreement with, and the perceived
source expertise of information,
even though information did not ac-
tually differ in quality or expertise.

RQ3 How do accuracy motivations
mediate the effect of expertise in-
dicator on reducing selective ex-
posure?

No significant mediating effect of ac-
curacy motivation is found for the
nudging effect of expertise indica-
tors.

5.2 Methodology

This study used the same platform and procedure as the experiment discussed

in Study 2 (Chapter 4). So I will not repeat the sections of platform, material,

procedure, and measurement described in the last chapter. I will discuss

experimental design and participants of this experiment in this section.

5.2.1 Experimental Design

The experiment adopted a 2× 2 repeated-measure experimental design with

the presence or absence of position bars, and that of expertise indicators as

independent variables. That is, participants were randomly assigned to one

of the four conditions: 1) with neither position nor expertise indicators; 2)

with only position indicators; 3) with only expertise indicators; and 4) with

both position and expertise indicators. Figure 5.1 illustrates the interfaces

used in condition 3 and condition 4. Condition 1 is the baseline interface

shown in Figure 4.2, and condition 2 is the interface with aspect indicators
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shown in Figure 4.3.

I used a “star badge” design as expertise indicators (see Figure 5.1). I in-

troduced to participants that the stars were calculated by the collective votes

of other users of the ProCon platform, as everyone could rate the commenter

expertise when they browse the comments page. The same indicators were

shown on the comment page. Note that since position magnitude was not

the focus of this study, I would only consider pro versus con positions, and

consider extreme and moderate ones as the same position category.

(a) ProCon with expertise indicators
(condition 3)

(b) ProCon with both expertise and
aspect indicators (condition 4)

Figure 5.1: ProCon interfaces with expertise indicators

I randomly assigned and evenly distributed the 32 commenters to have

four types of expertise indicators: 1-star, 2-star, 4-star and 5-star. I did not

manipulate the actual content quality of their comments. The reason was

that, to answer RQ2 and RQ3, I was interested in the extent to which a

simple interface cue could impact the participants’ judgment of information.

Therefore I controlled for the content quality. In reality, there is also no

guarantee that the information quality and the source competence cues will

always match. For example, reputation systems commonly used in online

forums often do not perfectly reflect the quality of the content produced, as

regular users who post frequently tend to be ranked higher than experts who

post only occasionally.
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5.2.2 Participants

76 participants were recruited from a college town in Illinois, USA. They

were randomly assigned to the four experiment conditions. On average, par-

ticipants aged 24.20 (SD=9.74). 55.3% were female. 78.9% were undergrad-

uate or graduate students. The rest consisted of professors, university staff,

engineers, etc. On a scale of 1-conservative to 5-liberal, the participants’

political leaning scores averaged 3.55 (SD=0.92). Data from one participant

in condition 1 (control condition) was removed due to technical errors during

recording.

5.3 Results

On average, participants selected 5.18 (SD=2.54) commenters for each topic.

No statistically significant difference in the number of selected commenters

was seen between the four conditions. To analyze the participants’ informa-

tion selectivity with regard to attitude consistency, I categorized the com-

menters to be attitude consistent or inconsistent based on the participant’s

prior attitude. This was done in the same fashion as in the previous experi-

ments. I first coded each participant’s prior attitude to be pro or con based

on whether his or her prior attitude index was above or below 4. Then I coded

each commenter’s attitude consistency according to whether the commenter

was on the same or the opposite side of the participant’s prior attitude.

To analyze the expertise-based selectivity, I categorized all commenters

with 4 or 5 stars to be experts, and those with 1 or 2 stars to be no-experts

(to be precise, they were only “indicated” to be experts or non-experts. I will

call them “experts” and “non-experts” throughout the chapter for simplicity

reason),. Thus, among the 32 commenters, there were eight under each

of the four categories: attitude-consistent experts, consistent non-experts,

inconsistent experts and inconsistent non-experts.

In this section, I will first report the results on selective exposure (RQ1),

then examine in detail how expertise indicators impacted the selectivity of

attitude consistent and attitude inconsistent information differently, to un-

derstand the changes in selective exposure. I will then analyze how expertise
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indicators impacted the participants’ information reception, including their

agreement with (RQ2a), and perceived source expertise of (RQ2b), informa-

tion with varied positions. Lastly, I explore whether accuracy motivation

mediates the effect of expertise indicators on changing the selective exposure

tendency (RQ3).

5.3.1 Selective Exposure (RQ1)

RQ1 asks how expertise indicators, by themselves and together with position

bars, impacted the participants’ selective exposure tendency. To this end,

I first examined the effects of the presence of expertise indicators and/or

position bars on the overall selective exposure, then analyzed it among expert

commenters and non-expert commenters separately.

Overall Selective Exposure

To start with, I calculated the overall selective exposure index for each topic,

by each participant, defined as the difference between the number of attitude

consistent and inconsistent commenters selected. A positive value of the in-

dex indicated the presence of selective exposure, and the magnitude reflected

the extent.

To examine the effects of position and expertise indicators on the par-

ticipants’ selective exposure, I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the

selective exposure index by including the presence of expertise indicators

(present=1, absent=0) and the presence of the position bar (present=1,

absent=0) as the fixed-effect independent variables. As with the previous

chapters, participants were always included as a random-effect variable in all

regression models. I found a significant negative main effect of the presence

of position bar (β = −0.60, SE = 0.16, t(72) = −3.74, p < 0.01; Average

SEI of conditions with aspect indicators is -0.20, conditions without aspect

indicators is 0.40), suggesting that, consistent with conclusions in Study 2

(Chapter 4), the multi-level position indicators decreased the participants’

selective exposure tendency.

No statistically significant effect of the presence of expertise indicators
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was observed (β = 0.03, SE = 0.16, t(72) = 0.21, p = 0.83), suggesting that

expertise indicators did not affect the overall selective exposure. In the next

section, I will examine the selective exposure to information indicated to be

from experts and non-experts separately.

Selective Exposure for Experts and Non-Experts

To first check whether participants exhibited different selective exposure ten-

dency for information from expert and non-expert sources, I started by com-

paring the selective exposure index for expert and non-expert commenters.

To do so, I calculated two selective exposure indexes for each topic, for each

participant: One is calculated by the difference between the number of at-

titude consistent experts and inconsistent experts selected (expert selective

exposure); and the other in the same way for the non-experts (non-expert

selective exposure). I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the expert/non-

expert selective exposure index by including the presence of expertise indi-

cators, that of position bars, and the type of commenters (expert=0, non-

expert=1), as fixed-effect independent variables. I found a significant three-

way interaction among all the independent variables (β = −1.05, t(67) =

−2.98, p < 0.01), suggesting that the selective exposure differed between se-

lecting expert commenters and non-expert commenters when both expertise

and position indicators were presented.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the results by plotting the average SEI for each con-

dition. While neither the expertise indicator nor the position indicator alone

led to a significant difference in selective exposure, having both indicators sig-

nificantly decreased selective exposure to information from expert sources, but

increased it for non-expert sources.

To verify the conclusion, I tested the effect of expertise and position indi-

cators on the expert and non-expert selective exposure index separately. In-

deed, I found a significant negative interaction between the presence of exper-

tise indicators and position indicators (β = −0.58, t(71) = −2.04, p = 0.04)

on expert selective exposure index, and a significant positive interaction be-

tween the two on non-expert selective exposure index (β = 0.47, t(71) =

1.98, p = 0.05).
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Figure 5.2: Average expert and non-expert Selective Exposure
Index (SEI) in each condition

In summary, I found that by providing source expertise cues, and mean-

while explicitly labeling the position of the information content, the partici-

pants’ selective exposure was decreased for information from expert sources,

but increased for non-expert sources. It is an encouraging result suggesting

that source expertise indicators could serve as a positive nudge for seek-

ing high-quality, yet attitude-challenging information. However, the effect

seemed to be only present when the content position is explicitly shown.

This suggests that the nudging effect of expertise indicators may interact

with content position, which was reinforced by the presence of explicit po-

sition labels. In the following section, I examine in detail how expertise

indicators impacted the selectivity of attitude-consistent and inconsistent in-

formation differently.

Expertise-Based Selectivity

To begin with, I checked whether there was a statistically significant dif-

ference between attitude-consistent and attitude-inconsistent information in

how the expertise indicators influenced the expertise-based selectivity, i.e.,

selection of between information from expert v.s. non-expert sources. I ran

a mixed-effect regression model on the number of each type of commenters

selected, by including the commenters’ expertise (1-expert, 0-non-expert),

attitude consistency (1-consistent, 0-inconsistent), presence of expertise in-

dicators (1-present, 0- absent), and position bar (1-present, 0-absent) as the
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fixed-effect independent variables. Table 5.2 shows the statistically signifi-

cant terms in the model.

Table 5.2: Significant terms in the regression model for
expertise-based selectivity

β t-value p-value

Intercept 1.17 8.04 < 0.01∗∗

Expertise indicators -0.59 -2.90 < 0.01∗∗

Expertise × Expertise indicators 1.25 6.42 < 0.01∗∗

Attitude consistency × Expertise
× Expertise indicators × Position
indicators

-0.94 -2.45 0.01∗

The positive two-way interaction between expertise and presence of ex-

pertise indicators suggested that expertise indicators nudged users to select

more information from expert sources. The four-way interaction among all

independent variables implied that the nudging effect differed for attitude-

consistent and attitude-inconsistent information, with the presence of posi-

tion bar. To further unpack the interactive effect, I looked at the expertise

selectivity for attitude-consistent and attitude-inconsistent information sep-

arately.

Expertise Selectivity for Attitude Consistent Information

Looking at attitude consistent information only, I ran a mixed-effect re-

gression model on the number of commenters selected, by including the com-

menters’ expertise, the presence of position bar and expertise indicators as

fixed-effect independent variables. I found a significant three-way interaction

among all the three independent variables (β = −0.81, t(71) = −2.93, p <

0.01). The two-way interaction between expertise and the presence of exper-

tise indicators was still significant (β = 1.29, t(71) = 6.57, p < 0.01).

Figure 5.3a shows the average number of attitude consistent experts and

non-experts selected in each condition. It reveals an interesting observation

that explains the three-way interactions mentioned above: Expertise indi-

cators nudged participants to select more information from expert sources.

However, when adding position bar, this tendency became weaker for se-

lecting attitude consistent information. To verify the conclusion, I tested

the interactive effect of the commenters’ expertise and the presence of posi-
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tion bars in the conditions with expertise indicators (condition 3 and 4).

As expected, I found a significant negative interaction between the two

(β = −0.70, t(36) = −3.43, p < 0.01), and a positive main effect of the

commenters’ expertise (β = 1.21, t(36) = 8.35p < 0.01).

Expertise Selectivity for Attitude Inconsistent Information

Among attitude inconsistent information, I ran the same mixed-effect re-

gression on the number of commenters selected, by including commenters’

expertise, the presence of expertise indicators and that of position indicators

as fixed-effect independent variables. I did not observe the same three-way

interaction (β = 0.13, t(71) = 0.48, p = 0.63), but only a significant two-

way interaction between expertise and the presence of expertise indicators

(β = 1.24, t(71) = 6.42, p < 0.01). These results suggested that, as il-

lustrated in Figure 5.3b, participants consistently selected more information

from experts than non-experts for attitude inconsistent commenters. Adding

position indicators did not significantly changing, even slightly increased this

tendency.

(a) Selection of experts v.s. non-experts
for attitude inconsistent commenters

(b) Selection of experts v.s. non-experts
for attitude consistent commenters

Figure 5.3: Expertise-based selectivity for attitude consistent
versus inconsistent information

To summarize, the above results showed that high expertise indicators

nudged users to select more information, and the nudging effect interacted

with the information position, when the position was explicitly labeled.

Specifically, the nudging effect was weaker for attitude-consistent than for

inconsistent information. This result echoed the conclusion from the litera-

ture [150, 161, 162], that information seekers’ preference for sources of high
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competence over low competence is more pronounced for selecting dissonant

information than consonant information. Note that the results also suggested

that such varied preference for source expertise may only become pronounced

when the content position is explicitly labeled, so that users did not have to

examine the snippets to interpret the opinion. An alternative explanation

is that participants might generally see both high expertise indicators and

consistent position indicators as positive cues. In the conditions with only

expertise indicators, the participants’ selectivity was dominated by expertise

cues, but in the condition with both expertise and position indicators, the

participants’ selectivity was influenced by both. Thus, expertise cue might

had lower impact on selectivity.

The interactive effect between the presence of expertise indicators and

the information position explained the results on selective exposure observed

above. When both expertise indicators and position bars were presented, high

expertise indicators nudged more for seeking attitude-inconsistent informa-

tion than attitude-consistent information, and thus reduced the selective ex-

posure to information from expert sources, and meanwhile, increased it for

information from non-expert sources.

5.3.2 Information Judgment (RQ2)

While expertise indicators may induce heuristics at the information selection

stage, the participants’ judgment of information should be based on the con-

tents after they read them. RQ2 asks whether expertise indicators still had

impact at the post-reading stage on the participants’ agreement with, and

perceived expertise, of information.

Agreement (RQ2a)

Participants were asked to rate their agreement with each comment they

read. I created the agreement index by calculating the average agreement rat-

ings the participant gave to each type of comment—from attitude-consistent

experts, consistent non-experts, inconsistent experts and inconsistent non-

experts. I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the agreement index
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(N=1170 1) by including attitude consistency, expertise, and the presence

of expertise indicators as fixed-effect independent variables. Table 4 shows

the statistically significant results.

Table 5.3: Significant terms in the regression model for agreement
ratings

β t-value p-value

Intercept 3.08 39.77 < 0.01∗∗

Attitude consistency 0.67 12.81 < 0.01∗∗

Expertise × Expertise indicators 0.29 2.72 < 0.01∗∗

As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the main effect of attitude consistency means

that participants always had higher agreement with attitude-consistent com-

menters. The two-way interaction between indicated expertise and presence

of expertise indicators showed that high expertise indicators significantly in-

creased the participants’ agreement with the information.

Figure 5.4: Average Agreement Index for different types of
information in conditions with or without expertise indicators

To verify, I tested the main effect of the presence of expertise indicators

on the agreement with information with high or low expertise indicators

separately, and found its positive effect for information with high expertise

indicators only (β = 0.21, SE = 0.09, t(73) = 2.21, p = 0.03). Moreover,

the absence of interaction between attitude consistency, expertise and pres-

ence of expertise indicators (β < 0.01, SD = 0.21, t(73) = 0.02, p = 0.99)

1426 cases where participants didn’t select the type of commenters (therefore gave no
ratings) were removed from analysis
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implied that, high expertise indicators evenly increased agreement with both

attitude-consistent and attitude-inconsistent information.

In summary, I found that high expertise indicators nudged people to agree

more with the information, even though the information content did not ac-

tually differ in quality or source expertise. Such positive effect on agreement

happened consistently for both attitude-consistent and attitude-inconsistent

information, although people always agreed more with information that aligns

with their positions.

Expertise Judgment (RQ2b)

While the agreement rating reflected a user’s evaluation of information from a

subjective point of view, when asked to evaluate others’ expertise, one should

be expected to adopt a more objective view to evaluate the information

source. RQ2b asked to what extent the expertise indicators impacted the

perceived expertise after participants read the contents. Meanwhile, it would

also be interesting to see whether position discrepancy led to the derogation

of source expertise.

In the experiment, when exiting the comment page, participants were asked

to rate the commenters’ topical expertise. I calculated an expertise judgment

index by the average expertise ratings given to each type of commenters

by each participant. I ran a mixed-effect regression model on the expertise

judgment index by indicating the attitude consistency, indicated expertise,

and the presence of expertise indicators as fixed-effect independent variables

(N=1170). Table 5 shows the statistically significant results.

Table 5.4: Significant terms in the regression model for expertise
ratings

β t-value p-value

Intercept 3.28 39.79 < 0.01∗∗

Attitude consistency 0.24 4.61 < 0.01∗∗

Expertise × Expertise indicators 0.70 6.54 < 0.01∗∗

As illustrated in Figure 5.5, The main effect of attitude consistency sug-

gested that participants tended to give higher expertise ratings to attitude
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consistent sources than to attitude inconsistent ones. The two-way interac-

tion between expertise and the presence of expertise indicators suggested that

the high (low) expertise indicators increased (decreased) the participants’

perceived expertise of the information sources, even though the commenters

were randomly assigned to be experts or non-experts in the experiment.

Figure 5.5: Average Expertise Index for different types of
information in conditions with or without expertise indicators

To verify, I tested the main effect of the presence of expertise indicators

on the expertise judgment for information indicated to be from experts and

non-experts separately. As expected, I found its positive main effect for ex-

pert commenters (β = 0.24, t(73) = 2.31, p = 0.02), and negative main effect

for that of non-expert commenters (β = −0.44, t(73) = −3.28, p < 0.01).

The absence of interaction between attitude consistency, expertise, and pres-

ence of expertise indicators (β = 0.06, t(73) = 0.28, p = 0.78) suggested that

the expertise indicators evenly impacted perceived expertise for attitude-

consistent and inconsistent information. It also pointed out that, even when

explicitly indicated to have equal level of expertise, attitude consistent com-

menters still tended to be viewed as more knowledgeable than attitude in-

consistent ones. To verify this conclusion, I tested the main effect of attitude

consistency on the perceived expertise for expert commenters and non-expert

commenters separately, in the conditions with expertise indicators (condition

3 and 4). Indeed, I found its positive main effect on perceived expertise for

both expert commenters (β = 0.22, t(37) = 2.80, p < 0.01) and non-expert

commenters (β = 0.26, t(36) = 2.00, p = 0.05).

In summary, I found that expertise indicators affected the participants’ ex-

pertise judgment. Specifically, high expertise indicators increased their per-
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ceived source expertise of information, and low expertise indicators decreased

that, even though the contents of the two did not differ in quality or ex-

pertise. However, participants systematically considered attitude-consistent

information to have higher source expertise than attitude inconsistent one,

even when the two were indicated explicitly to have equal level of expertise.

5.3.3 Mediating Effect of Accuracy Motivation (RQ3)

In this section, I explore whether accuracy motivation mediated the nudging

effect of expertise indicators on reducing selective exposure. According to the

analyses above, the most encouraging nudging effect of expertise indicators

is that, together with position indicators, it would reduce selective exposure

to information from expert sources (Figure 5.2 experts only). This is specif-

ically illustrated by the positive interactive effect between the presence of

position indicators and expertise indicators on the Selective Exposure Index

(SEI) for information from expert sources. Therefore, to explore the me-

diating effect of accuracy motivation, I included the participants’ accuracy

motivation index in this particular regression model. The result showed no

significant mediating effect of accuracy motivation, with the absence of three-

way interaction between the presence of expertise indicators, position basr,

and accuracy motivation index (=-0.07, SE=0.18, t(67)=-0.38, p=0.71).

In Figure 5.6, I show the descriptive results of average SEI for information

from expert sources in all the four conditions, separately for participants with

high or low accuracy motivation (by performing median split on accuracy

motivation index). It demonstrates that expertise indicators, together with

position bars, successfully nudged to seek more attitude-inconsistent infor-

mation from expert sources for both participants with high and low accuracy

motivation.

5.4 Discussion

Peripheral features such as source competence and popularity cues can be

used as “nudges” to change the users’ information behavior in desirable di-
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Figure 5.6: SEI to information from expert sources of participants
with high versus low accuracy motivation

rections. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to show that

peripheral nudges can also interact with content characteristics, i.e., create

stronger nudging effect for certain type of information than others, and thus

shaping information behaviors in more complex ways. Specifically, I show

that the nudging effect of expertise indicators interacts with information po-

sition. This is consistent with conclusions from psychological research demon-

strating that source competence related heuristics would impact information

selectivity more for dissonant than for consonant information. Leveraging

such tendency, the expertise indicator was able to reduce selective exposure

to information from expert sources.

I also show that a simple feature suggesting high expertise could have a

lasting effect on the users’ information reception, by increasing their per-

ceived expertise of, and agreement with, the information. The result encour-

ages incorporating source expertise rating systems (e.g., driven by content,

user profile or social feedback) in information and social technologies that

can accurately reflect the source competence and information quality. Not

only may it aid the users’ information seeking process to efficiently focus on

the most informative messages, even if they only want to attend to a limited

amount of dissonant information, but also, it may potentially improve the

reception of dissonant information and encourage people to seek common

grounds with divergent views.

Moreover, I explored the mediating effect of accuracy motivation and found

that the nudging effect of expertise indicators did not significantly differ for

people with high and low accuracy motivation. This is encouraging, suggest-
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ing that peripheral nudges that induce positive heuristics can work to expose

people to more high-quality attitude-inconsistent information, even for those

with low level of accuracy motivation, and are often prone to selective expo-

sure.

Future work can explore other peripheral features as peripheral nudges,

such as popularity cues and endorsement cues. It is worth pointing out

that, in this study I particularly leveraged the interactive effect between

source expertise and content position to attain the nudging effect on reducing

selective exposure for expert sources. Other peripheral features may or may

not have such interaction effects. Still, we may explore other ways to leverage

peripheral nudges to shape the users’ information selectivity in more desirable

ways. For example, we may selectively customize peripheral nudges to target

only attitude-inconsistent information.

Given the power of peripheral nudges, information retrieval techniques

should consider them as an integral part of information. Obviously the idea

is not new, as we frequently see systems that prioritize items that are pop-

ular, endorsed by others or from competent sources. But to better utilize

them to nudge the users’ information seeking paths, we should use them

more deliberately, by considering their interactive or combined effect with

characteristics of the information content. For example, we may design al-

gorithms that favor less attended information with positive peripheral cues

to diversify the users’ information diet.

From a different angle, given the power of peripheral nudges for chang-

ing both the information selection and information reception, we should de-

sign them with caution. Nowadays, as by-products of social features, many

peripheral nudges are not created intentionally, nor well-understood for its

potential effect. We need to be cautious about whether positive nudges are

consistently given to desirable information, whatever the desirability means.

Most time the answer is probably positive, because these nudges are often, by

nature, associated with heuristics that are supposed to aid the information

seeking process. For example, endorsement, popularity, and source compe-

tence cues usually reflect some desirable features of the information such as

usefulness, quality, etc.

However, sometimes the matter is more complicated. One potential prob-
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lem is that common social peripheral nudges are often products of “homo-

geneous social activities”, as endorsed by people who hold similar views, by

“liking”, sharing, etc. The outcome is that, in realistic settings, peripheral

nudges are often not given equally to information of varied positions as in

the above controlled experiment. So peripheral nudges can be biased. If

information that expresses certain views tends to come with stronger pe-

ripheral nudges—for example, because people who hold such views tend to

use the social features more actively, they will likely increase its reachability

and favorability. Such implication of inequality for different viewpoints is

detrimental to the goal of promoting exposure to diverse perspectives. I will

empirically explore the problem in Study 5 (Chapter 7), by studying how

different opinion groups may use social features differently, and thus creating

unequal peripheral nudges for their viewpoints.
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Chapter 6

EXPLORING SELECTIVE EXPOSURE IN
CONSUMER HEALTH INFORMATION

SEEKING AND ASPECT INDICATORS AS
A CENTRAL NUDGE

Previous empirical research on selective exposure used tasks that largely

varied in domains and contexts. For example, many looked at information

gathering after participants made decisions such as purchasing choices, policy

preferences, candidate selections, etc.[42, 79]; some looked at people’s pref-

eren with regard to their own ideological leaning [11, 60]; and some looked

at patients’ preference and avoidance of health information [163]. With the

observation, scholars pointed out that there is a lack of understanding of how

task domains impact people’s selective exposure, which may be the key to

reconciling the varied empirical results on its existence and extent [164, 165]

Meanwhile, the accuracy-motivation framework may provide some theoret-

ical ground to explain how selective exposure varies in different contexts. For

example, consistent with the prediction of reduced selective exposure with

lower level of defense motivation, research found that in hedonic contexts, in-

formation selectively is less impacted by attitude consistency [166]; and that

when people are only observer[126] or advisor [167] , instead of the decision-

maker, they tend to seek more balanced information. Conversely, one may

predict more pronounced selective exposure in threat-prone task contexts, as

both my previous experiment (Study 1 in Chapter 3) and other studies (e.g.,

[49]) have demonstrated that threat contributes to defense motivation, hence

increases selective exposure tendency.

One potential example of a threat-prone domain is health-related infor-

mation seeking, where considerations of suffering, risk, even mortality are

often involved. Indeed, as I have discussed in the literature review section,

many have identified selective exposure to be a problem that may impair

medical decisions [107], health risky behavior changes [111], and engagement

in unbiased information seeking, especially for patients with high-risk, life-

threatening diseases such as cancer [108, 109, 110], or when mortality is in
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the picture [167].

However, the situation may become more complex when considering ac-

curacy motivation. Given the outcome importance regarding one’s health

status, in theory, people should have high accuracy motivation in many

health-related contexts. For this reason, unlike everyday news consumption,

an interesting potential attribute of health information seeking is that high

outcome importance often co-exists with high threats. It is unclear whether

people would engage in more pronounced selective exposure when seeking

medical information online, especially when facing high-risk decisions. It

thus merits empirical examination, particularly to understand, when high-

risk health decisions are likely to incur both high threats and high accuracy

motivation, which one will prevail.

In Study 2 (Chapter 4), I demonstrated that accuracy motivation me-

diates the effectiveness of central nudges. An interesting question would be

whether such conclusion still holds in the health information seeking context.

To explore, I study another type of central nudge in this chapter—“aspect

indicators”, which show the issue aspect each piece of information focuses on.

I also explore whether disease risk mediates its impact on information selec-

tivity. The aspect indicator is a type of a central nudge because it strictly

reflects characteristics of the information content, and can provide support

for making deliberative choices of information. The expectation that it may

serve as a nudge for seeking attitude-challenging information is based on the

observation that people holding different attitudes often focus on different as-

pects of a controversial issue. So by differentiating information that focuses

on different aspects, it may separate information regarding “non-conflicting”

aspects where users may not have biased beliefs, and thus potentially reduce

users’ resistance to it, even if it advocates a different position.

Aspect indicators may be especially helpful for making multi-attribute

decisions [168], where the decision outcome depends on the assessment and

integration of different attributes of the decision. Labeling the varied aspects

may encourage one to explore, and weigh the pros and cons of different

attributes (i.e., aspects), which can be an important step in making informed

decision and “debiasing” people with biased beliefs [130]. Medical decision is

considered a typical multi-attribute decision. It requires the decision maker

to, first of all, be aware of the various aspects of the candiadate choices, e.g.,
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effectiveness, side effects, availability, price, etc. Then the decision maker has

to be able to gather accurate and balanced information for each attribute.

Moreover, how one weighs varied aspects in the decision may depend on

the circumstances. For instance, a previous work conducted by Bergus et al.

[169] suggests that, for serious diseases, people may prioritize the effectiveness

of the medicine. While for common, mild diseases where there are many

treatment options, side effects may also become a key consideration.

As an exploration of selective exposure in the health domain, I studied

the problem in the context of social opinion seeking by using a comment

aggregator (similar to Yelp) that supports comparative medical decisions.

While decades of research have been done on clinical medical decision sup-

port systems (DSS), studying patients oriented DSS is a fairly new topic.

According to Hibbard et al.[170] , consumer medical decisions often have

the following characteristics: 1) Challenges in using information containing

technical terms and complex ideas; 2) Need to compare multiple options on

several variables; 3) Require to weigh the various factors according to indi-

vidual values, preferences and needs. To support such activities, Hibbard

suggests tools that consumer medical decision-making support should be de-

signed with the goal of lowering cognitive effort, and one way to do so is to

present decision makers with other patients’ real-life experience, which is usu-

ally easier to comprehend than formal medical information. Consistent with

the idea, many proposed that the large volume of medical related contents

on social media, including drug review websites, online health communities,

etc. can be a useful information resource for consumer health information

needs [100, 171]. This study represents an effort in this direction.

6.1 Overview of the Study

In this experiment, I studied the effects of aspect indicators in reducing

selective exposure in opinion seeking for medical decisions, particularly for

aspects where one did not have conflicting beliefs. I chose to focus on the

two most critical aspects of medical decisions— effectiveness and side effects,

by studying the situation where users had biased beliefs regarding only one

of the two aspects (biased aspect). I compared the results for tasks regarding
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high-risk diseases and those of low-risk diseases (disease risk), to explore

the role of disease risk as moderators of selective exposure in the medical

context. Furthermore, as the last one of the serial studies based on the

ELM-based design guideline, by considering the aspect indicator as a central

nudge, I examined the mediating role of disease risk. Specifically, I asked the

following research questions listed in Table 6.1:

Table 6.1: Research questions and findings in Study 4 (Chapter 6)

Research question Findings

RQ1 Is there selective exposure
in seeking medical opin-
ions? How does disease
risk and biased aspect im-
pact the selective expo-
sure?

Although selective exposure is gener-
ally low, it becomes pronounced in one
situation—having biased beliefs in the ef-
fectiveness of treating high-risk diseases.
The analysis suggests that the criticality
of biased aspect matters, as effectiveness is
the more critical aspect for treating high-
risk diseases. The result presents a warn-
ing that selective exposure may become
more pronounced in more threatening sit-
uations in consumer health information
seeking.

RQ2 How do aspect indicators
influence selective expo-
sure? How does disease
risk mediates the effect?

Aspect indicators decrease selective expo-
sure in the “unbiased aspect” for high-risk
diseases, but have little effect in tasks for
low-risk diseases, suggesting that as a cen-
tral nudge it is has stronger impact on se-
lective exposure in high-risk medical con-
texts, where accuracy motivation tends to
be high. However, I also found evidence
that the impact may be further mediated
by the criticality of aspect, since it is less
effective when the unbiased aspect hap-
pens to be the critical aspect of decision.

RQ3 How does selective expo-
sure impact decision bias?
How do aspect indicators
moderate the impact?

The situation with the most pronounced
selective exposure—concerning about the
effectiveness for high-risk disease—results
in the highest decision bias. Aspect indi-
cators are able to moderate the problem
by reducing selective exposure in the “un-
biased aspect”.
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6.2 Methodology

In this section, I will introduce the third information aggregator prototype we

developed for studying medical opinion seeking. I will then discuss the proce-

dure, experimental design, content material, measurements and participants

in this study.

6.2.1 Platform: CompareMed—a Prototype for Drug Review
Aggregator

I created CompareMed, a prototype of comment aggregator system that in-

tended to support comparative medical decisions by presenting peer patients’

comments. The system was introduced as an information aggregator that,

when a user searched for two treatments he or she wanted to compare, it

aggregated relevant comments from health-related social media. The system

presented comments for each treatment side by side. For each treatment,

it presented a list of comment snippets (with usernames), which one could

click to read the whole comment. Each snippet was shown with a star rat-

ing, which reflected how negative or positive the comment was evaluating

the treatment, using a 1 (negative) to 5 (positive) scale. A screenshot of the

interface is shown in Figure 6.1

6.2.2 Procedure

The experiment consisted of 6 comparative medical decisions, each regarding

a particular disease. Before the experiment, participants were given a short

survey to collect their demographic information. They were then briefed

about the CompareMed system. Upon logging into the system, they would

see a list of the six disease tasks, which they could choose to start in any

order they preferred.

Unlike in the political information-seeking tasks, participants did not come

with existing preferences and beliefs about the two treatments. To intro-

duce “pre-existing biased beliefs” in the experiment, I adopted a priming

approach. For each disease task, participants were given a scenario to imag-
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Figure 6.1: CompareMed Interface

ine that a close friend was having negative experience with a treatment he or

she just started, and facing the decision on whether to switch to an alterna-

tive treatment, which the friend heard might work better. To reinforce the

bias against the current treatment, the task description is accompanied with

a picture depicting the relevant negative experience (e.g., showing someone

suffering from stomach pain for the disease “diarrhea”). Participants were

asked to use CompareMed to learn about the two options and provide sugges-

tions to the friend. I expected that it would introduce biased beliefs favoring

one treatment (alternative) to the other (current).

Participants were asked to freely browse the system until they were ready

to give suggestions. Then they proceeded to the survey page to rate their

preference between the two treatments and wrote down suggestions for the

friend. The system automatically logged the interaction data for analyses.

6.2.3 Experimental Design

The experiment included two between-subjects variables: biased aspect (ef-

fectiveness/ side effects), the presence of aspect indicators (presence/ ab-
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sent); and one within-subject variable: disease risk (high/ low). First of

all, I studied the effect of aspect indicators. Half of the participants were

randomly assigned to use the baseline experiment platform shown in Figure

6.1. The other half used the one with aspect indicators— star signs that not

only showed the comment sentiment, but also, by the labels (“side effects”

and “NO side effects”, or “ineffective” and “effective”), indicated whether

the comments focused on the effectiveness or side effects of the treatment.

Different color schemes were used to further differentiate the two types of

comments. In contrast, in the control condition, only one kind of star sign

was used, with generic labels (“bad” and “good”)(Figure 6.2). This format,

including the star signs and separate ratings to evaluate different aspects of

a medication, is commonly seen on drug-review websites such as WebMD,

RxList, etc.

Figure 6.2: Snippets of side effects comment (left) and effectiveness
comment (right) with aspect indicators

My hypothesis was that aspect indicators could reduce selective exposure

for aspects where one does not have biased beliefs(I will call it “unbiased

belief” for simplicity). To test the hypothesis, it required that participants

would only have pre-existing bias on only one of the aspects. I therefore

included “biased aspect” as a between-subjects variable. That is, partici-

pants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions: biased beliefs

on effectiveness/side effect, and with/without aspect indicators. To manipu-

late biased beliefs on a particular aspect, I designed two versions of the task

scenario. Half of the participants would read that the friend was trying the

current treatment but did not see it relieved the symptoms, and heard that

the alternative option might work better to cure the disease. The other half

would read that the friend was suffering from certain side effects, which I

ensured to be consistent side effects mentioned in the comments, and heard

the alternative option would not cause similar problems. I also used different

pictures that consistently depicted either the symptoms or the side effects
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described in the scenario.

To compare the results for high versus low risk diseases, disease risk was

deigned to be a within-subjects variable. Each participant completed six

tasks. Half of them were about high-risk diseases that could be potentially

life-threatening and needed to be cautiously controlled: congestive heart fail-

ure (CHF), deep venous thrombosis (DVT), and acute asthma attack. The

other three were low-risk, minor diseases that could often be treated or con-

trolled by over-the-counter medicines: diarrhea, back pain and heartburn

(acid reflux). To reinforce the perceived risk level, for high-risk diseases, a

short description of the disease and its potential risk was included in the task

description. No such information was given for low-risk diseases.

6.2.4 Material

For each disease, I chose two medicines that received similar user ratings on

WebMD as candidate treatments to be compared in the experiment. Their

names and other identifying information were revised to avoid recognition.

For each medicine, an undergraduate assistant and I collected 50-60 com-

ments from the “user comments” sections of popular drug information web-

sites (e.g., WebMD.com, rxlist.com), and medical discussion forums (e.g.,

medhelp.org). We were cautious about having a balanced number of positive

and negative comments, and comments regarding either effectiveness or side

effects. We intentionally excluded comments that did not have a clear focus

on either aspect.

We independently rated the comments for their sentiment (positive/ nega-

tive) and focused aspects (effectiveness/ side effects). We excluded comments

that we disagreed on and ended up with 32 comments for each medicine, with

evenly distributed sentiment and aspects in order to create a “controversial”

decision situation where the information did not significantly favor one option

over the other. Table 6.2 presents examples of each type of comment.

To avoid order effect, in each experiment session, one of the two med-

ications was randomly chosen to be the current option, and consistently

described in the task scenario. On the screen, the current and alternative

option were randomly placed on the left or right side, with the current option
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Table 6.2: Examples of comments presented by CompareMed

Aspect Position Comment

Effectiveness
Positive Dosage currently 25mg of Peprobid twice a

day and I am feeling pretty great. My EF
is up to 50-55% from 20%. And my BP is
130/85, which is a great improvement from
208/182. My heart doctor and my PCP both
told me that this will be a miracle medicine
and they were right

Negative Diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure, It
was hoped this would reduce my BP and help
me avoid worse conditions up ahead. Now
I have been taking Peprobid for the last 3
months, I really can not say it has made me
feel one bit better.

Side effects
Positive After being on Atenolol for 5 years, switching

to Peprobid was a vast improvement. I used
to jitter and feel exhausted all the time with
the other meds. No side effects so far with
Peprobid.

Negative I am only on 12.5 mg of Peprobid but I sleep
all night & day, if I am not sleeping I am so
exhausted I can not move with out becom-
ing so short of breath I have to stop and sit
not moving for at least 15-29 min. The side
effects are dragging me down.
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labeled as “currently taking” on the heading (see Figure 6.1). The order of

the 6 disease tasks and the order of comments were also randomized.

6.2.5 Measurement

In this experiment, I focused on analyzing information selection and decision

outcome. Information selection was logged by the system. To measure the

decision outcomes, after each browsing session participants were asked to

rate two statements: 1) The alternative is a better option; and 2) I would

like to suggest to switch to the alternative; based on a 1 (disagree) to 5

(agree) Likert scale. The ratings were averaged to create a decision index,

which reflects the participants’ preference for the alternative over the current

option.

In addition to the common demographic information such as age, gender,

and education, I measured the participants’ experience with seeking health

information online by asking them to rate how often they look online for

(based on a 1-never to 5-very often scale): 1) information about medicines;

2) disease related information; 3) healthy lifestyle related information; and

4) health-related social media. I also asked them to self-rate their knowledge

for each of the disease used in the experiment (based on a 1-know nothing

to 5-know a lot scale).

6.2.6 Participants

I recruited 67 participants from the Urbana-Champaign community by using

online job boards and a campus-wide mailing list. Participants’ average

age was 26.58 (SD=11.58), including 21 male and 13 with post-graduate

degree. There was no significant difference in age, gender, education, self-

rated disease knowledge, and experience of health information seeking online

for participants assigned to the four experimental groups.
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6.3 Results

In the experiment, participants selected an average of 11.00 (SD=6.22) com-

ments for each task. To start with, I coded attitude consistency for each com-

ment. Given the introduced bias of “an unfavorable current treatment and

a potentially better alternative”, I coded negative comments on the current

and positive on the alternative treatment to be attitude consistent (note in

each task the two treatment was randomly chosen to be the current or alter-

native treatment), and coded positive comments on the current and negative

on the alternative to be attitude inconsistent. Therefore, for each task, there

were four types of comments: attitude consistent/inconsistent comments on

effectiveness/side effects.

Manipulation Check

Before analyzing the result by considering biased aspect—the aspect where

one was primed with biased beliefs—as an independent variable, I conducted

a manipulation check by testing whether the selectivity between comments

on effectiveness and side effects differed for those receiving different scenario.

The intuition was that if participants were successfully primed to be con-

cerned about one aspect but not the other, they would be selecting more

comments regarding the former.

I started by calculating the selection percentage of effectiveness/side effects

related comments (divided by the total number of selected comments) for

each task, by each participant. I ran a mixed effect linear regression model

on the selection percentage, by including comment aspect (effectiveness/side

effects), the participant’s biased aspect (effectiveness/side effects), and the

presence of aspect indicators (present/absent) as fixed-effect independent

variables. For all analyses in this chapter, participants were included as a

random-effect variable. I found a significant three-way interaction among all

the fixed-effect independent variables (β = 0.13, t(64) = 2.43, p = 0.02). I

illustrate the interactive effect by plotting the average selection percentages

of effectiveness and side effects related comments in Figure 6.3.

The figure shows that, as expected, with the presence of aspect indica-

tors, participants selected more comments for the aspect on which they were

primed with biased beliefs. To confirm, I tested the interactive effect between
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Figure 6.3: Selection percentage of side effects/effectiveness
comments for participants with different biased aspects

biased aspect and comment aspect in the condition with aspect indicators,

and found it to be significant (β = 0.16, t(32) = 3.98, p < 0.01). This result

suggested that the manipulation successfully led to concerns (i.e., biased be-

liefs) focused on one of the two aspects, and the aspect indicator facilitated

the selectivity.

In the remainder of the chapter, I will study the participants’ information

selection to understand: 1) Selective exposure tendency in the context of

seeking medical opinions, and how it was mediated by disease risk and biased

aspect (RQ1); and 2) How aspect indicators influenced selective exposure

(RQ2). Lastly, I will examine whether selective exposure led to decision

bias, and whether aspect indicators made a difference (RQ3).

6.3.1 Selective Exposure (RQ1 & RQ2)

For each participant, for each disease task he or she completed, I calcu-

lated the selection percentage of the four types of comment (attitude consis-

tent/inconsistent, on side effects/effectiveness). I explored the information

selectivity in detail by examining how the following independent variables me-

diated the selectivity of the four types of comments: disease risk (high/low),

biased aspect (side effects/effectiveness), and the presence of aspect indi-

cators (with/without). To this end, I ran a mixed-effect linear regression

model on the selection percentages, by including comment attitude consis-
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tency, comment aspect, disease risk, biased aspect, and presence of aspect

indicators as fixed-effect independent variables. I found a significant three-

way interaction among attitude consistency, biased aspect and disease risk

(β = 0.07, t(63) = 2.10, p = 0.04), and a significant four-way interaction

among attitude consistency, comment aspect, the presence of aspect indica-

tors and disease risk (β = 0.14, t(63) = 2.22, p = 0.03) 1 . In the following

sections, I interpret these interactive effects to uncover how these variables

impacted the participants’ selective exposure.

Effects of Biased Aspect and Disease Risk on Selective Exposure (RQ1)

The three-way interaction among attitude consistency, biased aspect and dis-

ease risk suggested that biased aspect affected selective exposure tendency

differently for tasks regarding high-risk versus low-risk diseases. To illus-

trate the interaction, I plot the average selection percentages of each type of

comment for decisions regarding low versus high-risk diseases separately in

Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Selection percentages of different comments by
participants with biased beliefs on side effects or effectiveness

The figures show that, when participants had biased concerns on the effec-

tiveness of medication treating high-risk diseases, they exhibited pronounced

selective exposure, by selecting more attitude consistent comments than in-

consistent comments. They did not show such bias when making decisions

1The three-way interaction among biased aspect, comment aspect and the presence of
aspect indicators was still significant.
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for low-risk diseases, nor when they were only concerned about the side ef-

fects of medicines treating high-risk diseases. The conclusion is confirmed by

the significant interaction between biased aspect and comment consistency

for high-risk diseases (β = 0.06, t(65) = 2.28, p = 0.02), but not for low-risk

diseases (β = −0.01, t(65) = −0.50, p = 0.62).

The result suggested that, when seeking medical opinions using this aggre-

gator system, the participants’ selective exposure was generally low, with one

exception—when they were concerned about the effectiveness of treatment

for high-risk diseases. I noted that this was likely the most threatening sit-

uation among all the scenarios. Not only that the information-seeking task

regarding high-risk diseases was more likely to invoke threats than that of

low-risk diseases, but also, according to previous work (Bergus et al., 2002),

effectiveness is the more critical aspect than side effects in decision-making

regarding high-risk disease. This is intuitive since it is vital to treat high-risk

diseases, so patients are more likely to be tolerant of the side effects as long

as the disease can be controlled. To verify that the two aspects may differ in

criticality in medical decisions, I tested the information selectivity between

comments concerning side-effects versus effectiveness. The intuition was that

information-seekers would naturally look for more information regarding the

more critical aspect for a multi-attribute decision.

I ran a mixed-effect linear regression on the selection percentage of side

effect/ effectiveness comments (collapsing other variables, looking at only

percentages of the two aspects) by including comment aspect, disease risk,

and the presence of aspect indicators as fixed-effect independent variables.

I found a significant three-way interaction among them (β = 0.21, t(64) =

3.93, p < 0.01). In Figure 6.5, I illustrate this three-way interaction by

plotting the average selection percentages of each type of comments.

It suggested that, with the presence of aspect indicators, participants

sought more effectiveness related information for high-risk diseases, but more

side effects related comments for low-risk diseases. The conclusion was con-

firmed by the significant two-way interaction between comment aspect and

disease risk found in the conditions with aspect indicators (β = 0.10, t(32) =

2.35, p = 0.02). The observation was consistent with what was found in

Bergus et al. [169], suggesting that effectiveness is the more critical aspect

than side effects when selecting treatment for high-risk diseases, while this
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Figure 6.5: Selection percentages of side effects/effectiveness
related comments for treating high versus low risk diseases

difference in criticality tends to be moderated, even reversed for low-risk

diseases.

Taking together, the above results presented a warning that, when seeking

medical opinions, selective exposure may become more pronounced in more

critical situations, such as when concerning about the effectiveness of treat-

ing high-risk diseases. This echoed results in a study conducted by Jonas

et al. [167], finding that in more threatening situations, specifically when

mortality is a salient possibility, medical decision-makers tend to show pro-

nounced selective exposure. These results, again, showed that heightened

threat increases the selective exposure tendency, and is especially problem-

atic in health-related contexts, as people appear to be most vulnerable to

biased information seeking in situations where decision errors are especially

disastrous.

Note that I did not find the presence of aspect indicators to mediate

the above three-way interaction (four-way interaction β = −0.02, t(63) =

−0.35, p = 0.73), suggesting that the overall selective exposure tendency was

not changed by the presence of aspect indicators. However, the four-way

interaction found significance among attitude consistency, comment aspect,

the presence of aspect indicators and disease risk suggesting that the aspect

indicator might have impacted selective exposure to information regarding

the two aspects in different ways. I unpack the four-way interaction in the

next section.
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Effects of Aspect Indicators on Selective Exposure (RQ2)

To begin with, I tested the three-way interaction among attitude consis-

tency, comment aspect and presence of aspect indicators for tasks regard-

ing high-risk and low-risk disease separately. I found it to be significant

(β = 0.12, t(64) = 2.51, p = 0.01) for high-risk disease tasks, but not for

low-risk disease tasks (β = −0.02, t(64) = −0.53, p = 0.59). It suggested

that the aspect indicators might have changed selective exposure for tasks

regarding high-risk diseases, but not for information in either aspect of low-

risk diseases, as further illustrated by the descriptive results shown in Figure

6.6 (i.e., slops did not change). Therefore in the rest of the section, I focus

on the high-risk disease tasks.

Figure 6.6: Average selection percentage of different types of
comment in low-risk disease tasks

In Figure 6.7, I plot the average selection percentages of different types of

comments for high-risk disease tasks. It shows that, when seeking informa-

tion for treating high-risk diseases, the presence of aspect indicators increased

the selective exposure tendency for seeking effectiveness related information,

but decreased it for seeking side effects related information. In the following

two subsections, I discuss the implications for the two conditions—biased on

effectiveness or side effects, respectively.

Biased on Effectiveness Aspect in High-Risk Disease Tasks

The decrease of selective exposure to side effects related information could

be good news for the most concerning case—when users were concerned about

the effectiveness of treating high-risk diseases, which I have shown to incur
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Figure 6.7: Average selection percentage of different types of
comment in high-risk disease tasks

the most pronounced selective exposure. With aspect indicators, the users’

selective exposure in the “unbiased aspect”, i.e., side effects, could have been

reduced. To verify, I tested the interactive effect between attitude consis-

tency, comment aspect and aspect indicators in this situation, and found it

to be significant (β = 0.18, t(64) = 2.77, p < 0.01). I plot the average selec-

tion percentages of different types of comments in the particular situation in

Figure 6.8.

The figure demonstrates that, in the control condition where participants

could not discriminate between comments with different focused aspects, they

exhibited selective exposure for seeking both effectiveness and side effects

related comments, even though they only had biased beliefs concerning the

effectiveness. In the experimental condition, the aspect indicators helped

participants to distinguish between the two kinds of comments, and hence

“nudged” them to only show selective exposure on the effectiveness aspect,

but not on the side effect aspect. To verify that selective exposure in seeking

side effects related comments was decreased, I tested the interactive effect of

attitude consistency and the presence of aspect indicators on the selection

percentage of side-effects related comments in the situation, and found it to

be marginally significant (β = −0.07, t(32) = −2.02, p = 0.08).

This is an encouraging finding. As I hypothesized, distinguishing the fo-

cused issue aspects could encourage people to make more deliberative choices

of information, and alleviate selective exposure in aspects where they do not

have biased beliefs. This is especially important for multi-attribute decision-
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Figure 6.8: Average selection percentages of different comments in
the situation of “biased on effectiveness for treating high-risk
diseases”

making where accurate assessment of each aspects is required [170]. For

example, imagine someone with negative opinions on the effectiveness of a

treatment: if s/he indiscriminately seeks biased information for all aspects,

s/he may end up concluding that the treatment is both ineffective and can

cause bad side effects. Aspect indicators may potentially mitigate the prob-

lem, which I will further examine in the decision outcome section.

Biased on Side-Effects Aspect in High-Risk Disease Tasks

I also conducted the same test on the interactive effect between attitude

consistency, comment aspect and aspect indicators in the situation where

participants had biased beliefs in the side effects of high-risk diseases, and

found no significant result (β = 0.05, t(64) = 0.76, p = 0.45). It indicated

that in this situation, aspect indicators did not significantly change the selec-

tive exposure tendency. On the one hand, this is good news that it did not

increase the participants’ selective exposure in either aspect. On the other

hand, it did not fulfill the expectation that aspect indicators would reduce

selective exposure in the unbiased aspect, i.e., effectiveness in this situation.

To verify, I tested the interactive effect between the presence of aspect indica-

tors and attitude consistency on selection of effectiveness related comments,

and found no significant result (β = 0.02, t(31) = 0.42, p = 0.68). One

possible explanation is that since effectiveness for treating high-risk diseases

tends to be the critical aspect, aspect indicators would be less effective in

reducing selective exposure even though it was the unbiased aspect. In other
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words, whether aspect indicators could work to reduce selective exposure in

the unbiased aspect may be further mediated by the aspect criticality in the

decision context.

In short, in this section I found evidence that aspect indicators could reduce

selective exposure in aspect one did not have biased beliefs, at least when the

unbiased aspect was not the critical aspect of the decision. I also found that,

in general, aspect indicators had a stronger impact on information selectivity

for tasks regarding high-risk than low-risk medical information seeking con-

texts. This is consistent with the prediction that, since disease risk is directly

relevant to outcome importance, a contributor to accuracy motivation, it may

mediate the effectiveness of aspect indicators as it is designed to be a central

nudge.

6.3.2 Decision Outcome (RQ3)

In this section, I explore the outcome of selective exposure on decision bias,

and whether aspect indicators improved the decision. As discussed earlier,

I measured decision outcome in the post-task survey by two 5-point Likert-

scale items, and created the decision index by averaging the ratings of the two.

The value reflected the preference for the alternative over the current option,

i.e., decision bias consistent with the pre-existing attitude, with higher value

indicating higher preference. For quality control reason, I excluded 10% of

the results where the ratings given to the two questions differed by larger

than 2.

To verify that the participants’ decision outcomes were influenced by their

selective exposure, I started by testing the effect of selective exposure on

decision outcomes. For each task performed by each participant, I quantified

the extent of selective exposure, by the number of attitude consistent com-

ments minus that of attitude inconsistent comments selected, and tested its

main effect on the decision index. As expected, I found a significant posi-

tive effect of selective exposure on the decision outcomes (β = 1.06, t(66) =

4.62, p < 0.01), i.e., the preference for the alternative option. It confirmed

that the participants’ decision bias was closely associated with the extent

of selective exposure in their information seeking process. I ran a mixed
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effect linear regression model on the decision index, by including disease

risk, biased aspect and presence of aspect indicators as fixed-effect indepen-

dent variables. I found a significant three-way interaction among all of them

(β = −1.32, t(64) = −2.06, p = 0.04), and a two-way interaction between

disease risk and biased aspect (β = 0.91, t(64) = 2.00, p = 0.05).

I plot the decision bias in different situations in Figure 6.9. Consistent with

the results of selective exposure, it shows that in the control condition, the sit-

uation with the most pronounced selective exposure—having biased beliefs in

effectiveness of treating high-risk disease—led to the strongest decision bias.

However, the presence of aspect indicators mitigated the problem. To further

verify, I tested the interactive effect between disease risk and biased aspect

separately for the control and experimental conditions. As expected, I found

it to be significant without aspect indicators (=-0.94, t(62)=2.12,p=0.03),

but not significant when aspect indicators were presented (=-0.40, t(65)=-

0.86, p=0.40).

Figure 6.9: Average selection percentages of different comments in
the situation of “biased on effectiveness for treating high-risk
diseases”

To summarize, I found evidence that the pronounced selective exposure in

threatening situation in medical opinion seeking could lead to decision bias.

However, aspect indicators were effective in mitigating the decision bias by

reducing selective exposure in the “unbiased aspect”.
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6.4 Discussion

In this experiment, I used an interface similar to the ones used in Study

2 and Study 3 (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), but applied it to a different

task domain—consumers seeking social opinions to make medical decisions.

By comparing selective exposure in different contexts, specifically, concerned

with varied aspects for disease with high or low level of risk, I showed that

selective exposure became more pronounced in the more critical and threat-

ening situation, which also led to higher decision bias. I also showed that

aspect indicators, by distinguishing information that focuses on different is-

sue aspects, was able to mitigate the problem, by reducing selective exposure

to information on “unbiased aspect” where users did not have biased beliefs.

A potential implication of the study is that health-related information

seeking may create situations where accuracy motivation and threat (i.e.,

defense motivation related factor) both get heightened. On the one hand,

there would be high outcome importance related to one’s health status, even

life, to accentuate accuracy motivation. On the other hand, the situation

would alarmingly provoke threat and anxiety, as the possibilities of risk and

even mortality become salient [167]. A possible outcome, as the results sug-

gest, is that in critical medical decisions heightened threat can play a more

dominant role and thus increase the selective exposure tendency. Meanwhile,

due to the high accuracy motivation, users in such situations also tend to

react to “central nudges” that can help make more deliberative choices of

information. In contrast, users who are facing low-risk decisions may have

relatively lower accuracy motivation, and thus are less vigilant in information

seeking to make conscious choices of information based on its content.

However, aspect indicators should still be used with caution, as their ef-

fectiveness may depend on the criticality of the aspect. In this study, their

effectiveness on moderating selective exposure in unbiased aspect seemed to

be weaker when the unbiased aspect happens to be the critical aspect of the

decision. I should point out, however, that more research is needed to vali-

date this conclusion. It is possible that the weakened effect was due to the

tightened anxiety associated with seeking effective treatment for high-risk

diseases, and we do not know whether it applies to other contexts, e.g., in

political debates. Moreover, the selective exposure tendency in this situa-
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tion, where one was only concerned about side effects of a life-saving drug,

seemed to be low in general, and that could also have led to the absence of

additional positive effects of aspect indicators.

As with previous experiments, while I chose to study an “indicator” de-

sign, I expect the result to inform about the benefits of a category of interface

features that categorize information by aspects. Two of the most common

examples are faceted interface and tags (i.e., the keywords of the message,

and thus its focus). This study suggests that these design features can po-

tentially help improve deliberation and unbiased learning, and recommends

incorporating them in deliberation platform and information systems that

present diverse viewpoints.

The fundamental idea of aspect indicators as a central nudge is to provide

more fine-grained division of the issue and distinguish aspects where users

may face less cognitive dissonance, and thus potentially more open to chal-

lenging views. A more advanced version of the idea would be to highlight

the “unbiased aspects”. For example, in a political forum, a feature that en-

ables users to see “topics you both agree” can potentially reduce the barriers

of interactions between users with different opinions or ideology. Another

similar idea is to reconstruct messages that support a disagreeable position

by aspects, and bring forward the non-contradicting aspects before introduc-

ing the more attitude-challenging ones, similar to the de-biasing techniques

recommended in [130].

To implement these design ideas, existing NLP techniques that cluster

content or extract aspect would be useful (e.g., [27, 100]), but may not be

sufficient. This study suggests that, to develop more accurate nudges, beyond

“aspects in the information”, we should also explore ways to understand

“aspects in the mind”, to accurately infer on which aspect a user may or

may not have biased beliefs, and which aspect may be considered critical.

Last but not the least, this study contributes to the literature on biases

in consumer online health information seeking. Consistent with previous re-

search [31, 50, 109], I found that health information seekers tend to seek more

confirmatory information in anxiety prone situation such as when one is con-

cerned about a life-threatening condition. Given that in this study I used

a hypothetical scenario, in real patients’ information seeking contexts the
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perceived threat can be further heightened. So selective exposure could be

even more pronounced than what was observed in the study. Therefore, de-

biasing techniques should be taken into consideration when designing medical

decision-support systems. This study also suggests that, while medical deci-

sion is typically a multi-attribute decision, information seekers may not be

able to recognize or explicitly seek information to accurately assess all the

different attributes. Aspect indicators, or other kinds of design feature that

encourage users to explore each attribute separately and thoroughly, may

facilitate more informed decision-making. To support assembling these as-

sessments, DSS should also consider that weights given to different aspects

may vary depending on the decision contexts and user profiles.
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Chapter 7

EXPLORING MODERATORS OF
SELECTIVE EXPOSURE AND OPINION

GROUP BEHAVIOR DIFFERENCE

In the last decade, there has been a growing interest in empirically exam-

ining the segregation and polarization of ideological and opinion groups on

social media. The concern, needless to say, is rooted in selective exposure—

driven to seek confirmation from likeminded others, people may choose to

disproportionally connect and interact with others who share similar views.

In previous chapters, I show that moderators lead to differences in selec-

tive exposure at the individual level. In this chapter, I explore whether

group attributes associated with moderators could lead to group differences

in selective exposure tendency—the in-group bias. As discussed in the re-

lated work section, several studies have shown that some opinion or ideology

groups tend to show stronger in-group bias on social media by more actively

connecting and interacting with in-group members than others, segregating

them in isolated echo chambers [66, 71, 117, 172].

Defending the role of selective exposure, some communication researchers

associate selective exposure with increasing political interest, participation,

and expressiveness, due to the positive social proof and strengthened confi-

dence [11, 173]. Consistent with this view, empirical studies on group segre-

gation on social media often found the more densely connected group to be

more active [52, 53, 174]. It is therefore possible that the group difference

in selective exposure may drive group difference in expressiveness—members

of one group become more active and expressive about their opinions, by

engaging in active discussions with like-minded others, where their positions

are constantly reinforced.

Meanwhile, group difference in expressiveness has been discussed as a crit-

ical warning for biased presence of different groups. Not only does it impact

the perception and exposure for users of the platform, but also, it may in-

troduce biases to analytics that use social media data to understand and
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monitor social opinions. For example, Mustafaraj et al. [174] pointed to the

existence of a “vocal minority” and a “silent majority” in Twitter discus-

sions, so that the vocal group might appear to be over-represented in the

datasets. They also further showed that the two groups differ significantly

in their tweeting behavior, hence the content they created, with the vocal

group engaging in more activities that aim to broaden the group impact, such

as mentioning others and using hashtags. With the results, they warned to

exercise cautions against aggregating data to build predictive models regard-

less of group differences in expressiveness. Some scholars also warned that

because expressiveness tends to correlate with categorical attributes, i.e., the

more involved or more impacted groups tend to be more active (e.g., consider

the more prevailing negative complaints on some review websites), it would

create inherent sampling bias for using social media data to study human

behaviors [175].

While many factors can drive group differences in expressiveness, in this

work, I explore the association between group difference in selective exposure

tendency, which has also been called in-group bias by researchers looking

at the problem at the group level, and group difference in activeness and

expressiveness. Note that I do not claim the causal relationship to be strictly

one-way, as social selection and social influence often happen in both ways

[176].

Specifically, I examine the case when there are a numerical majority group

and a numerical minority opinion group. On the one hand, social science

research on in-group process robustly shows that people of the minority group

tend to exhibit stronger in-group bias (see review in [122]). This is often

explained by the threat and insecurity that minorities face, driving them

to actively look to connect with people of the same category, seeking and

providing support to each other [123]. Some also argue that by actively

engaging in selective exposure, and as a result, shielding oneself in echo

chambers of reinforcing information, is key to the survival and development

of minority social groups [177].

On the other hand, theorists of “spiral of silence” predict the contrary [178].

The theory suggests that opinion minorities may refrain from expressing their

position due to the fear of social isolation. As a result, the group may fall

silent in spite of the actual distribution in the society. However, empirical
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studies that attempted to prove the spiral of silence have encountered many

failures (see review by Scheufle and Moy [179]). Researchers then pointed to

the moderating effect of attitude certainty, i.e., the existence of a “hardcore

minority” who would speak out regardless of the social environments.

In this chapter, I will empirically examine whether the minority group

would fall silent or become louder in expressing their opinions over time.

Although theories provide mixed suggestions, I note that Twitter is a social-

network based system where people can actively curate their network and

their information feeds. So compared to common platform type of systems

such as discussion forums, Twitter may give more leeway to selective exposure

to happen, and therefore, creating echo chamber where one would fear less

about social isolation thus experience less need for silence.

Another important goal of this study is to examine the asymmetries of

“peripheral nudges”—group differences in the collective use of social fea-

tures. As demonstrated in Study 3 (Chapter 5), social peripheral features

(e.g., popularity, endorsement and source competence cues) for information

or information sources can nudge users to attend to the information, and also

promote more favorable perception of the information, regardless of its po-

sition. However, the problem is that, in most real-world systems, peripheral

nudges are not created equally for different viewpoints. Given that social

features such as “like,” sharing and endorsement, are mostly to express sup-

port, we can view the peripheral nudges as outcomes of the collective use of

the social feature by people of the same opinion group. Therefore, if certain

opinion groups tend to use a social feature more actively than others, that

would create asymmetrical nudges for that particular position.

Of course, the inequality in peripheral nudge is only one of the many prob-

lems with asymmetric use of social features between different opinion groups.

Given that many algorithms make use of these social features, it could also

asymmetrically impact the algorithm output of different viewpoints. More-

over, social sharing features also asymmetrically increase the numbers of

appearance of different viewpoints. This not only influences the reachability

and impact of different viewpoints on the platform, but also introduces biases

to the presence of different opinions in the data, creating a potential problem

for social media analytics.
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In this work, I study the group differences in the collective use of one

social feature on Twitter—the retweeting button. Specifically, I study the

differences between a numerical majority and a numerical minority group. I

focus on the asymmetric numbers of retweeting that the two groups received,

as the source of biases that can potentially amplify the presence of certain

groups over others, including peripheral nudge for their opinions, number

of presence, and algorithm ranking, etc. Previous research has highlighted

that the collective use of social features may create undesired inequality in

information cascade [146, 180], leading to greater inequality between popular

and unpopular items. Given that the majority group has a larger user base,

thus their views are considered more popular on the platform, we may expect

that the collective use of social features would give the majority group further

advantages. In this work, I study the bias, size and changes over time of this

asymmetrical outcome of the collective use of social features.

7.1 Overview of the Case Study

To explore these issues, I present a case study of the 10-month Twitter

discussion on Edward Snowden, the former NSA subcontractor who made

global headlines by leaking secret documents that expose the NSA’s global

surveillance program. Especially in the United States, Edward Snowden is

a controversial figure who fueled much debate on government surveillance

and information privacy. He has been considered a “hero” and a “patriot”

by many, but has also called a “traitor” by some for the potential threat he

posed to the national security. Although media polls in the US showed mixed

results of public opinions on Snowden [181, 182, 183], there has been anecdo-

tal evidence that Twitter users dominantly lean towards pro-Snowden [184].

Strikingly, when I looked at the top 100 most retweeted tweets in the dataset,

only one of them expressed minor doubts about Snowden, but almost 40 of

them expressed strong support for him. I also expect the Snowden discus-

sions to be suitable for group behavior changes given the continuous interests

it generated over time.

By investigating the dataset, my goal is to explore how the numerical ma-

jority (pro-Snowden) and numerical minority (anti-Snowden) groups differ
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Table 7.1: Research questions and findings in Study 5 (Chapter 7)

Research question Findings

RQ1 How did the majority and
minority groups’ activity
level change?

Comparatively, the minority group be-
came more active over time.

RQ2 How did the two groups dif-
fer in expressiveness (content
characteristics)? How did
they change?

The minority group tended to produce
more opinionated content than the ma-
jority group, and over time became in-
creasingly so.

RQ3 How are the group differ-
ences in activeness and ex-
pressiveness associated with
varied in-group bias?

Evidence was found that the minority
group showed stronger in-group bias, and
over time focused even more on inter-
personal interactions, including conver-
sations with like-minded others, which
was a main reason that they tweeted
more actively and expressively over time.

RQ4 How did the majority and
minority group differ in col-
lective use of the retweet
button? How did it change?

The majority group received more
retweets, which amplified the presence of
and peripheral nudge for their positions.
The amplification effect increased over
time, which was found to be associated
with the active and persistent role that
the pro-Snowden opinion leaders play.

in their activeness and expressiveness, and how the difference, if any, is as-

sociated with their difference in in-group bias. I also study whether their

collective use of social features creates asymmetrical results that amplify the

presence of and peripheral nudge towards one of the opinion groups. Al-

though previous research compared the in-group bias of opposing opinion

groups on social media [66, 71, 117, 172], the case of numerical majority and

minority groups has not yet been explored. Specifically, I ask the following

research questions in Table 7.1.

7.2 Dataset

By using Twitter Streaming API, we collected all publicly available tweets

containing “#snowden” (case insensitive). The collection started on July

6, 2013, one month after Snowden’s first public appearance, and ended on
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April 25, covering a period of 42 weeks. Including both original tweets and

retweets, the dataset included 1.06 million English tweets. We used the

Python NLTK package to exclude non-English tweets as we chose to focus

on the English-speaking opinion space.

The dataset contained meta-data indicating whether a tweet is a retweet

and if so, the ID of the original tweet. The meta-data is automatically

generated when user used the “retweet” button. There are other ways peo-

ple retweet, e.g., by manually copying and adding “RT,” “retweet,” and so

forth. However, we counted tweets that contain these markers and only 7.9%

of them are not shared through the retweet button. This number is signif-

icantly lower than what was reported in earlier studies (e.g., [185]), which

were conducted not long after Twitter introduced the retweet button. This

result shows users’ adaption to platform-provided features. Given that we

are interested in the effect of the retweet button, we focus on automatically

generated retweets only, and treat hand-copied ones as original tweets—to

some extent, they are similar to tweets posted to share information. Ex-

cluding retweets, the dataset includes 440k original tweets. We also used

the meta-data information to track how many times an original tweet was

retweeted.

Figure 7.1 shows the volume of tweets by week. The trend is generally

consistent with Google Trends data showing the number of times “Snowden”

was searched. A burst of attention following his first media appearance,

which decreased rapidly in the first couple of months. From October 2013

onwards tweeting activities were generally stable. However, there were “local

peaks” following significant events such as Snowden’s Christmas speech and

the SXSW speech, etc., showing that there were continuous topical interests.

7.2.1 User Classification

Inferring Twitter users’ opinions is well-known to be a challenging task [80,

172]. After experimenting with different approaches, I chose to follow [71]

by using a variation of a Raghavan’s label propagation algorithm with man-

ually labeled “seeds.” The method is based on the robust observation that

retweeting is an endorsing activity [186] and one’s position can be inferred
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Figure 7.1: Total and original tweets volume by week

based on whom or what one retweets [187, 188, 117, 189].

For the retweeting network, I treat each user as a node, and each time

a user retweeting another user as an out-going edge. The algorithm works

in iterations: In each iteration, I start with a pro-Snowden cluster and an

anti-Snowden cluster of nodes. Then I iterate every node in the dataset to

assign or re-assign each node to the cluster to which it has more out-going

edges. When they are equal (but not 0), I assign it to the minority group to

compensate for the smaller group size. I use the result of the current iteration

to seed the next iteration, and I use a hand-labeled sample with confidently

known positions to seed the initial iteration. I always fix the cluster of the

initial seeds, and give outgoing edges to them a slightly higher weight by

setting weight for edges to non-seeds at 0.8.

To obtain a sample of seeds, I crowdsourced opinion labels for 3% of ran-

dom sample of daily original tweets. I chose to label tweets instead of users

because it was easier and more suitable for crowdsourcing tasks. Random

sampling also made it more likely to include active users, which are better

positioned for seeding the network clustering algorithm. I had three Turkers

to label each tweet. They were asked to label a tweet only if they could con-

fidently judge its position or otherwise leave it in the “unknown” category.

If the three selected different labels thus did not reach a majority vote, we

recruited 2 more Turkers to label the same tweet. I worked to verify labels

for tweets that did not get high agreement. Eventually, 23.5% of sampled

tweets were confidently judged with positions. With this “conservative” la-

beling schema targeting high precision, I classified authors of tweets labeled

as pro or anti to be pro-Snowden or anti-Snowden seeds. Only 0.6% of them
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appeared in both groups, and I manually examined their tweets to decide

their positions, if possible. I ended up with a sample of 519 anti-Snowden

and 1,922 pro-Snowden seeds.

I used the labeled sample to seed the above-mentioned algorithm, which

reached stability at the 56th iteration. I focused on users who actively partic-

ipated in the discussion, i.e., those who produced at least one original tweet.

I was able to identify 27,119 pro-Snowden and 2,400 anti-Snowden users.

Their tweets accounted for 69.1% of the whole original tweets dataset. The

cumulative distributions of the number of tweets of the two groups are fairly

similar, with a few more extremely active users in the pro-Snowden group.

For evaluation, I randomly sampled 200 pro-Snowden users and 100 anti-

Snowden users from our identified users. I pooled them together and retrieved

all their tweets. Two other researchers rated whether each person leans

towards pro or anti-Snowden, or they could not judge because either the

person had too few tweets or was only sharing factual information. Table 7.2

presents the evaluation results. In general, the classification method gave

satisfactory results, with around 90% accuracy for each category.

Group agree not
agree

cannot
judge

pro 90.7% 1.3% 8.0%
anti 89.0% 4.0% 7.0%

Table 7.2: User classification evaluation results

7.2.2 Top Influencers

In some analyses, I explore the role that opinion leaders play—people who

exert highest influence within each group. Cha et al. [190] concluded that

the number of retweets a user received can reflect a user’s topical influence.

I therefore chose to identify the top influencers based on the total number

of retweets they received. For each opinion group, I identify users above

the 50% of the cumulative distribution of number of retweets received to

be the top influencers—this was to account for the fact that the retweet

distribution of pro-Snowden group has a heavier tail. 14 anti-Snowden users

and 44 pro-Snowden users were identified to be top influencers. Note that
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this method may leave room for improvements. However, having tried more

sophisticated methods (e.g., also considering mentioning), the results are

generally correlated and do not change the conclusions. Hence we present

the results by applying the simplest method.

7.3 Results

I will first study the group differences and changes in activeness (RQ1) and

expressiveness (RQ2). I will then look at the group difference in selective

exposure tendency, i.e., in-group biases, in inter-personal interactions, and

explore its association with the group difference in activeness and expres-

siveness (RQ3). In the last part of this section, I will examine the group

difference in collective use of the retweeting feature, and how it changes over

time (RQ4).

7.3.1 Change of Activity Levels (RQ1)

I start by seeking answers to RQ1—the changes of the activity levels of

the anti-Snowden group. I am interested in knowing whether the minor-

ity group’s presence increased or diminished in the opinion space. I choose

to look at the relative size of tweets volume and participating users (who

posted original messages) from the anti-Snowden group. The overall activity

change has been discussed in the dataset overview section (Figure 7.1). In

Figure 7.2, I present the relative proportion of tweets from the anti-Snowden

group among all the identified users. Results are calculated by the unit of

week, i.e., how many users posted tweets in each week. Varying from week

to week, there were 5% to 45% of users among all the identified users partic-

ipating.

Following [191], I study temporal changes by the linear fitted trend line

with weekly data points, which allows me to compare the temporal changes

of groups by testing the difference between their slopes (with t-test for the

coefficient difference divided by the pooled standard error). Both the pro-

portion of tweets volume (t(40) = 3.41, p < 0.01) and the size of users from
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the anti group (t(40) = 2.62, p = 0.01) show slopes significantly higher than

0, and the difference between the two is significant (t(80) = 1.94, p = 0.05).

This suggests that over time the anti-Snowden group’s tweeting activities

were better sustained than the pro-Snowden group. Also, on average, the

anti-Snowden users became more active than those in the pro group in pro-

ducing original tweets, suggested by the higher proportion of tweets than

the proportion of users. This is an interesting observation suggesting that,

instead of silencing themselves, the minority group became comparatively

more active and increased their presence in the opinion space (of original

messages).

Figure 7.2: Percentages of tweets and users from the anti-Snowden
group by week

For all the temporal changes I study in this chapter, I need to exclude

an alternative explanation that the changes could be caused by a significant

change in the population of the two groups, instead of group behavioral dif-

ferences. To do so, I look at the distribution of the weeks members joined the

discussions (the first time one tweeted #Snowden). A K-S test comparing

the distributions of the two groups showed no significant difference (p=0.58).

Also, I looked at the “top active users” above 50% of the cumulative distri-

bution of the total number of tweets for each group, 92.3% in the anti and

95.6% in the pro-group were already tweeting in the first half period, and

93.6% in anti and 93.9% in the pro-group were still doing so in the latter half,

suggesting that the highly active users were generally persistent. Therefore,

I can reasonably conclude that the temporal changes I observe should not be
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due to significant differences in the population changes between the groups.

7.3.2 Content Characteristics (Expressiveness) (RQ2)

To answer RQ2, I am interested in whether the two groups exhibited differ-

ences in their expressiveness, and thus produced contents with different char-

acteristics. Identifying such differences would have important implications

for social media analytics using content-based measurement to understand

social opinions. Twitter provides widely used “markers” to inquire about

communication patterns at the aggregate level. For events related discus-

sions, Bruns et al. [192, 193] suggest that using two metrics—the percentage

of original tweets containing URL, and the percentage of retweets among all

tweets—one can classify if the discussions focus more on information sharing

(high URL and retweets percentage), or more on making original commen-

tary (low URL and retweets percentage)—the later is direct relevant to the

tendency of expressiveness I want to study. By sampling Twitter discussions

from 40 hashtags related to political, social and entertainment events, they

demonstrated that they distinctively fell into one of the two clusters [192].

Figure 7.3: (left) Percentage of retweets among all tweets by week;
(right) Percentage of original tweets containing URL by week

Figure 7.3 shows the percentage of retweets (left) and tweets with URL

(right) by week for each group. There are two main observations. First, the

anti-Snowden group focused more on making original commentary, charac-

terized by lower percentage of URL shared and lower percentage of retweets.
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This may resemble an “audiencing” experience where people watch and com-

ment on unfolding events. [192] showed that tweets related to media events,

such as political elections, where Twitter acts as a discussion back channel,

often collectively exhibit such patterns. The pro-Snowden group appears

to have centered more on sharing information, with higher percentage of

URLs shared and a higher percentage of retweets. It may represent a “gate-

watching” practice, with desire to disseminate key information, but limited

interest in posting original comments. Second, we found that the differences

became even more distinct over time, with the anti group becoming more

commentary oriented, while the pro group focusing more on disseminating

information. Comparison between the coefficients of the trend lines of the

two groups is significant for retweets percentage (t(80) = 2.19, p < 0.03), and

marginally significant for URL percentage (t(80) = 1.80, p < 0.07).

The above results imply that the anti-Snowden group became more active

and also possibly more expressive over time. Imagine using a “pooled data”

approach to study opinion changes on Snowden, one may draw the conclusion

that the climate has turned against Snowden—however, could the behav-

ioral changes be driven by other reasons? I highlight one important factor

to consider—differences in social interactions, including in-group and cross-

group interactions. Observing that 52.4% tweets from anti-Snowden group

and 40.8% tweets from pro-Snowden group contained at least one mentioning,

which signals inter-personal interactions, I note that social interaction itself

is a main source of content in the Snowden Twitter discussion. Moreover,

I argue that group differences in social interactions may construct dissim-

ilar social environments, such as echo chambers, that could systematically

drive group behavior changes. To shed light on such underlying mechanism,

I study the differences in in-group and out-group interactions between anti

and pro-Snowden groups in the next section.

7.3.3 In-group and Out-group Interactions (RQ3)

I will answer RQ3 by studying in-group (mentioning opinion-similar users)

and out-group (mentioning opinion-different users) interactions. While men-

tioning can be used for different purposes, e.g., to reply, to initiate conversa-
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tions, or to refer to another user, I do not differentiate but generally consider

them as signaling interactions at the interpersonal level.

In Table 7.3 I present the number of total in- and out-group mentioning

degree. For tweets that contain multiple mentions, we count them as multiple

instances. I compare the ratio between the observed mentioning degree to

the expected degree in the mentioning network, calculated as follow:

D[i− > j] = di ·
Uj

Uanti + Upro

(7.1)

where i, j = anti or pro. di is the total number of mentioning from group

i to all the users we included in the analysis, and Uj is the total number of

users in group j.

N Ratio to Expected Value
→ Anti → Pro → Anti → Pro

Anti 4639 7797 4.59 0.68
Pro 5150 71691 0.82 1.02

Table 7.3: Total mentioning degree between and within groups.
Ratio to expected values for in-group interactions are in bold.

As shown in Table 7.3, I found that the minority group had more inter-

group interactions than the majority group. However, considering the large

difference in the group size, the observed within-group interactions in anti-

Snowden group is still significantly higher than the expected value, and the

ratio is much higher than that of the pro-Snowden group. This suggests that

both groups exhibited ingroup bias in their mentioning behaviors, with much

higher bias in the minority opinion group.

I then examined the temporal changes of in-group and out-group inter-

actions. I first looked at the average total mentioning degree by week (av-

eraging by people who produced original tweets). As shown in Figure 7.4

(left), over time mentioning activities increased in the anti-Snowden group,

but decreased in the pro-Snowden group (the difference is significant at

t(80) = 2.10, p = 0.04). I then examined, for those mentioning others, their

average percentage of in-group mentioning and out-group mentioning. As

shown in Figure 7.4 (middle), over time the in-group mentioning increased

for anti-Snowden users, but decreased for pro-Snowden users, with the two
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Figure 7.4: (left) Average mentioning degree; (middle) Average
in-group mentioning percentage by person; (right) Average
out-group mentioning by person for pro (green) and
anti-Snowden (red) groups

trend lines significantly differed (t(40) = 2.52, p = 0.01). In contrast, as

shown in Figure 7.4 (right), I did not observe such change for average out-

group mentioning percentage, with no significant difference between the two

groups (t(40) = 0.03, p = 0.97), and qualitatively we saw a decreasing trend

in the later period for the anti-Snowden group. The results suggest that,

compared to the pro-Snowden group, members of the anti group engaged

in increasing inter-personal interactions over time, which also increasingly

focused on like-minded others.

To further validate that the minority group had a higher “internalizing”

tendency in their interpersonal interactions, I compare the change of in-group

mentioning network of the two groups. I construct a directed and unweighted

network by drawing an edge from a user to another if the former ever men-

tioned the latter — this would exclude the possibility that the increasing

in-group mentions was merely due to increasing interactions between some

pairs. For both groups, I compare the in-group mentioning networks for the

first half period (1-21 week) and second-half period. In Table 7.4, I present

the key network topology metrics.

For the anti-Snowden group, comparing the later to the earlier period, I

found increases in the average degree, connectedness, reciprocity and clus-

tering coefficient, and decreases in distance, all suggesting a more tightly

interconnected in-group mentioning network over time. In contrast, for the

pro-Snowden group, while the size of the mentioning network decreased to
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Anti - 1 Anti - 2 Pro - 1 Pro - 2
# Nodes 766 566 10539 6260
Avg Degree 1.75 1.86 2.52 2.26
Avg Distance 4.73 4.18 6.10 6.56
Connectedness 0.11 0.19 0.18 0.12
Reciprocity 0.115 0.118 0.043 0.037
Clustering Coefficient 0.067 0.081 0.062 0.059

Table 7.4: Network topology metrics for in-group mentioning
networks over time (1st half vs. 2nd half), with larger values in
bold.

59.4% in the latter half, compared to 73.9% for the anti-Snowden group, the

average distance increased, while all the other metrics decreased. Consistent

with the previous data, this suggests that the in-group mentioning network

of anti-Snowden group became better connected over time, but that of the

pro-Snowden group became less so. Moreover, I found that the anti-Snowden

mentioning network had much higher reciprocity, suggesting more reciprocal

interactions, possibly more bi-directional conversations.

The above results suggest that the increasing activeness and expressiveness

of anti-Snowden group could potentially be attributed to members becoming

increasingly active in interacting with like-minded others. This is consis-

tent with the “in-group bias hypothesis” that the minority group members,

compared to majority group, would have a stronger tendency to seek rein-

forcement from other minority members, and more discriminative against

out-group members,. To further verify these differences in in-group bias, I

conduct content analysis of the in-group and out-group interactions

7.3.4 Content of In-Group and Out-Group Interactions

To further unpack the in-group and out-group interactions, we conducted

qualitative analysis on the content of tweets containing in-group and out-

group mentioning. For each of the four types of mentioning, anti → anti,

anti → pro, pro → pro, pro → anti, we draw a random sample of 250 tweets

from the pool. Researchers performed an iterative coding process [194] to

identify the intention of the mentioning. Four themes of mentioning intention

emerged in the codes:
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1) Conversing. It is typically part of a dialogue or to start a conversa-

tion. Consistent with previous findings [195, 66], we observed that a signifi-

cant portion of in-group conversations were to show support for like-minded

others, but out-group ones mainly expressed opposition, disapproval, or to

question and provoke different-minded others, e.g.:

“@mygirls3333 EXACTLY! Rachel is FULL-OF-SHIT on that! She

doesn’t mention #Snowden since he ran to Russia!”

“@thetomtatum Actually, that is incorrect. The majority of the public

supports #Snowden.”

2) Directing. We observed an important use of mentioning is to direct

information or facts to the targeted users 1. These tweets were often to

share factual updates about the Snowden issue or relevant external resources.

Examples include:

“ICYMI (07/13) Alleged #Snowden Statement Clouded With Skepticism

http: // t. co/ k4VdrBeZ6S cc @LibertyLynx @20committee @catfitz”

3) Referencing. This consists of tweets where users cited what the men-

tioned users have said. Different from directly using the retweet button, we

observed that they often rewrote or adapted the original tweets by shortening

or summarizing them, and also, more than half of them added additional com-

ments. They were often used to call out opinion-different users to question,

criticize, or mock their statements, or to support or endorse opinion-similar

users’. For example:

“@YourAnonNews: Venezuela says it will shelter #Snowden: http:

// t. co/ DhYb8F9UY9 #WeStandWithEdwardSnowden”

While this can be seen as a form of sharing similar to retweeting, previous

research [186] documented the conversational and relational aspect of adapt-

ing and commenting through manually sharing, with the intention to publicly

agree or disagree, to start a conversation, to make visible one’s presence as

a listener, to signal friendship or loyalty, and so forth. Given the currently

wider use of the retweet button, these motivations to manually reference

could be especially noteworthy.

113.8% of ”directing” tweets overlapped with the ”conversing“ category, as they hap-
pened in the middle of conversation
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4) Pointing. Lastly, we found that mentioning is also used to point to

a person when publicly addressing him or her. They are intended for the

general audience but also making the mentioned person aware. For example:

“@LouiseMensch @grantshapps @MailOnline all gone quiet on #Snow-

den since Merkel concern. Thank god 4 the @guardian and #snowden

for exposure”

anti-in anti-out pro-in pro-out
Conversing 50% 56% 26% 59%
Directing 28% 10% 18% 14%
Referencing 20% 17% 42% 19%
Pointing 5% 18% 15% 9%

Table 7.5: Frequency of code occurrence in different mentioning
tweets

I present the frequency of code occurrence for each category of mentioning

in Table 7.5. The following conclusions could be drawn from the results:

Echo chamber and audiencing effects: The minority group were sig-

nificantly more likely to engage in in-group conversations than the majority

group (χ2 = 29.67, p < 0.001). This provides explanation for the previous

observation that the mentioning network of the anti-group had higher reci-

procity and became more inter-connected over time, as they were more likely

to form meaningful social relationships through bi-directional conversations.

This also suggests that these in-group conversations could have contributed

to the increasing “audiencing” practices we observed earlier. Importantly, we

consider it as evidence that the minority group were more likely to engage in

exchanging reinforcing opinions, and thus exhibiting stronger “echo chamber

effect”.

Cooperation effects: Directing was generally more likely to happen in

in-group than out-group communications, and the in-group directing hap-

pened more in the anti- than the pro-Snowden group (χ2 = 7.10, p < 0.01).

Qualitatively, in-group directing could be considered an cooperative behavior

for people to share information or external resources that support the group

position. A typical example of the anti-Snowden group directing supportive

fact is:

“Americans support #Snowden? In latest poll 60% say he hurt US secu-
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rity; 52% want him charged. Some support. http: // t. co/ YI3Ptv4tDk

@Skipease”

This suggests that the minority group adopted more cooperative strategy

by sharing supportive resources with the alliances.

Gatewatching effects: Referencing is generally more likely to happen

in-group than out-group, and pro-Snowden group had significantly more in-

group referencing than that of the anti group (χ2 = 27.07, p < 0.001). It

suggests that the pro-Snowden group engaged more in sharing and publicly

supporting other group members to signal their group affiliation. This is

again consistent with the previous observation that the majority group fo-

cused more on the “gatewatching” practice.

Taken together, the above analyses confirmed the stronger in-group bias

of the numerical minority group, as compared to the majority group. The

in-group bias is not only reflected in the network topology, but also and fun-

damentally in a stronger tendency to actively seek and extend support to

each other. While I was not able to directly study the causes of such group

difference in in-group bias, the observation is largely consistent with previous

social science research examining in-group bias of numerical minority groups,

which has associated the phenomenon with the heightened self-threat of mi-

nority groups. Therefore, defense motivation related attributes may not only

lead to increased selective exposure in individuals, and also, at the aggre-

gate level, it could result in stronger in-group bias. This work highlights

that varied in-group bias not only constructs varied social and information

environments for people of different opinion groups, it can also impact user

behaviors, including the difference in activeness and expressiveness between

users of different opionion groups.

7.3.5 Amplification (RQ4)

In this section, I study whether and how the collective use of the retweet but-

ton could amplify the presence of certain opinion groups over others (RQ4).

Because a group uses the social feature more actively, it may give advantage

to the peripheral nudges for their opinion, and increase the presence and

impact of their viewpoint. To do so, I introduce the concept of amplification
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to reflect the asymmetrical results of the collective use of social features.

To conceptualize amplification, I adopt a “black box” view and consider the

distribution of original messages from different opinion groups as the input

distribution, and the distribution of the total retweets each group received

to be the output distribution. Depending on the design feature studied, the

“distribution” could be defined as the total number of retweets, likes, or to-

tal ratings, etc. of the messages from different groups. I define amplification

to be the ratio between the output distribution and the input distribution.

It allows one to quantify the size of the potential amplification effect of the

collective use of a design feature, and also, to monitor the effect over time.

I study the amplification effect of the retweeting button. On this platform,

retweeting can play two roles in amplifying a group’s viewpoint: First, it

can increase the number of presence of messages, thus reaching a wider au-

dience; and second, to serve as a peripheral nudge on users’ Twitter feed

by a “shared” icon with the number of retweeting. Using the meta-field of

the ID of the retweeted tweet, I was able to track how many times each

tweet was retweeted through the retweet button. Specifically, I calculate the

amplification effect by the following formula:

Amplification =
Npro/Nanti

npro/nanti

(7.2)

where ni is the number of original messages from group i, Ni is the total

size after retweeting, calculated by Ni =
∑ni

j=1(1 + NRT (j)), where NRT (j)

is the number of times a tweet j got retweeted. If the amplification index is

equal to 1, it means there is no amplification. If it is above (below) 1, there

is an amplification effect favoring the pro (anti) group.

Figure 7.5 shows the amplification effect by week. Two conclusions can

be drawn: 1) Perhaps not surprisingly, there was consistent amplification

favoring the pro-Snowden (majority) group, as indicated by the amplifica-

tion index being above 1 almost all the time. 2) More interestingly, the

amplification effect increased over time (positive coefficient significant at

t(80) = 4.05, p < 0.001). In the later period, the index often reached more

than 2, which means that the collective use of the retweet button could have

amplified the voice of the pro-Snowden group by more than twice of the dis-

tribution of the original messages.
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Figure 7.5: Amplification effect of collective use of retweeting
button by week

Here I can make some inferences about the causes of the increasing am-

plification effect. As the anti group shifted towards more interpersonal com-

munications, they became more disadvantaged for amplification. Not only

because group members might have focused their energy on making original

statements, but this type of commentary and conversational tweets are nat-

urally less appealing for retweeting [185]. In contrast, for the pro-Snowden

group, the kind of “gatewatching” practice is by nature an “amplifying”

practice—by having a concentrated group of people producing original mes-

sages (low input), and having a large number of people retweeting these

messages (high output).

While there could be many reasons for a group to engage in gatewatching

practices, I attribute a key one to the existence of “super influencers” in

the pro group, who were the target of “watching”. They include well-known

persons or organizations that are highly involved in the Snowden issue such

as wikileaks, Jesselyn Radack,and Jacob Appelbaum, and dedicated activist

accounts such as free snowden and NO2NSA. In contrast, opinion leaders in

the anti group are far less known, with a few political scholars, e.g. Louise

Mensch, getting the most retweets. On the one hand, these super influencers

are highly visible to attract retweeting by having a large number of followers

and names that raise issue-specific attention. On the other hand, similar to

what was observed in previous studies of activists, politicians and journalists

on Twitter [196, 197, 174, 198, 199], I observed that many of them engaged
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in strategically tweeting behaviors that are more likely to prompt sharing,

e.g., creating or citing external resources, calling attention for support, using

political and philosophical slogans, framing issues, using humor, and so forth.

Examples include:

“Edward Snowden should seek asylum in the only place truly beyond the

reach of US law enforcement. Wall Street. #snowden” (wikileaks)

“#Snowden should win the Nobel Peace Prize. Dear @Nobelprize org,

please listen to the Internet We want Snowden! He’s a hero! Retweet =
√

.”(KimDotcom)

“My artcl: How Obama misled public when he said protected legal chan-

nels exist that #Snowden could’ve used http://t.co/CuGqsDoImU via

@Salon”(JesselynRadack)

I quantitatively compare the activities of the “top influencers” and a

group’s retweeting of them between the two groups (the method to identify

them was discussed in the “user classification” section). I found that, indeed,

the top influencers in the pro group were far more likely to be retweeted,

with an average retweeting rate of 36.44 per tweet, compared to 4.20 for

the top influencers in the anti group. By analyzing the temporal changes

of the percentage of tweets contributed by the top influencers (Figure 7.6

(left)),Ie found that the contributions of pro-Snowden opinion leaders were

steady, and slightly increased over time, in contrast with the decreasing con-

tribution of the anti-group opinion leaders (the difference is significant at

t(80) = 3.28, p = 0.002). Meanwhile, there was an increasing tendency for

the pro group to focus on retweeting the top influencers, as reflected by the

increasing proportion of retweets directed to the top influencers (Figure 7.6

(right), the difference is significant at t(80) = 1.92, p = 0.05). Together,

it suggests that the increasing amplification could be at least partially at-

tributed to the increasing practices of gatewatching for the active and influ-

ential opinion leaders in the pro-Snowden group.

To summarize, the collective use of the retweet button amplified the voices

of the majority group, and the amplification increased over time. This in-

dicates that, while the production of original tweets dropped faster for the

pro-Snowden group, their retweeting activities were better sustained, sug-

gesting that the pro-group members shifted their attention from making
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Figure 7.6: (left) Percentage of tweets from top influencers (right)
Percentage of retweets directed to top influencers’ tweets

original comments to retweeting existing tweets, especially retweeting those

from opinion leaders. There are several implications from the asymmetrical

results of the collective retweeting activities between the two opinion groups.

One is that the peripheral nudges to the views of the majority group is much

more prominent. For example, a Twitter user who is interested in checking

the Snowden discussion, upon searching for the topic, would see a list of

tweets. The user’s attention would be drawn to those popular tweets that

come with the peripheral nudge “shared by many others”, which would be

primarily pro-Snowden tweets. This problem would be further exacerbated

by the “Top” feature of Twitter—recommendation of top tweets on the topic

by taking the number of sharing into consideration. Such a scenario cre-

ates the very opposite outcome for the goal of enhancing users’ exposure to

diverse views.

This also means that even though the minority group increased its pres-

ence in creating original messages, its presence on the platform could still be

weakened. Considering someone conducting data analysis by pooling both

original and retweeted contents, he or she might reach the conclusion that

the social opinions have turned towards pro-Snowden. This sends a critical

warning against pooling social media data without disentangling the distort-

ing effect of the collective use of social features, which could lead to incorrect

conclusions about social opinions.
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7.4 Discussion

This work sends two warnings for both designing and studying social tech-

nologies that host diverse viewpoints. The first warning is that opinion

groups may differ in their selective exposure tendency, leading to some groups

better inter-connected and more segregated form others. This not only limits

the exposure to diverse views for the group members, but also, creates varied

social environments that shape user behaviors. Specifically, I found evidence

that, in the long run, topical discussions may be better sustained in opinion

groups that show stronger selective exposure, and one reason is that they

would be more actively engage in supportive and cooperative inter-personal

interactions with like-minded others. Due to the nature of these interactions,

they also tend to produce content with more expressive characteristics.

This study underlines the broader problem of studying social opinions

with “pooled data” from social media without considering the behavioral

differences and changes of opinion groups, and thus biases of their presence

and differences in the content characteristics they create [200, 175]. Although

many factors may potentially contribute to the group behavior differences,

this study suggests that one factor to consider is the varied in-group bias—

not just narrowly in the form of connecting with similar minded others, but

also with a stronger tendency to seek confirmation from and show support

to each other.

Biases introduced for social media data analytics is only one problem that

group differences in in-group bias may result. Other concerns include the

asymmetrical social networks that can create unequal advantages in many

aspects, such as member engagement, group visibility, and information dis-

semination. This can have profound implication on the political landscape.

For example, reports (Pew Internet Report, 2008) show that during the 2008

election, the Obama campaign enjoyed a clear advantage in terms of online

voter engagement than did McCain’s, with more discussions and web traffic

on popular social media outlets. Many believe that such advantage played a

role in Obama’s successful election.

These possibilities highlight the importance of more ethical design of so-

cial media by accounting for the potential variance in in-group bias between

different opinion groups. To understand, even predict, group differences in in-
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group bias, a possibility is to resort to theories on the moderators of selective

exposure. The accuracy-defense motivation framework could potentially be

a useful tool for the purpose. For example, groups with attributes associated

with defense motivation such as being a minority group, a new group being

challenged by the establishment, could potentially exhibit stronger in-group

bias. On the other hand, groups with attributes that are likely associated

with accuracy motivation, such as with high topical interests, may potentially

engage in more cross-group interactions. Future research may explore the

association between the known moderators of selective exposure and group

behavioral differences on social media platform, and use that knowledge to

inform studies using social media data.

A second warning this study presents is that group difference in collective

use of social features can asymmetrically amplify the impact of groups that

use these features more actively. The amplification can happen in multiple

forms. First, social sharing features can asymmetrically increase the presence

of messages from different opinion groups. It may not only impact the visibil-

ity of different opinions for users of the platform, but also bias the presence of

them in the data. This study warns that, when analyzing social media data,

it is important to consider whether, and how to account for effects enabled

by collective use of design features (e.g., whether to include retweets, and, if

so, whether to give retweets the same weight as the original tweets). These

are practical questions that can lead to different conclusions.

Moreover, as Study 3 (Chapter 5) shows, social features can work as pe-

ripheral nudges to increase users’ attendance, favorable perception and agree-

ment with the information. The asymmetric result of the collective use of

social features thus may create asymmetric peripheral nudges towards differ-

ent opinion groups, an outcome that is detrimental to the goal of enhancing

diversity and facilitating public deliberation. Future research may empiri-

cally examine these implications.

Finally, I want to point out the increasing presence of opinion minorities

(w.r.t. original messages) is not necessarily a rejection of the idea of “spiral

of silence”. Given its prediction that the entry barrier to start expressing

one’s opinion would be higher for opinion minorities, it implies that, on

average, the minority group who are in the discussions might have higher

defense motivation to begin with. With lower entry barriers for the majority
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opinion group, some with lower issue engagement might be willing to join the

discussion in the beginning but dropped their activities over time, or shifted

to less demanding activities such as retweeting.
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Chapter 8

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The central objective of this dissertation is to understand individual and

contextual factors that moderate people’s propensity to engage in selective

exposure in interactions with information and social technologies, and to in-

form design of technologies that nudge people to seek attitude-challenging

information by tailoring designs based on these moderators. This research

is inspired by half a century of social science research on selective exposure

theories, and the emerging HCI research on designing diversity-enhancing

technologies. This dissertation seek to bridge the two fields. Specifically, I

leverage a theoretical framework on the moderators of selective exposure—

the accuracy-defense motivation framework, and explore its applications in

four aspects of diversity-enhancing technology designs. In the following sec-

tions, I will summarize the conclusions from this dissertation, and suggest

future directions, for each of the four aspects. In the last section, I will reflect

on the choice of the theoretical framework.

8.1 Designing with Positive and Negative Moderators

of Selective Exposure

The first aspect of leveraging moderators of selective exposure in design-

ing diversity-enhancing technologies is a straightforward one—to eliminate

design features associated with the positive moderators of (increase) selec-

tive exposure, and adopt ones that contribute to the negative moderators

of (decrease) selective exposure. As a demonstration of the idea, I showed

that design features that heighten threat, and thus individuals’ defense mo-

tivation, can lead to pronounced selective exposure (Study 1 in Chapter 3).

Noting that sometimes these features are unintentionally created, such as
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a decorative image, I emphasize the importance of understanding and in-

specting potential moderators of selective exposure to avoid designs that can

provoke the tendency to engage in undesired information selectivity.

Many design ideas can arise from the knowledge about moderators of se-

lective exposure. For example, based on the recommendation of reducing

defense motivation, easy access to supportive information has been robustly

proved to ease cognitive dissonance and promote exposure to diverse views.

This can be easily implemented with digital technologies. Other ideas, as

inspired by the meta-analysis of Hart et al., include avoiding forcing users to

make committed choices, avoiding challenging users’ core value, and provid-

ing ways to boost users’ self-confidence. Designs can also focus on promoting

accuracy motivation. Balancer [104] is an example on point by priming ac-

curacy motivation as social norms. Another general strategy is to highlight

the utility value of attitude-inconsistent information.

As a general direction, future research can leverage the multi-modality

and cue richness of digital technologies to carefully construct an environ-

ment that reduces cognitive dissonance and fosters open-mindedness. This

may range from leveraging graphic cues to nudge users’ information access

path, building system features that change users’ interaction patterns, to

adopting novel interaction techniques such as the recent rise of conversa-

tional agents for information retrieval (e.g., chatbot). Agent interfaces may

be well positioned for “nudging” users’ information seeking path and atti-

tude changes, with anthropomorphic designs and conversational interactions.

For example, the idea of debate-bot was introduced recently, and this could

be the next-generation platform for personal deliberation and social-opinion

seeking.

A problematic observation from online cross-ideological interactions is that

even if cross-group discussions do happen, instead of having meaningful opin-

ion exchange and collective deliberation, they frequently appear to be defen-

sive and offensive in nature [195]. The long-term effect is worrying, given

that triggered defensive inclination may exacerbate individual’s selective ex-

posure. A challenge for future research would be to develop interventions

to mitigate defense motivation and promote accuracy motivation in ongoing

social interactions on social media. The intervention can be as simple as

the automatic identification of offensive contents in out-going messages and
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suggestion for revisions, to more sophisticated techniques that augment the

online discussion threads.

8.2 Identification of User Groups and Use Contexts

with Varied Selective Exposure Tendencies

Second, I showed that the theory on moderators of selective exposure can

inform the identification of user groups and use contexts with varied levels

of selective exposure tendency. By studying user interactions with an in-

formation aggregator for various topics, I showed that user group with high

accuracy motivation related attributes, i.e., high topic involvement, tend to

seek information in a more balanced fashion (Study 1 in Chapter 3). By

exploring selective exposure in consumer medical opinion-seeking using a

comment aggregator, I demonstrated that in contexts of heightened defense

motivation—threat and irreversibility as in high-risk health decisions—users

are more prone to selective exposure bias (Study 4 in Chapter 6). By study-

ing group discussions with regard to a controversial topic on social media, I

found evidence validating the conclusion from (offline) social science research

that user group perceiving self-threat are more likely to engage in selective

exposure (Study 5 in Chapter 7).

Identification of user groups with varied diversity preference serves as the

first step towards personalizing diversity-enhancing designs. First of all, it

helps identify user groups and use contexts that are more vulnerable to selec-

tive exposure, so that targeted interventions should be delivered. The theory

also provides explanation for the observed user differences in diversity prefer-

ences with the underlying motivational mechanisms, and thus informing how

to personalize designs to satisfy the needs and preferences of the different

user groups and use contexts.

Moreover, identifying individual and contextual differences in diversity

preference may also inform how to tailor the information retrieval and presen-

tation with the goal of ensuring certain levels of diversity exposure without

significantly impairing user favorability of the system. I propose that a more

progressive “nudging” approach would be to start with the diversity level
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with which the user is comfortable, and gradually increase the diversity as

users’ accuracy motivation increases, and/or their defense motivation drops.

Based on this idea, a future research direction would be to develop a com-

prehensive list of individual and contextual factors that can predict users’

diversity preferences when using specific information and social technologies.

While the accuracy-defense motivation framework is a helpful tool, we can

also look at broader scope of research on moderators of selective exposure.

Some of the factors could be context related, and seen as the “base rate” of

selective exposure in the particular information-seeking context. For exam-

ple, using a similar interface, I showed that in health information seeking,

users are generally less likely to engage in selective exposure, compared to

political information seeking tasks, possibly due to the generally low defen-

sive inclination in health information seeking. Other factors may be related

to user profiles. In addition to topical involvement, recent studies examined

the moderating effect of demographic features [74] and personality traits such

as close-mindedness, rebelliousness and hostility [201] on selective exposure.

Other factors may arise from the interactions with the system—e.g., what

information is consumed, whether threatening or confirming message is en-

countered, what is presented on the interface, and so forth. Such events can

be easily inferred by logging users’ interactions with the system.

By identifying the list of factors, we can build user models that are able to

dynamically predict users’ diversity preferences, and with that, develop in-

telligent systems that can adapt its information retrieval and presentation as

the user interacts with it. Such systems would know when and how to deliver

the most effective attitude-challenging information that would also be wel-

comed by the user. While this is an ambitious proposal, recent development

in machine learning techniques for user-profiling is promising to explore for

the purpose of identifying a large number of predictive features for selective

exposure tendency. The challenges, however, may lie in the attainment of

training data—how to reliably identify the user’s diversity preference at a

particular moment. Self-report is often seen as flawed, because users either

cannot assess correctly or are drawn to social desirability. Large scale log data

from deliberation platforms may be explored for such purposes, by inferring

diversity preferences from users’ actual information selectivity, using metrics

similar to the Selective Exposure Index used in the above experiments.
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8.3 Personalizing Nudging Designs

The third aspect of leveraging moderators of selective exposure is to tailor

the diversity-enhancing nudging design based on individual and contextual

differences. Because the theories of moderator provide explanation for the

underlying mechanism that drives individual differences in seeking attitude-

relevant information, it may inform nudging designs that best accommodate

different user groups or use contexts.

In this dissertation, I made association between accuracy motivation and

the dual-processing persuasion theories, which provide a theoretical account

for tailoring behavior-change interventions based on motivational level, in-

cluding accuracy motivation. Based on the theory, I proposed that there

can be two types of nudging design for exposure to different views— central

nudges that reflect the information content characteristics and facilitate de-

liberative choice of information, and peripheral nudges that induce positive

heuristics with the attitude-challenging information, which change informa-

tion behavior in a more automatic fashion. I also propose that central nudges

would be more effective in reducing selective exposure for users with high ac-

curacy motivation, and the difference of effectiveness between the two groups

would be lower for peripheral nudges (Study 2 in Chapter 4).

Using a discussion platform prototype for controversial political topics, I

studied the effect of a central nudge—interface cues that reflect the fine-

grained positions of information content, and effect of a peripheral nudge—

interface cues that are associated with expertise heuristics. I validated the

proposed design guideline by demonstrating that the central nudge was only

effective in reducing selective exposure for those with high accuracy moti-

vation (Study 2 in Chapter 4). The peripheral nudge, however, worked for

both groups in changing their selective exposure (Study 3 in Chapter 5). In

another study, I explored another central nudge—interface cues that indicate

on which issue aspect the information focuses on, in the context of seeking

social opinions for medical decisions. Again, I found consistent evidence that

the central nudge is more effective in changing selective exposure tendency

in the context of high-risk decision than that of low-risk decision, as the for-

mer naturally constituted a high-accuracy motivation context (Study 4 in

Chapter 6).
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To the best of my knowledge, this series of studies is the first attempt to

explore personalizing nudging designs for diversity-enhancing technologies.

Recognizing that we need to move beyond the “one-size-fits-all” approach to

nudge for exposure to diverse views, there are many directions that future

research can explore. While there are numerous individual and contextual

factors that are potentially worth tailoring for, I argue that a theory-based

approach as I used would be more efficient by providing a general umbrella

construct that informs tailoring strategies for many related factors. For ex-

ample, accuracy motivation can be seen as a high-level attribute that en-

compasses learning motivation, outcome importance, and information utility

goal, all of which the design guideline can be potentially applied to.

Following the same theoretical base, an immediate suggestion made by

ELM would be to tailor nudging designs for ability related attributes, in

that persuasion through the central route would be more likely for those

with high, than low, ability. In this context, ability can also encompass

many factors such as cognitive ability, general literacy, domain knowledge,

and future research is needed to examine their mediating effect on different

nudging designs. In some of the studies, I also noted that domain knowl-

edge often correlates with topic involvement—thus accuracy motivation—so

future studies may need to separate the effect of the two. Another imme-

diate question would be how to tailor nudging design for varied levels of

defense motivation. ELM theories suggest that as another type of motiva-

tional factor, defense motivation would also promote central processing, but

in an even more biased way. So a possibility worth exploring is to conversely

tailor nudging design for defense motivation, e.g., by emphasizing attitude-

irrelevant features for those with high defense motivation.

Instead of using a theory-based, top-down approach to inform the tailoring

strategies, we may also explore data-driven, bottom-up approaches to do so.

For example, we may infer the favorability of attitude-inconsistent messages

for a particular user based on his or her previous interactions, by identify-

ing what kind of attitude-inconsistent messages he or she was interested in

reading. I would like to point out that, to some extent, both the theory-

based and data-driven tailoring methods aim to optimize user preference for

attitude-challenging information based on its attitude-irrelevant attributes,

so hybrid methods that combine the two may also be explored. For exam-
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ple, as my studies suggest that fine-grained positions (especially moderately

different positions), less conflicting issue aspects, and social endorsement are

information attributes valued by users, these features can be included in in-

formation retrieval algorithms to identify messages that are both challenging

and appealing.

8.4 Opinion Group Difference in Selective Exposure

The last aspect to apply knowledge about moderators of selective exposure is

to predict selective exposure tendency at the aggregate level— the in-group

bias of different opinion groups on a social media. By conducting a case study

of Twitter discussions on a controversial topic, I found that the numerical mi-

nority group showed stronger selective exposure tendency, i.e., in-group bias,

than the numerical majority group. The result is consistent with conclusions

from social science research on in-group bias, which recognizes higher self-

threat—an attribute commonly associated with defense motivation—as the

cause for stronger in-group bias of minority and marginalized groups. Im-

portantly, the study also found evidence that the difference in in-group bias

can potentially drive group behavior difference. By engaging in increasing

inter-personal interactions with like-minded others, the minority group be-

came increasingly more active and produced more expressive contents, which

could potentially lead to their opinions being over-represented on the plat-

form, and in the dataset (Study 5 in Chapter 7).

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to explore group dif-

ferences in selective exposure and its implication for studying and designing

social media platforms. The result is alarming, showing that group differ-

ences in in-group bias can lead to incorrect perception of opinion prevalence

for users of the platform, and wrong conclusion from social media analytics

that use the data. But there is more to that. An immediate topic to study is

the implication of asymmetrical social network structure resulted from varied

in-group bias. It is possible that when two groups are close in size and other

attributes, the one with stronger in-group bias, thus tightly inter-connected

network, would gain advantages in information dissemination and other col-

laborative activities, such as using design features that can broaden group
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impact. While I was unable to study the problem in the context of majority

v.s. minority groups, I showed that asymmetrical results of the collective

use of design feature could amplify the presence, reachability and impact of

viewpoints of the group that use the feature more actively.

Moreover, given that many algorithms use social network related features

to rank or recommend items, the results would be biased without consid-

ering the asymmetrical social networks structure between different opinion

groups. All of the above problems are counter-productive to the goal of

preserving and promoting exposure to diverse perspectives. Future research

should explore ways to mitigate the potential biased effect resulted from

group difference in in-group bias. This may include delivering interventions

to groups that are more prone to selective exposure, and taking the potential

asymmetrical networks structure into account when designing social features

and algorithms.

In addition to exploring these potential negative outcomes, more empirical

studies are needed to understand to what extent the theories of moderators

of selective exposure can be applied to predict opinion group difference in in-

group bias. Although I found consistent evidence here that minority groups,

whose members are more likely to experience threat, showed stronger in-

group bias, I have to refrain from generalizing the conclusion to all social

media platforms. It is clear that some minority groups would eventually die

out on a social media platform. There are many factors that can prevail

the effect of in-group bias, and in-group bias may require certain conditions

to happen. For example, Twitter is a network-based platform where user

can curate their own information feed, and it is possible that platforms with

less emphasize on network, such as a shared discussion forum, could make it

harder for minority groups to engage in selective exposure. Future research

needs to conduct more empirical analyses to identify both the moderators

that can predict group difference in in-group bias, and the prerequisites for

the moderating effect to happen.
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8.5 On Theories of Moderators for Selective Exposure

In the beginning of this dissertation, the accuracy-defense motivation frame-

work seemed to be an easy choice as the foundational theory to motivate

my research. It is comprehensive, by encompassing the two major camps of

works on moderators of selective exposure—one that centers around the ex-

tent of cognitive dissonance (as relevant to defense motivation), and one that

focuses on the moderating effect of the information-seeking goal (as relevant

to accuracy motivation). While results of my studies largely supported the

theoretical framework, it is not without its limitations. The main problem is

that the two constructs are not mutually exclusive in their predictors. Study

4 (Chapter 6) best illustrates the problem, as in the potential co-existence

of attributes predicting defense motivation (threats salience) and accuracy

motivation (outcome importance).

The occasional correlation of the two constructs has been noted in the

original work on the accuracy-defense motivation theory [42], which found

it to largely offset the expected moderating effect of accuracy motivation.

One explanation is that defense motivation can be more easily satisfied with

the automatic process (i.e., selective exposure), while satisfying accuracy

motivation (i.e., correcting selective exposure) requires conscious monitoring

[202]. Examples of co-existing situations include facing issues that are both

high in importance and threats to core values, and being presented with both

high-quality pro and counter arguments.

So our understanding on the two motivational constructs and their inter-

active effects needs to be deepened, calling for more empirical and theoretical

research in this area. We may also seek alternative theoretical paradigms. In-

stead of continuing down the motivational path, some advocates a cognitive

perspective, by considering that processing attitude-consistent information

tends to consume less cognitive resource because of the easier retrieval of rel-

evant attitude and beliefs [203]. Another line of research theorizes through

the lens of information utility. Specifically, the higher the utility of attitude-

inconsistent information is, the less likely one engages in selective exposure

[97]). Considering these two alternative theories, it would be interesting to

explore selective exposure tendency as a cost-utility optimization problem,

and attempt to place various contextual and individual moderators within
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this unified framework.
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Appendix A

PRE-SELECTED AND CHOSEN TOPICS
IN STUDIES 1-3 (CHAPTER 3-5)

Table A.1: Controversial topics used as experimental tasks in
Studies 1-3

Controversial topic Chosen in
Study 1
(Chapter 3)

Chosen in
Studies 2 & 3
(Chapters 4 &
5)

Should certain vaccines be required for
children?

Should euthanasia or physician as-
sisted suicide be legal?

X X

Is drinking milk healthy for human?
Should prescription drugs be adver-

tised directly to consumers?
X X

Do violent video games contribute to
youth violence?

X X

Should certain performance enhancing
drugs (such as steroids) be accepted in
sports?

X

Should all Americans have the right be
entitled to health care?
Should people become vegetarian? X X
Should death penalty be allowed? X X
Should the US have sent troop to Iraq? X
Are the 2010 health care reform laws

good for America?
Is human activity a substantial cause

of global climate change?
Should Social Security be privatized? X X
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE OF THE TOPIC
QUESTIONNAIRE IN STUDY 1

(CHAPTER 3)

1. Legalizing euthanasia is :

Harmful 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 Beneficial
Unethical 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 Ethical
Unnecessary 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 Necessary
Wrong 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 Right
Undesirable 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 Desirable

2. How certain are you about your attitude on this issue? 3. How

Uncertain 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 Certain

important is your point of view on this issue to you?

Little 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 A lot

4. How much is the topic related to your core value?

Little 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 A lot

5. How much do you know about this topic?

Little 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 A lot

6. How interested are you in knowing more about this topic?

Little 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 A lot

7. How much do you desire to know the truth about the topic regardless

of your own point of view?

Little 1—2—3—4—5—6—7 A lot
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